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This thesis presents an historical ethnography of Club 47. a significant cultural
icon of the folk music revival in the United. States in the late 19505 and 19605. Oub 47
existed in Cambridge. Massachusetts. from 1958 to 1968 and. was the best-known
coffeehouse in New England_
Oub 47 was instnunental in helping to create a community and a market for
commercial folk music by serving as both the principal breeding ground for new talent
in the area, and as the showcase for the best performers and the many genres that the
folksong revivai had to offer.
While it was the music aspect of the club that was best known, performers and
audiences came together at the 47 as much for its social organization as for its music. A
critical factor that distinguished Oub 47 from other revival venues was its membership
poliCY, instituted upon its incorporation as a nonprofit educational organization, which
led to its communal ownership and governance. Throughout its evolution, Oub 47
both influenced and reflected musical and sodal developments locaUy, regionally, and
nationally, induding the revival's eventual integration into mainstream musical forms
and the 1960:> counterculture.
As a contribution to the field offolkloristic:s, this thesis considers the music
culture of one group of people over a 1()..year period and approaches Oub 47 from its
grassroots as a fieldwork-based history. I seek to contextualize and synthesize the
experiences and observations of the scene's diverse participants within the scholarly
purviews of folksong and folk custom, as weU as within folksong-revival and New
England sociocultural history.
My findings suggest that the revival helped to usher in a new American cultural
period and, through appeals to tradition, functioned as social sanction for breaking old
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patterns and creating newer ones. 1.5 part of a cultural transformation, Oub 47
participants, like their folksong revival counterparts in other scenes, were creators imd
innovators of new musical texts. These texts, when approved as art forms, alluded to
continuity with the past and utilized the materials of the present to preserve and
transmit their creations into ever·widening circles.
-iii·
...The artist must employ the symbols in use in
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PROLOGUE: LET US GATHER BY THE RIVER
English novelist L P. Hartley wrote that ~the past is a foreign country: they do
things differently there.R (1J In the New World, Massachusetts writer Edward Bellamy
united the New England predilection for 'looking backward~with Puritan perfectability
to envision a late-twentieth century utopia. [2} looking backward from the present into
a recent or distant past in which we ourselves did not participate is part of the Job
description fora folklorist undertaking historical ethnographic research, particularly in
Cambridge.
Conventional wisdom tells aspiring writers to write about what they know, to
study their own backyard. This advice can apply to scholarship, as well Much
research is generated by an impulse to know oneself better. Like social historians we
folklorists are concerned with piecing together the lives of ordinary people and their
world into a coherent narrative much closer to our own coUective experiences than
often-abstract political history with its names and dates of famous people and events.
[3] To that end, increasingly we have studied our own culture and even ourselves.
Richard Reuss wrote about the ultimate example of reflexivity: folklorists
studying folklorists. More recently, Elaine Lawless has been looking at the on· going
exchange between ethnographers and subjects, taking Rreflenve ethnography" into a
new realm that she calls ~recipnxa.lethnography." [4] In reciprocal ethnography, she
says, the role of the ethnographer
...is about acknowledging who weare as wedo ethnography, and where
we are as we write up these ethnographies and as we offer our
interpretations of the materials we study (302).
As early as 1955 in his presidential address to the American Folklore Society
(AFS), Herbert Halpert essentiaUy caUed for more backyard studies of "undeveloped
areas in American folklore." [51 He noted that most folklorists are only "visiting
firemenMin the regions where we work. Of necessity, our brief fieldworksojoums often
neglect thorough study of the meaning to a community of the folklore we collect. Such
functional insights and realizations can only come from long periods of residency
v.-ithin a community or knowledge of it from birth. Halpert urged his colleagues to
_.train more students from rich folklore regions and send them back
home to do the kind of complete functional study that only someone
born to or completely accepted. by a regional culture can do (304).
A Mcomplete functional study" is what [undertake in this thesis on one aspect of
my adopted region and a place that once existed literally within walking
distance of my own backyard. rn this work I have been aided and abetted by
Memorial's Folklore Department, which Halpert founded.
[f I have learned anything from nearly two decades as a participant/ observer of
New England culture-and more specifically eastern Massachusetts culture-it is that the
past and present are inextricably entwined and permeate daily life. To me. this is the
key to understanding the region.
Historian David Lowenthal says that the past is not just events that happened.
but it is also the subsequent interpretations of those events reconstructed according to
~p~nt habits and preferences.- (6) Memory in its various guises provides a primary
method of aa:ess to the past. In the frenzy of modem North American life. it often
becomes necessary to look backward to feef. rooted in something that provides
continuity-and meaning-between past. present, and future. New Englanders
understand weI! these links. Moreover, anthropologist Edmund Leach says memories
might actually or symbolically "make time" by creating intervals between the sacred
and the profane in ute, between the actual event in the past and its reconstruction in
memory or in "ritual occasionsM(133). (71 Both of these theories have influenced my
work and expanded my folkloristic interpretations. As a result, I am interested in
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studying the past via folk and oral histories, and am equally interested in studying the
rituals of daily Life manifest in folk OlStom.
Tangible objects and landmarks offer prompts to, and repositories for,
memories. Along the Cold Coast of Mount Auburn Street in Cambridge today (Bunting
and Nylander 42-43). heading towards Central Square from Harvard Square, there is a
storefront Thai restaurant at the end of an unimposing row of shops parallel to the
Charles River. That storefront, presently unmarked by historical-society plaque or
pavement worn by pilgrims' feet, was the original site of Club 47.
During the folksong revival or "great boom" of the late 19505 and 196Os, Club 47
was regarded as one of the best~known centres of activity in New England and in the
North American revival network (von Schmidt and Rooney 91). [8] For 10 years, the 47
scene was instrumental in helping to create a community and a market for commercial
folk music in the region. (9] The Club 47 milieu was a self<onscious community
created and nurtured by the folksong revival As such it was authentic in its own
context, although members clearly were participating in musiGlI expression outside
their own traditions..
The 47 community launched then-local perfonners like Joan Baez. Tom Rush,
Jackie Washington, the Charles River Valley Boys-hereinafter knon'n as the CRVB-
and the Jim Kweskin Jug Band, aU of whom later achieved national and even
international prominence.ltOI The 47's constantly-evolving perfonnance schedule also
influenced and mirrored changes at the nearby Newport Folk Festival in Rhode Island,
and influenced events on the national revival drcuitand the great boom's integration
into mass-mediated genres.lt1] Club 47 also influenced me, a point to which! will
return below.
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One of the many fadors that distinguished Oub 47 from other revival venues-
in Cambridge. Boston., and nationwide-was its utopian longevity and New England
provincialism. which some people in pejorative terms might call elitism. (121
Community members were indeed card-carrying dub members of a nonprofit
educational institution, a point of fact that connoted insider/ outsider status. Moreover,
the 47s communal administration echoed New England themes.
There is a long tradition in eastern Massachusetts of attempts to create a Utopia
in the New World, reflecting what historian Perry Miller called Hthe New England
mind" of the seventeenth century. (131 Frequently based on the Puritan model of
hierarchical and authoritarian structure, later movements such as utopianism,
transcendentalism, naturalism, and abolition (of slavery) embraced the ideology of
radicalism, while having a strong sense of conservationism. For more than three
centuries, regional values were reflected in these attempts to create utopian
communities, starting in 1630 with John Winthrop's concept of a Rdty upon a hilln [141
in Boston artd proceeding into the nineteenth century with the Transcendentalists'
Brook Farm and Henry David Thoreau's call from Walden Pond for cultural and
ecological conservation. (l51
Indeed. in the present century, more than a few members of the Club 47
community were educated at the Putney School in Vermont, which was founded as a
millenniatist Perfectionist Colony by nineteenth<entury reformer John Humphrey
Noyes. [161 There was even an element of overt radical reform at Club 47 in addition to
its communal structure. A contemporary utopian community was a spinoff of the dub:
former Kweskin Jug Band·member Mel Lyman's enclave on Fort Hill in Boston still
asserts its historical ties to the 47. [17J
Folklore and history came full cirde at Oub 47, In each of its two locations, first
on Mount Auburn Street and then on Pabner Street,. Club 47 was within a stone's throw
of the site where the AFS was founded 70 years before.. As we will see in the accounts
of various informants in chapters two and four, those who patronised the 47 were the
spiritual descendants of people like ballad scholar Francis James Child, children's
folklore specialist William Wells Newell, anthropologist Franz. Boas, and other early
AFS members who vowed to preserve and protect cultures other than their own. [181
If the roots of Club 47 were planted in Cambridge in 1888 with the founding of
the AFS, one of whose goals was to collect the ~fast-vanishing remains of folk-lore in
America" (Abrahams, "Rough Sincerities 66), they grew through the song (and dance)
revivals throughout the twentieth century right up to the venue's opening. At least in
the beginning at the 47, the conservationist nature of the folk revival was in keeping
with the essentially conservative-and preservative-nature of New England culture:.
As Robert Cantwell wTOteabout the folk revival in conjunction with the 1988
museum exhibit. ~Folk Roots, New Roots: Folklore in American LiEe,M which included a
lengthy section on the revival complete with recorded musical selections along with
historical objects:
From our vantage point of 15 years, we can detect in the folk revival the
currents of race, social class, and sheer money working to carry the
influence of the northeastern cultural establishment into broad
circulation in the wider republic, along the channels of a giant
entertainment industry flowing as ever in America with democratic
optimism and class aspiration (190). [191
Oub 47 members epitomized the profile Cantwell sketched. This is their
narrative, not mine. As such I attempted to collect as objectively as possible their
recollections and offer insights about their involvement in Club 47 and this larger thing
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called the folk revival, dearly influenced, however, by my own experiences and
observations.
rve been told that. as a babe in arms, the fustconcert I ever attended was by
Hank Williams, although like many folklorists before me, [came to formal folklore
studies by way of the revival. [20] The music and community of enthusiasts attracted
me fust. and the more I learned about the music, the more interested r became in
folklore and folklife studies generaUy. As a postwar baby boomer growing up outside
Baltimore, Maryland, in the 19605, I had gone to the Smithsonian's folklife festivals on
the MaU in Washington since their inception in 1967, and particularly enjoyed the fiddle
competitions since I'm a descendant of fiddlers, but am not a musician myself, These
contests were vetted by folklorists and ethnomusicologists, many of whom doubled as
competitors. At the same time [bought folk-music records, read Sl!:Js: Q:yll and~
~ and went to coffeehouses, concerts, and festivals. [21 I
While at university in the early 19705,1 hung out with old-time and bluegrass
musicians in Baltimore, some of whose families had migrated from Appal3chia in the
19405 to work in the defence plants; others like myself had migrated from the suburbs
during theircoUege years, By the mid~1970s,with cowsework in folklore, a degree in
American Studies, and several internships in oral history, [spent a year as a
field worker on the new Maryland folkliIe survey. [221 I was learning to study culture in
situ and certainly thought I knew something about music from observing and working
with traditional singers like Ola Bene and Bud Reed from northeast Maryland who,
among other things. had run a country music park near their home,
Then, as fate would have it. I moved to Boston. Since the mid-19605 r had been
aware that something was happening musicatiy up in Boston (and Cambridge) that was
not happening in my city, late at night when the airwaves were dear, I listened to Dick
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Summer's folk- music shows on Boston's WBZ-AM radio, a chronicle of the people,
places, and wealth of revival activities in the area. [23] When [first set foot in
Massachusetts, I immediately made my way to coffeehouses on both sides of the
Charles River, wanting to see and hear what was going on. Only Boston-what I then
considered to be the Athens of"Folkie" America-would devote a billboard in Kenmore
Square near the Red Sox's Fenway Park to announce a new record album by its own
revivalist Jaime Brockett. [24J
Meanwhile, I heard references to Club 47 that I didn't understand at the time,
particularly at Passim's, a coffeehouse in Harvard Square. At that time, no one
explained. explicitly that the austere subterranean coffeehouse behind the Harvard Coop
had acquired. Club 47s second and last site and much of the old dub's reputation as the
centre of the Cambridge folk scene. I am not even sure that anyone told me that Club 47
had closed more than half a decade earlier. I had yet to learn about networks and
asking the right questions to elicit the stories and great boom traditions that [ \VT1te
about here.
By 1977 [was involved with two partners producing a mostly revival-oriented
music series of our own in Cambridge. Living Folk Concerts had begun in the early
1960s and featured musicians and singers primarily from the British Isles and Ireland,
but old friends like Ola Belle and Bud, as well as local and regional revivalists, also
came along to play formally and informally. [251 Again, I heard continuing mumblings
from our audience about the fabled Club 47. By the early 1980s, it became my
intellectual quest to track down this legendary place and get the whole story.
The guardian angel who protects the naive took a long time revealing the
magnitude of my undertaking. Nor could I foresee how it would parallel developments
in my avocational and professional lives as I moved from folk-music enthusiast to
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concert producer to various jobs in several cultural institutions and, lately, to graduate
student in a folklore department in Newfoundland.
While working as publicist for the AFS's centennial meeting b C<lmbridge in
1988, rbegan planning a return to graduate school to study folklore which, in part,
would provide the opportunity to write aboutOub 47 and the revival. I had already
noticed that in the short time I was conducting preliminary research, the revival was
generating increased-and somewhat long overdue- attention from both folklorists and
cultural historians. [n addition, [ was working with colleagues at an American history
museum organizing the "Folk Roots" exhibit. "Folk Roots" opened in nearby lexington
in time for the AFS meeting. The following two years the exhibit travelled to three
museums across the United States. Coincidentally, the last venue was the Oakland
Museum in Califomia, which helped to host the 102nd meeting of the AFS in 1990,
which I attended as a Memorial University graduate student and gave my Club 47
paper. [26]
So [, too, have come full circle, I have laid out my ethnographic biases and
framed my research within one worldview of the region. No longer does Club 47 seem
foreign to me, The past has taken on the familiarity of the present. Now with the
academic training and theoretical underpinning to discuss tradition and folksong, [ can
tell the story of Club 47 by looking backward.enQ. forward, and move from the
backyard to the foreground.
-8-
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This thesis is an historical ethnography oEClub 47, a significant cultural icon of
the foLk music revival or "great boom" in the United States in the late 1950s and 1960s.
This work offers a contribution to fotkloristics by presenting a fieldwork-based account
of the music culture oEone group of people over a 10-year period. My research was
concerned with analyzing accounts of the experiences and observations of the scene's
diverse participants. [sought to contextualize and synthesize their narratives within
the scholarly purviews of folksong and folk custom, as well as folksong revival and
New England sociocultural history. As far as [can determine, this is the first
ethnography to approach a major North American folksong-revival venue in this
Although the foLk~aspect of Cub 47 was best known, perfonners and
audiences came together as much for the dub's social organization as for its music and,
like the chicken and the egg.. it was often difficult to determine which came first.
Whether as amateur or professional musicians on stage or as nonmusidans in the
audience or on staff, Club 47 members functioned as a community that encouraged
both the discovery and perfonnance of various forms of folk music and the creation of
new music in the folk idiom. [identified themes and influences that contributed to
Gub 47's unique slarnS, and those that marked its partidpation in the folksong revival.
This thesis consists of a prologue and eight chapters that consider Club 47 from
its :mtecedents to its legacy, along with three appendices and a bibliography. My
prologue investigated some of the issues of reflexivity and theories about New England
culture that I brought to this work. This introductory chapter sets the framework for
my analysis and discusses how [applied methods drawn from fotkloristics to study
Oub47 as a total entity. Here I also discuss some of the issues and. features
encountered during fieldwork, and include a short section defining the terminology
infonnants and I used throughout this work..
O1.apter two situates Oub 47 within cultural revival movements and suggests
how tradition and reviva..ls have shaped and continue to shape the social dynamic of
eastern Massachusetts, and especially Cambridge, in order to provide continuity with
the past and to compensate for social and spiritual features that are perceived to be
lacking in modem life. This chapter foregrounds recurring themes that I develop in the
remaining chapters. These themes include historical influences on Club 47, ranging
ITom the Puritans' social and moral imperatives to the tum-of-the-century
antimodemists' urban/rural dichotomy, all of which helped to determine the structure
and ethos of the venue and distinguish it ITom other revival scenes. I also discuss the
more immediate legacy of early folkIorists in Cambridge, which included some of the
private scholars who were founding members of the AFS, as well as several generations
of folksong scholars who taught and studied at Harvard.
Having set the scene, chapter three summarizes the history of the great boom of
the 19505 and 19605 and ofOub 47, looking at how the 47's members and their activities
reflected or challenged prevailing trends. Here [also outline the history of the club,
including how its staws as a nonprofit membership organization shaped its seU·
definition and its perception by revivalists outside the Cambridge scene.
Chapter four on community discusses the social dynamics and ironies inherent
in the Club 47 community, how members were able to indulge their seU-image as an
idealistic, communal enterprise, and how they defined themselves as a subculture
within a generation. [also outline some of the social trends of the era that members
considered to be significant influences.
The fifth chapter is concerned with the total music culture of Oub 47. induding
musical influences members brought to the venue. Here are profiles of some of the
performers through whom the Club 47 scene is best known, discussing their symbolic
and actual meaning to the community, and their contnbutions to the great boom.
O\apter six concerns Oub 47 activities outside the venue itself. such as
contnbutions of music, volunteers. and polkymakers both to the Newport folk festivals
and to the Newport Folk Foundation concerts that the 47 sponsored locally in
Cambridge. [also took at the club's own series of sporadic concerts undertaken as
educational or charitable ventures,
All of these strands are tied together in the conclusions in the seventh chapter.
showing how, like folksong itself, the revival as expressed at Club 47 was constantly
infused with new materials and new aesthetics, and survives into the contemporary
music scene. I also discuss Club 47 as a eu.lturai symbol and how its evolution parallels
the principal stages associated with individual rites of passage_
To continue the narrative to the present, the eighth chapter is an epilogue that is
concerned with how the Club 47 legend has been revitalized. enabling fonner
community members to regather with newer participants at two different kinds of
events beginning in the 19805 and 19905, both of which used themes and models
pioneered at the original venue. I also discuss other trends that draw on personnel
and/or audiences who were influenced by the club,
The bibliography is more extensive than most thesis bibliographies. [have
treated as legitimate sources a range of works of which some are not generally
recognized as conventional scholarship. Included are all the materials to which I refer
or from which I quote in the text, as well as background readings and secondary
references on which I drew. if only obliquely, throughout my work. I also induded
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some of the principal collections that I consulted for annotating songs in perfonners'
repertoires. Full citations for shorter ones in the text and in endnotes are found in the
bibliography; where an author has more than one work listed. I used an abbreviated
fonn of the title and author's name.
Three appendices comprise (1) a list aU fieldwork informants; (2) my fieldwork
questionnaire; and 0) a compilation of performers at Club 47, which is a work-in-
progress.
1.1 Theoretical Backgrollnd
My research is premised on several definitions of folklore published in the 1960s
and 19705 that prompted a paradigmatic shift in disciplinary focus from item and genre
orientation to a morl! systemic view of placing items in their cultural context. These
definitions united the lore and the folk, and contextualized this union within the folklife
milieu. Two of the definitions that refocused the field of folk1oristics and on which I
draw heavily were those put forth by Alan Dundes and Dan Ben·Amos. Dundes's
broad-stroke definition says that -'folk' can refer to any group of people whatsoever
who share at least one common factor.~ (1) Ben-Amos's definition, situated within that
group context, is that -folklore is artistic communication in small groups.- (2).
Concurrently, Don Yoder stressed adopting a holistic approach by formally
integrating folk1ife studies into the disdpline, drawing on models from European
regional ethnologies that -involve material, social. and spiritual adture- (4-5). (3] The
methodology of folklife research, he said, "altemate[s] historical, descriptive, and
reconstructive studies" with "functional studies of cuLture, society, and the individual:'
thus reinforcing the discipline's affinity to cultural and social anthropology.
My study is based. then, on these folkloristic approaches. but I also knowledge a
research debt to the interdisciptinaryscholarship in which (place them. Oearly (am
influenced by the study of American cultural history in which Atnericanists caUe<! for
approaches to studying the United States that recognized the country as a unique
cultural phenomenon. more than simply a cultwal composite. As early as 1957.
folklorist Richard Dorson, head of the Folklore Institute at Indiana University. called for
academic cooperation between the disciplines of foUdoristics and American Studies.
saying that it is~ that unites folklore and fotklife in America (American Folklore
2). [4J Trained in history and the History of American Civilization at Harvard in the
1930s and 1940s. Dorson was at the forefront of the emergent American Studies
movement there, where historians like Perry Miller and Henry Nash Smith and literary
scholars such as F. O. Matthiesson were calling for new ways to look at American
culture.
More recently. in the US bicentennial year 1976. foUdorists Richard Bauman,
Roger Abrahams. and Susan Kalcikaddressed American Studies scholars directly in the
journal American~ on the mutually-engaging intellectual question of ~how to
define and delimit American folklorew (361). [5] In the context of the inteUettual history
of both disciplines. they discussed the particular skills and insights folklorists
contribute{d) to the study of American culture. such as but not limited to the "centrality
of fieldwork,- the complex approach to regionalism in our work. and the releof folklore
in popular culture. (have drawn on aU of these skills, as well as insights from
historiography and anthropology, in my research and interpretations of Club 47.
·17·
1.2 Fitldwork
My fieldwork comprised interviews with former Oub 47 members who
included performers, audience, board members, and hired management personnel, all
of whom are listed in Appendix L I conducted intensive fieldwork dUring summer
1991 in metropolitan Cambridge and Boston, and did further fieldwork in Berkeley,
Califomia, in winter 1992 For those I was unable to interview in person, [conducted
fieldwork by letter and telephone fromSt.john's between winter 1991 and spring 1992.
By far, in the finest oral tradition, the best source of interview leads was word of mouth
within the former Club 47 community itself and on the current folk-revival grapevine,
some of which was generated by my research queries in the~~ Harvard
Magazine and other publications. While many folklorists have to coax their
informants, mine, in fact, frequently contacted me before [reached them.
I was (and am) blessed with a highly articulate group of people who know how
they want to tell their story. Many informants are professional musidans or individuals
who are otherwise used to being interviewed and thus could direct our discussions to
emphasize the points they wished to make.. Musicians, in particular, were professional
interviewees with established styles of personal and narrative presentation, a reason
why folklorist Jeff Titon noted that musicians often are the subjects of life stories that
folklorists coUect (285).161 Many of the accounts (collected are a combination of oral
history and life story, epitomizing Titon'sdefinition of one's life story as "a person's
story of his or her life, or what he or she thinks is a significant part of that life" (276),
Given the absence of forma! archival records dealing with the club's corporate
organization, I reconstructed much of the 47's musical history through documentary
research in national and local folk-revival publications. This basis also provided
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a context and back.ground for interviews_ Still, it has proved difficult to reconstruct the
entire history of the dub. especially for the first four years before Boston Broadside the
biweekly tabloid that covered revival events in the metropolitan area. began publication
in early 1962. These sources. combined with Oub 475 calendar of events. were useful
for compiling a partial survey of performers and performance schedules. Ironically. the
most complete source to date of schedules is that in the Oub 47 collection at the Archive
of Folk. Culture in Washington. rather than many personal or institutional archive in
Cambridge. [7] The Archive's collection of the 47s calendars is representative. but by no
means comprehensive, although Appendix ITI goes a long way towards compiling the
comprehensive list of performers. The lack. of surviving available records precludes
devising both a definitive list ofperfonners and activities at the club, and also a related
discography. all of which I originally intended to do as part of this thesis. Von$chmidt
and Rooney had a limited di.scography up to 1979 at the end of their book for the
musicians they interviewed, many of whom appeared at the 47, and represents a
beginning to this venture. For the time being. I must be satisfied with incomplete. albeit
highly representative. materials..
Besides, as a folklorist. my emphasis is less on filling gaps in the documentary
record, as do historians. than with collecting and preserving a folk. history of Oub 47. [
have been surprised that few published accounts of the midcentury revival actually
present the story from the bottom up. that is, in the words of participants who were
quite capable of. and had access to. the means to tell their own stories. Robbie WoUver's
oral history covering 25 years at Gerde's Folk City in New York is one exception, and
includes references to Club 47. [8J Club 47 figures in a major or minor role in several
other pubUcations,l9J but the kind of folk history elicited by my fieldwork fitsdoser the
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definition used by folklorist Benjamin Botkin in the 19405 as ~history from the bottom
up in which people become their own historians.~[10]
In addition to their music.al and social contributions to the great boom that is
central to the folk history of the revival.. participants in Oub 47 directly or indirectl.y
generated or were associated with a rich, tangible material culture. This includes the
physical structure of the two locations, both of which are extant and adapted or
modified to new uses. More importantly, materials such as photographs; Dub 47
membership cards, calendars, and matchbooks; record album sleeves; and other objects
from the period still exist in personal and public collections and are themselves cultural
products bridging the past and present, many of which I consulted. In addition, some
of these items provided the context for informants to frame their reminiscences or
observations.
The fieldwork process is itself noteworthy. Frankly, [was astounded by people's
willingness to work with me, an outsider to the 47, in such an intense and time-
consuming way. My role, in fact, was defined by several community members as that
of a Rcatalyst~ in helping them to interpret theirOub 47 days in the context of their own
lives and in analyzing their collective experiences. For individuals and as a
demographic entity, Club 47 is a symbol of the coming of age of one segment of a
generation, a point that l discuss at length in the community chapter. Many informants
are now at a middle stage in life, a time when they naturally are reflecting on the role
and meaning of their past. This project presented an opportunity for them to examine
or reexamine their role in the 19605 music scene.
Conversely, coming more than 20 years after the club's demise, my project
generated several reunions by telephone, letter, and in person of former members that
has partially satisfied my debt of reciprocity for all the cooperation rwas given in the
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field. It was personaUy and professionally pleasing to see parts of the group regathered
and to experience for myself the sense of the community that underlies this study.
Fieldwork was not consistently easy-goitlg or without ethical or personal
qualms. At times, I consciously limited my partidpation in current
community-related activities. Secondly, as the ultimate mark of trust, [was privy to an
extraordinary amount of confidential and intimate personal information that I never
sought but which,. nonetheless, was freely given to me as background. Such
information obviously is not part of the formal record.
Moreover, despite strong suggestions from several individuals, I chose not to
contact the Fort Hill community. Preliminary research turned up published accounts
that often characterized Lyman and his community as a cult. [111 More than once,
otberwise-generous informants flatly refused to discuss Fort Hill- on tape or off the
record. Principal informants who had dealt with the group and whose opinions I
valued counseled me to avoid the Lyman Family completely, given their alleged history
of psychological intimidation. violence, and criminal prosecution. Several people [
interviewed on the West Coast. distanced. by time and geography, were more willing to
share their reminiscences about encounters with the group, but again wamed me 10 be
cautious or avoid them altogether.
Another important infonnant. however, said that the story of Dub 47 would be
incomplete without including the Lyman Family, adding that because of the group's
obsession with their own past, they were the likeliest source for archival materials.
Nevertheless. l have chosen not to solidt their r~miniscencesand none of the group
chose to contact me.
On a different note, r want to acknowledge again the debt (owe to von Schmidt
and Rooney's evocative book. As an oral history of a regional revival scene and social
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history of the 1960s.lkb:t.W Me Follow Y2.Y.~ was invaluable. The book made a
crucial difference to my research. particularly given its wealth of photographs of
individuals and events from the Oub 47 period and accounts I could compare to
information I gathered during my own fieldwork. [t was the first published source r
located in my preliminary research and its value only increased as fieldwork progressed
and I understood more and more of its nuances. While it is not solely about Club 47. its
primary focus is Cambridge and the 47s antecedents in Boston. and presents an ernie
account of those scenes-of insiders telling their own story.
I took a copy of the book with me to every interview and used it as an aid and
prompt to memory. Everyone referred to it simply as "the book" and heaped
tremendous responsibility on it. Some infonnants repeatedly cited it as the source for
dates (although dates are woefully lacking in it) or as the most complete or accurate
account of an event. Others retold stories adding to or correcting the published
accounts. Oearly the book's value is seen by its centrality to people's perceptions of the
past. Precisely because it is out of print and some informants lacked personal copies. it
had a powerful presence among former partidpants in recalling the Oub 47 experience.
Fieldwork for this project can (and will) go on forever. This thesis is only an
introductory examination of the history of Oub 47 and its rote in the great boom. I
have made difficult choices in selecting from the embarrassment of riches turned up
during fieldwork. There are many tangents [have not even begun to suggest because
each one deserves a chapter to itseU. While the existing body of interviews. letters, and
documentary sources has produced a respectable ethnography, [expect to continue
doing fieldwork as opportunities present themselves. Besides, not a week has gone by
over the past three years that I have not heard in some manner from one of my many
informants. The wealth of information people are willing to share and their responses
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to my research are testimony to the fact that there is an important story to tell about
Club 47 and the folksong revivaL
1.3 Memo~ and Accuracy
FlI'St, though, a cautionary tale. One of the most vexing lexicotogical problems I
encountered was how to refer to the name of the venue itself that is my subject. [s it
"the Club 47" or simply "Club 47," without the article? The Club Mount Auburn 47 took
its name from its address at 47 Mount Auburn Street. It was spoken of variously as "the
Club Mount Auburn 47," "the Dub 47," and "Club 47' (von Schmidt and Rooney 13S).
TItroughout fieldwork I usually referred to it as "Club 47;'largely influenced by
printed sources encountered early in my research. After that half-subconscious
decision, [did not give it another thought, although I noticed that some people
included the article. Fieldwork interviews turned up nearly equal usage of both tenns-
- "the Club 47' and "Club 47:' Earlier research, however, showed that the article was
frequently dropped in spoken usage and in print.
Musician John Cooke, whom I interviewed at length, challenged my use of
"Club 47" versus"~ Club 47." He wrote in a letter following an interview-:
Yes, I believe you should avoid use of "Club 47' without the article. In
my experience, everyone always said "the Club 47," "the Club;' or "the
47;' but r never noticed any usage like that of the ladies who go "to
Symphony" [in Boston, referring to my example of one local instance
where the article is always dropped!. It smacks of a Britishism to me,
like saying someone is "in hospital;' rather than "in the hospital," as
Americans say. Two days ago Tom Rush gave a benefit concert in
Jackson [Wyoming] for a local institution. He referred many times to the
Club 47, and he certainly never omitted the article. lfyou want to be true
to the usage of the times, and of those who made the 47 what it was, you
can't go wrong by always using "the;' but you risk being out of tune with
contemporary usage if you omit it....Press on regardless. [121
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When I interviewed Rush towards the end of my fieldwork, I asked him how he
refers to the dub, since he now owns the Cub 41 trademark and service mark.. His
concert series logo reads NOub 47' and I pointed out that on a tape [ha\o-e of one of his
Oub 41 travelling concerts, he omits the artide whenever he refers to the dub. His
position, he said, is that '1 don't know that I have a pattemN and, more importantly, NI
don't think it matters.- (131
I dwell on this point because it is symbolic of larger issues of fact and nuance
that I encountered. The two most prominent issues were revisionist history, whereby
informants NUpdate" their accounts of events for a variety of reasons and, more
subconsciously, their general "misremembering" of the past. I do nat challenge their
narratives or their directives; rather, I have noticed in passing quite honest
inconsistencies and telescoping of facts such as dates, personnel, and other errors that
one would expect from individuals' memories that reach back more than 2.5 or 30 years.
Most infonnants were straightforward about their inability to remember things
-accurately to their satisfaction, especially since some were quite graphic about their
often-excessive use of alcohol and drogs during that period and how those substances
eliminated or distorted their recollections. Those distortions, they added, affected later
gaps or suppositions in their narratives, some of which took on a life of their own. This
is something I had to keep always in mind when writing_
1.4 Terminology: A Word IoIbout Words
Before I get much further into my narrative, I need to define and clarify my
usage of several words and terms that appear throughout this work. The period of
heightened interest in folksong during the 1950s and 1960s is often considered by
folklorists, cultural historians, and students of popular culture at large as a discrete
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phenomenon within the context of folksong revivals in generaL By consensus among
folklorists and othe~scholars, it is usuaUy known by various terms such as Neil
Rosenberg's ~the great boom,~ the urban folksong ~evival, or simply~ (emphasis
mine) folksong revivaL (14] Throughout this thesis, I use the terms interchangeably.
Other pericx:l.s of folksong revival are: dearly identified without a short-hand
nomenclature to distinguish them from!h.g revival here.
Another problem regarding terminology was how to refer to the people whom I
interviewed. Initially, I avoided the disciplinary umbrella term, jnformant feeling that
it was needlessly distancing and, besides, that it carried pejorative sociopolitical
connotations describing someone who gives information to authorities fo~monetary or
moral gain. IThis might be an instance of oversensitivity prompted by living and
conducting the bulk of my research in Cambridge and Boston, where the film,~
rnforme~ about ilIegallrish republican activities, is an underground classic to fil.D'l·buffs
and lrish-Americans alike).
I substituted othe~ terms such as Rsources~and the cumbersom~~peoplewith
whom I spoke.~ but none had the ring and linguistic short-hand that -infonnant~
implies. When possible, I tried to use the word musician or some other applicable noun
to describe specific informants, but those terms only fit about half the people I
interviewed. In the end. fo~ consistency and brevity, I frequently ~evert to infonnant
Now I know why it has remained in use so long in the discipline.
Like my informants, th~oughout this thesis [use words that were contemporary
to the historical period and appear in interviews and printed sources. Among the
wo~dsmost frequently used and for which I sought derivations and definitions are
~~and~. I use each of them as much as possible in the sense that
informants do, and try not to int~oduce terms that were not germane to Club 47.
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Nuances of meaning may have changed over time, but the words still hold up after
more than a quarter century and certainly convey the ideas underdi.scussion better than
any more recent terms. Then<ontemporary terms used by the press and some
revivalists themselves, such as foU::niks and~ were n2! used by my
informants.
~ is defmed variously as Ma folk musician or folk-singer, a devotee of folk-
musicM ; Ma folk singer or musician.Mffa fan of folk music,.M and Mofor relating to folk
music~; slang for Ma folk singer"; and a late-twentieth century term for Mdevotees of
folksong and folk music:' [15] The tenn parallels the nineteenth-century~
meaning ~sociab!e,given to associating with common people:' [16]
There are conflicting ideas about the origins and meaning of f2!1ill:. and I have
been unable to date the first uses or context of the word. (17] As an all<llogy, Robert
Cantwell proposes the theory that~ was a kind of back-formation from the word
~ Similarly, then,~ is probably based on the tenn.hiRRie.. [l81 In my
fieldwork. the tenn is used in a positive sense to describe the subculture that originated
at-and participants in-Gub 47, as well as the folk music scene generally.
~ has a better-documented lineage via jazz enthusiasts, beatniks, and
hippies. (base my usage on this and the following definitions from A
Concise Dictionary 2fSkms and Unconventional~.(l9)~ is defined as
"something that's happening or the place where it's happening"; the MperfonnersMand
"the active participants" (in] "the favoured setting or milieu or activity ofa group of
people or even of an individual"; "hence a way of tife; an attitude." ~is used
extensively by informants and myself throughout this work, and refers to the
aggregate-that is, to the people, attitudes, and music thatcoUectively comprised Club
47.
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Hangout by contrast, does not appear in the commonly-used dictionaries, but it
is used by inIonnants both as a noun referring to the physical premises of Club 47, and
as a verb connoting the act of informal socializing within the club premises. Again it is
used in a positive sense. People referred to Club 47 as being their "hangout," where
they would gather with their friends or go to hear music. They would occupy their idle
hours in the act of "hanging out," implying no specifir: goal beyond passing the time
pleasantly.
Having laid the groundwork, r tum now to a fuller examination of Club 47,
which begins with a description of its place in the sociohistorical milieu of Cambridge,
and how the notion of tradition influenced and was expressed by dub members.
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CHAPTER 2
CAMBRIDGE, HARVARD, TRAOmON, AND REVIVALS:
CLUB 47 IN ITS fOlKLORJSllC AND SOaOHlSTORICAt CONTEXTS
Due to its location in Cambridge. Massachusetts, Oub 47 had a unique cultu..raL
historical. and intellectual context that set it apart from other local-and national-great·
boom folk revival venues. Oub 47 was situated in Harvard Square in the midst of an
environment that was (and is) highly cognizant of its academic, political. and social
history. Cambridge and its foremost cultural institution, Harvard CoUege, share a
distinguished, interdependent relationship as centres of academic and popular interest
in folklore. while Cantabrigians have historically supported and participated in avant-
garde cultural movements that directly or indirectly influenced activities at the dub. 01
Many if not the ma;Ority of the 47's cere members were either Harvard students,
Harvard. alumni, or hangers-on to the area"s scholarly and cultural milieu, and thus
inherently part of the intellectual and social tradition of Cambridge. Tradition was a
concept that unified the activities at Oub 47. Moreover, as participants in a cultural
revival. the 47's members were consciously and unconsciously engaged in synthesizing
a variety of cultural products, with particuJar emphasis on folk music. which reflected
some of the academic and popular traditions for which Cambridge and Harvard had
long been kno\'m. These circumstances arguably set Cub 47 somewhat apart from
other centres of great-boom activities and give it a unique cachet.
The relationship between revivalism; the search for identity within a generation;
the processes resulting in the fonnation of communities and subcultures like that at the
47; and the creation of new musical traditions and performance aesthetics comprise the
recurring themes of my thesis. To understand how {see tradition linking them, I must
first describe the confluence of the cultural. historical, and intellectual contexts
operating in Cambridge within which Oub 47 was set.
2.1 Tradition
For all its varied usage, the very word~haseluded exclusive definition
by folklorists and other cultural specialists, although popular use geneIally ascribes to it
an almost sanctified status implying dirt'ct morall:r.lnsmission from the past. even the
recent past. Having "exposed" the "seven strands" that the word traditiQn has meant tQ
American folklore studies for more than a century, Dan Ben-Amos postulated
applications that described tradition as encompassing "lore;' "canon;' "process," "mass;'
"culture;'"~"and "performance" (''Seven Strand$" 102-24). After elaborating upon
the theoretical CQnstructs inherent in each Qf those interpretations, he conduded that
..... nQne is more adequate than the other, none is more proper than the other" (124).
Given the br~adth of its various meanings,mslliism is a key word in the
discipline and one whose ambiguity frees us to use and interpret it in a variety of ways;
in fact, it forms-and infonns--the basis of our work (Ben-Amos, "Seven Strands" 97-98).
When applied theoretically to the Oub47, tradition as a word and a concept has no
single interpretation, a situation compounded by the fact that the relationship between
tradition and revivalism is complex. Like folk culture and popular culture. tradition
and revival are part of the same continuum of change. particularly as each connotes and
evokes attitudes towards the past.
Tradition and perteptions of tradition pervade revivalism in various forms: as
pattern, as continuity. as cultural baggage, and as metaphor. The uses and abuses of
tradition in revivals reflect broader cultural values about marking and interpreting the
passage of time, especially in a place like Cambridge. where the past is considered a
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valuable part of the present.. both intellectually and emotionally, and as a component of
public poticy. There, the past is represented in the present in terms of protected
tangible historical monuments and architectural structures and landscapes, and in less
tangible calendar customs and. worldviews often predicated on valuing historical
continuity. In one fonn or another, all seven strands of tradition were present at Oub
47 over time, though [chose not to look at each ~strand" individually.
Since tradition obviously means many things to many people, it is not
surprising that Oub 47 participants often used the word in the broadest constructs
possible as they appropriated texts, forms of music, and perfonnance aesthetics from
what they considered to be a common American cultural heritage. Collectively, 47
members whom I interviewed articulated romantic notions of!!i!Q.illQ.n. and used the
word to imply a sense of continuity with the past and an affinity with forms of cultural
expression that were not part of their own baCkgrounds. Rarely, if ever, for them did
the words tradition and~ appear in the same sentence during our interviews.
One imonnant said he leamed "traditional music" in the form of RNegro
spirituals'" from his mother, an urban, white, dassically-trained pianist. [21 Another
talked about "interacting" with "traditional musicians" at festivals in the South that
attracted northem revivalists as well as local musicians. [31 A musician and impresario
from the 47 observed. in a recorded performance that the city in which he was playing
was ~known for its love of traditional music and especially mountain music country
and bluegrass." [41 Someone else recalled that at the 47, ~lt was a tradition forout-of-
town musidans in the audience to be invited on stage." [5] Each of these informants
interprets tradition both as process and as lore, two of Ben-Amos's seven strands,
interpretations that involve the idea of transmitting cultural heritage over time and
space.
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Two musicians from the 47 scene, one involved principally with bluegrass and
the other an aficionado of blues, elaborated on their interpretations of tradition in terms
of their approach to the music. One equated ~trad.itional"songs with Mp~lectric"
instruments and small-group transmission; the other regarded music as the aggregate
lore of ~t:his American folk tradition~ mediated by revivalists who had been exposed
generally to "more tradition in Boston.~ The first informant, who grew up in
Cambridge, recalled his experience in the context of cultural expression:
[i'emember going into a room and these guys were doing a version of a
country song. a traditional country song. meaning pre-electric, [anI old
traditional country song called fl All Around this World"-''been all
around this world"-which Grandpa Jones recorded. Frailing the banjo,
These guys were doing this slow, haunting version of it. r have no idea
who they were, but ever since, I've done that version of it and it's still my
favourite song. Things Like that were going on. (6l
The second informant, who grew up in the Northeast and briefly attended
univefSity in Boston, elaborated on revival music as one aspect of a cultural force. He
switched his ideas in midthought as to the influence of tradition in the region. an
interpretation that considers it as cultural baggage. 10 our interview, he observed:
Everybody there [Dub 47) was very dedicated to this American folk
tradition.
[MR: Haw much do you think thl! 47 WllS influenced by being a N~.o £ng/JJnd
salle?/
None. None. Maybe, just because that there was more tradition in
Boston than there would be-maybe not though. I mean Massachusetts is
not exactly a music state in my opinion. you know. Georgia is a music
[state] or Michigan or Detroit. illinois or Chicago. These are places
where heavy amounts of music got done. And for some weird blip in
the-[ don't understand how it happened., but-and it~ because the
music was not, it wasn't music perse. Music was one of the outlets of
this cultural kind of eclectic renaissance kind of feeling. (7]
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22 Revivals
That very sense of "renaissance" expresses exactly the kind of artistic revivaL that
Gub 47 represented as part of the great boom. By existing withm a context of
heightened periodic, or cyclic, interest in usingcultura! items from the past to enrich the
present, participants at Club 47 engaged in the cultural process known as revivals by
their appropriation of forms and texts of music, and of ideas. As phenomena, revivals,
or what anthropoLogist Anthony Wallace called revitaLization movements, are
"recurrent features in human history" and often come at a critical time in a culture that
perceives itself under threat of social, political, or industrial change (265, 267).
Generally, two elements are common to cultural revivals: the appropriation of
perceived. portions of an older culture in order to adapt them to contemporary needs;
and the leisure-time use of such cultural products as a consumable commodity.
[dealized influences are drawn from the past or from romanticized concepts of
contemporary life, such as rugged pastoral images of mountaineers in the southern
United States or of rural peopLes struggling to adapt to urban life. Former Gub 47
members expressed both of these elements in interviews; they were also reflected in the
musical styLes featured at the dub and in the repertoires of performers, topics that are
discussed. at length in the community and music chapters.
As indicators and reflectors of social stress, most kinds of revivals devise notions
of the past that suit contemporary needs, goals, and images. Revivals breathe new life
and differing worldviews into the present under the cloak of tradition, thereby
providing a sense of personaL grounding and societal continuity. The self-defined 47
community was comprised of individuals upon whom were pinned great expectations
by their families, academic institutions, and society for intellectual and professional
achievement. For them, gathered collectively at the 47, the revival process alluded to
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access to the cultural products of perceived simpler and more sodally<ohesive times.
Songs evoked often unrelated images characterized by romantic nostalgia for a less
complex society or way ofHfe than the one experienced in the often exciting, but still
betwixt-aod-between, years of early adulthood.
Ironically for such a privileged group as that constituted by the 47's members,
such notions of simplicity and communal harmony are often grounded in im<lges of
economic poverty. Poverty, especially romanticized poverty, serves as a symbolic
equalizer and was linked to timinality as a process of spiritual purification and
egalitarianism. Symbols of equality are especially appropriate when reacting within,
and to, a highly-stratified social and academic society such as that in Cambridge and at
Harvard.
Anthropologist Victor Turner noted that liminality "often draws on poverty for
its repertoire of symbols, particularly for its symbols of social relationship" (245), [81 He
further noted that these impulses were often linked to a countercultura! affinity for
religious movements in the 1960s. [n fact, several scholars and informants have likened
people's experiences of the great boom to the fervour of religious movements-
represented locally by Lyman'S community premised on his messianic teachings. Like
their generational cohort sometimes dubbed "the Woodstock Nation;' many Oub 47
participants were engaged in a search for community that was an ideal that had a
profound impact on their lives. Idealistic longing was a major subject of many
interviews, whether discussing individuals' great boom years or their present
situations.
[n the opinion of participants in other revival scenes besides Cambridge whom [
interviewed, or in the opinion of those affiliated exclusively with the 47, all felt that
some members of the 47 community definitely were influenced by the dub's historical
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and cultural setting. (9) Those influences contributed to a long.. if sometimes cin:uitous,
route for assessing the function and meaning of traditions from which the Oub 47
community drew, a contextual genealogy that other venues apparently lacked.
My fieldwork confinns conclusions expressed in much of the previous
scholarship on the great boom that indicated the folksong revival was a leisure-time
pursuit led primarily by middle- and upper-middledass university students who, in a
do--it-yourselfkind of way, were able to, or found it necessary to, put aside
preoccupation \'lith their O'NIl, usually self-devalued, cultural traditions. [10] A5 an
expression of rultural ennui, revivalists appropriated or cobbled traditions that they
thought were "purer" or more "authentic" than their own. Symptomatic of this ennui
are the very words~ and authentic two culturally-based terms that recur in my
interviews about the 47 and in others' writings about the great boom.
These notions themselves are historical and cultural constructs. £II nineteenth-
and twentieth-eentury North America, ideas of purity and authentidty usually were
rooted in some fonn of belief that preindustrial rural cultures heki symbolic values,
clues to, and/or mechanisms for purifying the present and enhancing the postindustrial
quality of life. The three periods of heightened revival activity that expressed such
sentiments and relate directly to my research are those dating to the tum of the century,
during the 19305, and the great boom of the late 19505 and 19605 of which Oub 47 was a
part.
To return to the Oub 47 community as exemplar, much of participants'
grounding came from the heritage they consciously or unconsciously absorbed by being
in Cambridge and/or in and around Harvard. The City of Cambridge had a long and
dynamic historicaL tradition that often intersected with the scholarly pursuits of
Harvard, particularly in the fieLd of folkloristics. [t is this dynamic that (examine next.
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2.3 Cilmbridgt:, Haruilrd, ilnd Folkloristics
More than most American cities, Cambridge has usually looked to Britain.
l!5pecially England. for its cultural ttlOdels. and continues to nurture its connections to
the Mother Country in its customs, mores. and even haberdashery. New England's
Cambridge is named for Cambridge. England, a shire town situated in the East Anglian
fens along the river Cam which. like the Charles, is a physiographic feature that helps
define the literal and metaphorical boundaries of local life. like "CA.W./ the local t~nn
for its North American namesake "Cambridge Across the Water.~Cambridge. England,
is a city whose identity is linked with its pre-eminent university, [111 Cambridge
University's graduates are well~representedamong the ruling classes of England, where
their successes in the larger world reflect well on their alma mater.
Harvard College, America's oldest and best~knowneducational institution. is
modeUed after Cambridge University. [12] Harvard's founders and early faculty were
predominantly Cambridge graduates and its first students were generally descendants
of the East Anglian Puritans who emigrated to Massachusetts Bay. Harvard sits
literally in the middle of Cambridge. Massachusetts, reaching from the banks of the
Charles River well into the heart of the city at Harvard Square. Its alumni are likewise
well-represented among the ruling classes of the United States.
Just as there is a strong affinity between Cambridge (Massachusetts) and its
university. there is also a strong link between Cambridge. Harvard. and folkloristics.
The American Folklore Society (AFS) was founded in Cambridge in Harvard's
University Hall in 1888. 10 years after the Folklore Society was founded in England. For
many years the American society, its journal, and some of its officers were based in
Cambridge (Zumwalt 13-14). It was at Harvard that ballad scholar Francis James Child,
a Boston-born, Irish-American alumnus who was a founder of the AFS and its first
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president, conducted the research that culminated between 1882 and 1898 in his
multivolumepublicationoflli~and~~~. (13) A
medievalist specializing in Chaucer, Child·s legacy as a baUad scholar founded an
academic dynasty of literary folklore studies that reached well into the present century,
extending through the 1960s to Cub 47 members and other great boom participants..
During the first half of this century, Harvard had a profound impact on folklore studies,
beginning with the international attention generated by the publication ofOtild's ballad
canon <Wilgus, Anglo.Amgrican Folksong Scholarship 53-56, 65, 80, 174; Kadish 18·26;
Zumwalt to, 50-67). (141 For more than a generation after his coUection was published,
there was a stream of scholars who attended Harvard to study folklore, many of them
supervised by Child's protege, George Lyman Kittredge. Kittredge was another literary
scholar who, like Child, grounded his students in classics, English literature, and in
ballads; he also edited the remainder of Child's work after his mentor's death in 1896.
It was Kittredge's proteges such as Stith Thompson, Archer Taylor, Francis lee
Utley, Milman Parry, and later Albert Lord who were among the Harvard alumni who
helped to establish and perpetuate what is primarily a literary approach ta £olkloristics
in the United States. They continue to influence the field to this day, having pnxl.uced
fundamental works of their awn. {lSI Parry and lord remained at Harvard to pursue
their academic careers, while their coUeagues established £otklare curricula at Indiana
University, the University afCaU£ornia, and Ohio State University, among other
institutions.
Later, Richard Dorson, a product of Harvard's history and American Civilization
programmes and heir to Thompson's mantle at Indiana, alluded to Harvard's approach
to folklaristics in terms of its preservative and classificatory aspects. His historical
approach to studying what he considered to be America's unique folklore encompassed
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the literary folklorists' perspective combined with the paradigms put forth by
interdisciplinary scholars espousing the History of American Gvilization/ American
Studies movement that was taking shape at Harvard and other institutions during his
student days. [l6]
Outside the academy, John lomax, Robert Cordon, and Benjamin Botkin were
folksong collectors and archivists who used their Harvard training in federal agencies
and progyammes to establish a tradition of research, collecting, and publishing
(including sound recordings) that paralleled the academic process with which they were
familiar as students of Kittredge and his colleagues, Cordon is best icrlown as the
founder of the Archive of American FolkSong in Washington in 1928, an agency in
which both Lomax and Botkin worked periodically in the next two decades. Cordon,
lomax, and Botkin also worked on various research projects commissioned by the
Works Progress Administration during the New Deal (Hirsch, "Modernity" 198-203;
Kodish 5, 22, 61, 67, 159-61; Wilgus, Anglo-American 185-88; Zumwalt 61-62).
Lomax's experiences serve as exemplar for the prototypical activities that
combined some of the academic and popular traditions that were later emulated by
Club 47 members. At the tum of the century, he began gyaduate work at Harvard with
Kittredge and the Americanist Barrett Wendell (Filene 605-06; Hirsch, "Modernity" 186,
189-90; Wilgus, Anglo-American 74-79, 157-65; Zumwalt 61-62). Encouraged by his
academic mentors, Lomax returned to his native Texas to coL!ectcowboy songs in situ,
which resulted in the publication in 1910 of Cowboy ~.enQ.Q1hfi Frontier~
"the first important post-Child collection separately published" (Wilgus, An&!2:
American 157). Originally Lomax worked under the premise that he was collecting the
valued "vanishing remains" of items of American folklore, ironically from a group
whose music and songs helped to threaten the cultural hegemony of the establishment
that determined such cultural values.
The positive popular reaction to lomax's published coUection, gathered in a
region beyond the domination of the East and including items from African-American
and Hispanic traditions, challenged the Anglo-American focus of literary and field
collectors like Child and Cecil Sharp, Child's nonacademic English counterpart whose
own work on folksong came to prominence almost immediately upon Child's death and
who later was involved with revival endeavoUI5 in Cambridge. Unlike Child and
Sharp, who institutionalized British or Anglo-American texts and items, Lomax helped
to shape a body of American texts and a respect for indigenous folk music from
occupational and non-Anglo traditions.
While Lomax pursued his downhome work, the United States was
accommodating a massive influx of immigrants from non-British and non-Northern
European cultures. As one method of assimilating these new Americans, "American"
folk music as derived from previously infused traditions was being used as an
egalitarian cultural force in sodal refonn projects such as in settlement houses, at
festivals, and in public schools-all ironically geared to defining, nurturing, and
homogenizing a new popular culture (Whisnant,~~ f1!lg 45-46). Soon in the
third and fourth decades of this century, the interaction and exchange between
narrowly-defined tradition bearers and cultural consumers was available in ways that
had been unheard of when people like Lomax commenced their work, even though he
was among the first collectors to use new methods and instruments of sound-recording
technology.
Throughout much of this century, lines became blurred as to strict definitions of
what constituted "traditional" materials and to whom they belonged, as recording
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technology and marketing forces came to dominate the entertainment industry. The
standardization of these materials witnessed a rise in the number of professional
performers whose sole occupation evolved into recording and perfonningsome of these
works, and who often travelled a circuit of bookings around the country. Beginning in
the 19205, commercia! recordings; the proliferation of regional radio broadcasts; the
professionalization of the music, recording, and publishing industries; and a climate of
economic prosperity all contributed to the process of equalizing access to cultural
products (Vv'ilgus, "Hillbilly Music" 196-202; Green, "Hillbilly Music" 204-223). While
details of these trends are far too complex to do more than allude to in this work, this
process of exchange remains yet another subtheme throughout this narrative. And, it
should be added, all these activities had an audience in Cambridge with a
predisposition towards new ideas.
Meanwhile, Lomax and his pubLic·sectorcolleagues such as Gordon and Botkin
continued to publicly espouse and perpetuate pluralism in American culture through
their work in governmental agencies. Folklorist Botkin, for instance, was an early
advocate of scholarly study of revivals that utilized American songs. His work, like
Lomax's, challenged the establishment worldview, but from a different perspective.
Born in Boston, Botkin was a first-generation American of Lithuanian-Jewish descent,
not a member of the WASP elite. By the 19305 he was able to put into action his
pluralistic vision of American culture that challenged the dominant Anglo-American
worldview that prevailed in places like Cambridge, where he was educated. Yet, in a
different voice, he echoed generations of foreign and domestic romantic nationalists and
antimodemists by expressing"...21 hope that somehow folklore will furnish insight into
the past as the key to the present and that folk cu1ture...will prOvide a corrective for the
sterility of our national culture" (Hirsch, "Cultural Pluralism" 29).
By arguing that "folksong could be a 'cultural force' as weU as a 'cultural
expression'" (Hirsch, "Cultural Pluralism" 29), Botkin could well have been a
spokesperson for Club 47 members as for an earlier generation. As one of the fotklorists
who realized. that the great boom could have important implications for the field of
folkloristics, Botkin provided continuity between the past and present, and between
academic and popular folksong enthusiasts.
Botkin wrote in the~ York Folklore Quarterlv in 1963 that the "little
magazines of the folksong revivaL" asked the critical questions that had previously only
concerned academic folklorists: "'What is the relation of the individual to the group? of
urban to rural groups? of tradition to change? of traditional to individual style?''' As in
other centres of revival activity, these vital questions were reiterated at Club 47 in many
ways, being expressed ln the impulse towards avant-garde cultural revivals, the
appropriation of various traditional materials, and experimentation with aesthetic
standards and forms of transmission.
Although the extent of the inUuence of Harvard-associated ballad and folksong
scholars is not always obviously discernible, they touched through their curricula and
publications a number of individuals involved in later folksong revivals, some of whom
did and some of whom did not participate directly in Club 47. Pete Seeger, for instance,
was weU-established by the great boom years, having been an active singer in the late
1930s and 194Os, travelling on his own or singing and recording with the groups, the
Almanac Singers and the Weavers. While he did not play at the 47, he was well-known
to many of its participants both as a perfonner and for his much-reprinted. book,~
!Q....E.@ytbg~~ and the companion Folkways record. He also regularly gave
concerts in Boston in the 19SOs and 19605. [l7! Prior to his musical career, Seeger had
enjoyed his parents' musicological association both with Harvard and th.e Lomax famny
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during their mutual Cambridge residence. Abandoning his studies at Harvard in the
late 1930s to move to New York to pursue his folksong interests, Seeger thus did not
graduate with fellow classmate and future United States president John F. Kennedy.
(IBI Similarly, Seeger's sister, Peggy, left Radcliffe, the women's college dosely
associated with Harvard, in the mid-1950s before graduation, but did return to
Cambridge as a singer, often acco~paniedby her husband, the Scots revivalist Ewan
MacColl.[19J
Direct!y and indirectly, the 47's members were part of the long. local tradition of
exploring folksong inside the academy or within its shadows. [20) Some of the people I
interviewed definitely were aware of Harvard's history of folklore studies, whether or
not they actively took advantage of its products in terms of coursework or research.
Others evidently were not specificatly cognizant that they were part of an intellectual
tradition of scholarly and independent studies, although they benefitted from access to
the field recordings reissued to general consumers in the 1950s and 1960s by the Library
of Congress, those collections often gathered and supervised by Harvard alumni,
particularly Gordon, Lomax, and Botkin.
Regardless of their awareness of Cambridge and Harvard's popular and
academic traditions, aU the 47 members whom {interviewed were well-educated and
well-heeled enough to have the research skills and material means to locate historic
folksong collections in libraries and on recordings, many of which were housed in
Cambridge and Harvard collections. To these nonspecialists, lesser-known printed and
aural collections directly helped to expand their knowledge of folksong. In addition,
these academic and popular collections, frequently organized by state or region, by
occupation, by subgenres, or as a combination of these classifications, often formed the
basis for members' repertoires, whether they were sung actively and avocationally in
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groups, Later performed on stage, or songs known but not performed. More than one
informant spoke of the intellectual thrill of locating what they considered to be esoteric
folksong collections, unlike the popular commercial songbooks in the 1940s and 1950s
that were readily available to the general public. [21J
Of the Club 47 members who were Harvard or Radcliffe students in the early
19605, some were aware of the university's academic folklore tradition; others were not.
[22] Two prominent performers at the club- students of English literature and romance
languages, respectively-knew of Harvard's legacy to folk.loristics, but approached that
tradition in different ways, Each referred to research generated by Harvard alumni, as
well as that conducted by scholars within (and outside) the region whose works were
taught in courses or housed in Harvard's libraries.
Singer and guitarist Tom Rush (class of 1964) was interested in a general way in
folklore studies and specifically took lord's courses on oral literatures, as well as any
other classes he could get on folklore, ballads, folksong and, in the Kittredge tradition of
studying early English literatures, Anglo-Saxon, Rush credited these courses \.Vith
helping him to develop his repertoire and to learn the background to some of the songs
he was beginning to locate and sing. Despite being cogniz.lnt of Harvard's scholarly
role in folkloristics and even availing himself of that legacy for coursework, Rush
nevertheless delighted in the obscurity of various folksong collections; later, the fact
that they often were unknown to his peers added to their appeal. Again, the thrill of
locating new sources fueled his own research: "part of the excitement for me was that all
this [folksong materialJ was so new." [23J
By contrast, bluegrass musician John Cooke (class of 1963) felt that Harvard's
history was irrelevant to his own concerns, although its cultural legacy touched his
emotional response to the material:
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[absoluteLy did not feel connected to ballad scholarship. [was aware of
the Child ballads. I took an English course called English 195-Folksong
and Balladry. r took it as an easy humanities course, but also because I
knew rwas interested in the subject matter. There I learned about the
Child classification of ballads, but I never felt the scholarly connection.
To me it was a connection of the spirit or the soul or whatever you
please. r responded. when [heard certain kinds of songs. [241
That spirituaL response is the essence of the historical legacy that is part of
everyday life in Cambridge and at Harvard, where preoccupation with the past is a
major contemporary pursuit. The songs unearthed by Rush and his peers in library and
record collections opened new worlds to many informants and gave them new forms of
self-expression. Many people spoke of the songs as vehicles for reasserting their
feelings of continuity with the past. By meshing the old and the new, Club 47 members
were very much a part of the contemporary popular culture of their times, particularly
the counterculture of the mid- to late 1960s that looked to historical and cultural
antecedents, while engaging in the New England culturaL tradition of looking
backward.
2.4 Looking Backward
By interpreting romantic influences drawn from many traditions, revival
performers and their audiences sought to partake in the emotional security that is
provided by commonly-held values. Members and performers at Oub 47 nurtured a
chosen community united through the common ground of music. Romanticism was
the dominant ethos that expressed their symbolic affinity with ways of life considered
to be more authentic; they were not unlike their utopian sodal-refonning antecedents
who envisioned a better world and tried to create it.
Moreover, using romanticized images of the past to create a culturally unified
American mythology apparently resonated in Cambridge to a greater extent than in
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other centres of great boom activity. In Cambridge and sometimes at Harvard, images
and activities were drawn from the city's Anglophilia, despite the university's and the
city's actual multicultural profiles. Such selectivity reflected a long history of
involvement with the avant-garde sodal, political, and humanitarian causes of the day.
While emotionally satisfying, this reformist response is, paradoxically, highly
intellectual and draws inspiration from eighteenth- and nineteenth-eenh.iry European
romanticism. In fact, these notions of communal values, cultural homogeneity, and
even pastoralism are at the heart of the intellectual history and evolution of our own
discipline. For example, the application of these impulses to nineteenth-century
academic reform, particularly in Germany, created several disciplinary foci from which
Child and his colleagues often benefitted and became part of the folkloristic legacy they
bequeathed to their students and followers along with their collections.
This marriage of romantics and reformers was characterized by an urge to
collect and dassify items of culture, particularly those considered threatened with
extinction, a clarion call that early field workers, many trained at Harvard. heeded. [n
keeping with the growing emphasis on preservation in the face of change, late-
nineteenth century academic efforts to collect and preserve items from the fotk cultures
of North America were expressed in new undertakings in the United States that
benefitted later fotklorists and revivalists. [n addition to the AFS, these included the
creation of the Bureau of American Ethnology in 1879 to study Native Americans; and
the American Anthropological Society in 1899, which also studied native peoples.
Implicit in these institutionalized ethnographic efforts was what became a longstanding
tendency in urbanized, industrial American culture to romanticize rural life and values
(Lears 169-70; Marx, Machine 5-11). In fact, much of the mid-twentieth century
arcadian romanticism that was expressed during the great boom years in the United
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States and particularly in Cambridge was rooted in the nineteenth-century movement
that cultural historian T. J. Jackson Lears calls "antimodemism" and defines as:
...not simply escapism; it was ambivalent often coexisting with
enthusiasm for material progress. And it was part of a much broader
quest for intense experience which ranged from militarism and
"Progressive" social reform to popular occultism and the early fascination
with depth psychology. Far from being the nostalgic flutterings of a
"dying elite:' as historians have daimed, antimodemism was a complex
blend of accommodation and protest which tells us a great deal about the
beginnings of present-day values and attitudes (xiii).
lears adds that historical advocates of antimodemism were primarily from "the
educated strata of the Northeastern elites:' the rulingdass. if not always the actual
personnel. who "ruled" American society. His depiction of this group could easily serve
to describe the prevailing people and attitudes in Cambridge for most of the last four
centuries:
...old-stock, Protestant...the moral and intellectual leaders of the
American WASP bourgeoisie. who joined their British counterparts in
shaping a transatlantic Victorian culture and who helped (sometimes
unwittingly) to maintain dominant norms and values (xiv).
Clearly. Club 47 members who spoke of continuity with the past were not idly
inventing those notions; they had good reason to espouse them since many individuals
had family and community links to that very "transatlantic Victorian culture." Unlike
the dynamic affecting the 47's heyday, earlier revivalism functioned to support the
status quo during periods of change. Expressions of cultural nationalism that celebrated
a consensus view of American history became even more prominent in the late
nineteenth century after the centennial celebration of the Declaration of [ndependence
in 1876 and lasted well into the twentieth century, where it remains part of the local
consciousness. Consensus views subsequently found expression in attitudes towards
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song collections like Child's, which supported the hegemonic structure, and Lomax's,
which did not.
This period, known as the ColoniaL Revival, lasted into the 1920s and
paradoxically was an era of great change rather than preservation, particularly in the
Northeast, Like the earlier European romanticism, the domestic Colonial Revival also
foreshadowed boom activities at Club 47. This half-century period saw massive
domestic and foreign immigration to coastal cities; the growth of urbanism; the apex of
the [ndustria[ Revolution; and the emergence of the United States as a world power,
with expanded roles for Washington and New York as fod of political and financial
power. It also was a period that codified and homogenized the cultural canon, in part
to "Americanize" immigrants by instilling in them a common amalgamated heritage in
their new country, despite the fact that this "heritage" often ran counter to their own
experiences and often at odds with the customs and traditions of their homelands.
The era was commemorated in Cambridge in public and vernacular architecture
that is still extant and with pubLic celebrations that are still enacted. lronically, the
CoLonial Revival heralded a twentieth<entury pluralism that proved to be the swan
song for ideas about monolithic Anglo-Saxon hegemony-progressive ideas that later
were Literally played out on Club 47's stage.
In keeping with its avant-garde position, Cambridge in the 1910s was one of the
first sites of the English-inspired dance and song revival in America, a fad that further
indirectly influenced members of the 47 community. While the English revival may
seem a tangential connection to Club 47, several informants repeated legends
surrounding Sharp finding unchanged "Elizabethan" ballads in the southern mountains,
versions of which ballads they sang or heard even before they got to the 47, They also
spoke of his more direct influence on their lives through their or family members'
having attended "Robin Hood festivals" at a local museum in a town where Sharp and
his dancers held some of their most populardasses. [25J The fact that this deliberate
connection to or continuity with Sharp, or at least support for his ideas, arose in more
than a few inta-views strengthens this historical context.
That early-twentieth century revival activity was also influenced, in part, by
Harvard playwright and director George Pierce Baker and by playwright Percy
MacKaye, a former student of Child's. Both men were associated with Sharp when he
was in Cambridge (Brickwedde 15-28; Glassberg 73, 239). [261 Given Cantabrigians'
history of interest in folklore, Sharp perhaps found more ready support in Cambridge
and environs than elsewhere for his civic and academic collecting projects. One such
instance is the foundation there of the Country Dance and Song Society of America, the
New World branch of the English Folk Dance Society that he had founded in 1911.
When Sharp anived in 1914, preceded by one of his dance instructors, leaders in
Cambridge were already involved in related activities by sponsoring historical pageants
that combined socia! reform, dance, and revitalization impulses. A popular activity
during the late Colonial Revival, these pageants began soon after the tum of the century
and were dramatic productions based on historical themes that romanticized political
events and peoples, expressing "the desire to reject the present in favor of an idealized
past" (Glassberg 4). Not surprisingly, many of the pageants were organized by the same
people who led the local dance revival (Glassberg 73,107,239). Harvard held a summer
course in pageantry and hosted in its stadium a 1917 performance of Caliban
MacKaye's dassicaLly.draped Shakespeare tercentenary pageant for which Sharp helped
script the "Elizabethan 'Sumer is y<Umen in' dance interlude" (Glassberg 241).
Women's colleges like nearby Radcliffe were also involved in pageants and used them
either to dramatize political issues such as the campaign for female suffrage or for
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entertainment, sud) as celebrating romantidzed versions of calendar customs !ike May
Day. [27]
In keeping with the sense of continuity, the dramatic historical pageants of the
Colonial Revi val were descended [rom the commemorative re-enactments of the
eighteenth century. Since the late eighteenth century, people in Cambridge and
surrounding towns had been re-enacting colonial events like Patriots Day, which
commemorated the Battle of Lexington in 1715 that began the war of independence
from Britain. [28J Cambridge had a direct claim on such events that led to the
manufacture of an American mythology and cosmology, much of which
commemorated milltary events. Many of the scenes that twentieth-century pageants
symbolically glorified had transpired in and around Cambridge during the American
RevoLution, such as both British and American forces passing through en route to
Lexington Green, the coLonial militia encamping on Cambridge Common, and national
heroes such as George Washington basing his campaign headquarters just off Harvard
Square while commanding the Continental Army during the siege of Boston.
PartLy as a reaction to the influx of non-Northern European immigrants in the
first quarter of this century, however, the pageants were an extension of poLitically
correct. almost reactionary, themes ceiebrating a revisionist and even propagandistic
view of the Anglo roots of American culture. During the period of political isoLationism
and xenophobia prior to World War I, all these activities utilized "tradition as a bulwark
against modernity" (Glassberg 5). In Cambridge. these events reinforced the it-
happened-here-first theme that so pervades the local world view and helped to create an
awareness, and tradition, of concentrating on homogenized American values, which
would serve as a basis for comparisons, compliance. and polite rebellion. Later, these
same forces of comparison, compLiance, and polite rebellion found expression,
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especially at Club 47, as people chose what to accept and what to jettison from their
personal and cultural heritage.
Not surprisingly, given Cambridge's and Harvard's intellectual traditions, along
with the dance revival and dzamatic pageantry came renewed interest in folksong. In
sharp contrast to the homogeneity and scope of the pageants was a less formal and
more intimate interest in songs of preindustrial peoples. Much of that interest was
expressed first by avocational and academic folksong collectors and ultimately by
urban, often university-based revivalists such as Rush and Cooke nearly haifa century
later.
It is another paradox that Harvard's ethnocentric attitudes, perpetuated by some
members of the faculty well into this century, persisted within Cambridge in a haven of
nineteenth-century abolitionism and mid-twentieth century civil-rights sentiment
(Hirsch, "Modernity" 186). With few exceptions until fairly recently, rnanyacademic
folklorists ignored the folksong revival, both as a cultural phenomenon and as a
producer of texts, charging it with elitism and having no relationship to tradition. Most
members of the Club 47 scene actually denounced their own elitist worldview in their
actions by beginning to interact with performers of all races and from many regions of
the country in a much more egalitarian way than their predecessors had done in earlier
periods of revivalism. One example of shifting attitudes and of the boom's ability to
mix things up and draw musical sources from every tradition can be seen in the
activities of a prominent 47 member, white blues singer and guitarist RolfCahn. A
Gennan immigrant who had lived in the Midwest and California before arriving in
Cambridge in the late 1950s, he taught guitar techniques and African-American blues
songs to'Jackie Washington, a black Latino born in Puerto Rico and reared in Boston,
and another popular Club 47 perfonner. [291
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A sensitivity to the past ilnd love of tradition often go hand-in-hand with the
preocOlpation with establishment values, E'SpeciaUy in Cambridge. Yet there is a
fluidity of exchange in the process of synthesis-of borrowing. imitating. and
interpreting- that lessens the demarcation between classes and experiences, an
exchange that was very much in evidence at Oub 47. The paradox is that adapting
something perceived to be old, revivalists haveactuaUy by definition, and by construct,
created something new. That paradox was constantly operating at Oub47.
AtOub 47, as in other centres of revival activity, many players were involved in
what Robert Cantwell calls the "fundamental shift in consciousness" that is at the centre
of the folk revivaL (3D] For many people at Oub 47, the folksong revival was nothing
more than a passing fancy. For others it came to have a profound effect on their lives.
Some participants were aware of their heritage and capitalized on it; others may have
been unaware of-or rejected-the historical and cultural antecedents of the activities in
which they were involved. Still. the regional influences extant in Cambridge, combined
with the traditionalizlng urge evidenced by Olltural revivalism, set the intellectual and
historical scene in which Oub 47 opened in 1958.
Bob Dylan, who performed informally and unofficially at the 47 and is often
credited with being a spokesperson for the great boom generation, inlegrated several
strands of revivalism in his talking-blues introduction on the recording of the song..
~Baby,let Me Follow You Down.~ [31] The song.. he said, he learned from New
Englander Eric von Schmidt, another white bluE'S revivalist who was one of the
patriarchal figures at the 47. As an outsider, Dylan, who came from Minnesota via New
York, articulated a fitting tribute to Cambridge, Harvard, tradition, and the pastoral
aspects of revivalism. His introduction evokes each of those influences and sets the
scene in which to discuss the Club 47 ethos and music in the remaining chapters:
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r first heard this from, uh, Rick von Schmidt. He lives in Cambridge.
Rick's a blues guitar player. [met him one day in the green pastures of.
uh, Harvard University. [321
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Notes
1. Harvard University as a legal entity does not exist, per se. Although Harvard
is a pre-eminent research university with undergraduate and graduate liberal arts
curricula, and professional schools of business, design (architecture). education, law,
medicine, dentistry, and public health, its legal name is 'The President and Fellows of
Harvard COllege:' Harvard University is simpLy the informal title of this entity. Some
might interpret this as reverse snobbery, since every tiny training college now seeks to
reinvent itself as a university (Fussell 152-164).
2. [nterview with John Cooke, 18 January 1992.
3. [nterview with James FieLd, 26 July 1991.
4. From a tape of a concert hosted by Tom Rush at the Kennedy Centre in
Washington, D.C., c. 1983.
5. Interview with Nancy Sweezy, 6 August 1991.
6. Field interview.
7. [nterview with Geoffrey Muldaur, 12 January 1992-
8. See Victor Turner, "Passages, Margins, and Poverty" in~.Ei!llill..and
Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human Society. Othaca, r-.,ry: Cornell UP, 1974}. 231-271.
9. Comparative data from interviews with Rita Weill Byxbe, Bob Cantwell, Earl
Crabb, Charlie Frizzell, and Annie!ohnston.
to. See, for example, articles cited in the bibliography by Cantwell, "When We
Were Good";]. Cohen; DeTurk; Gonzey; Gottesman; Jackson. Inherent in these broader
interpretations is the hypothesis that revivals are largely the product of leisure-time
activities and therefore initially class bound, a position that British folklorists,
especially, haye been offering at least since the time ofCedl Sharp and the formation of
the English dance and song societies in the late nineteenth century. Sources for this
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information are Dave Harker's works cited in the bibliography and a survey of the
publications of the English Folk Dance and Song Society in its various historical and
contemporary configurations. These include Imm.!i!l.Qf~ English Folk~~
(l914-t9t5and t927-t931),~~~E2.!k~~S!mg:~(1932­
1964), Folk.MY.lli.1Q.!.!.!:lli!.. (1965 to presentJ.and~Danceand~ (1957 to
present).
1t. [draw on personal experience of Cambridge, England. for these details. In
terms of foLkloristics. Cambridge University's ties to Harvard are in direct contrast.
Harvard had a strong literary tradition in folkloristics, while Cambridge leaned towards
social anthropology, aligning themselves with ·Tylorian culture [sic] anthropologists"
and an interest in "primitive religion" (DoTSon, British Folklorists 288).
12. Harvard·s commencement·programme booklet given to graduating
students, their families, alumnaeli, and other participants, makes this point in its
introductory statement. Again I draw on personal experience for this observation.
Harvard traditions modelled after Cambridge University are evident in ritual language,
academic dress, and other features of the ceremonial procession and subsequent
commencement rites of passage that are re-enacted in Harvard Yard every June. Just
one example of antiquarianism in this ritual enactment is that the governor of
Massachusetts is invited to lead the procession, followed by the sheriff of Middlesex
County to keep the peace. The governor, however, is referred to during the procession
as the governor of the~ as indeed was his original predecessor.
13. Child was born in Boston of working-class Irish-American parents who
quickLy recognized his intelligence. He was educated at Boston's classical public Latin
School and, ....;th the help of a patron, at Harvard. He married into a "Proper Bostonian"
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family; his daughter, Helen Child Sargent, published an abridged edition of his works
in 1904, aided by George Lyman Kittredge. Thanks to David Buchan for these
biographical details and for many conversations about Child, Kittredge, and the
Cambridge/Harvard connections.
14. The list of folklorists connected to Harvard during this period is seemingly
endless. Among those not already mentioned in the text, this list+in-progress includes:
ballad scholar Francis Barton Gummere and Fred Norris Robinson in Celtic studies,
who were members of the faculty; and Phillips Bany, H. M. Belden, S. B. Hustvedt, AFS
cofounder Wl1[lam Wells Newell, E. C. Perrow, Franz Rickaby, and Charles Seeger.
Among the teachers and students in related humanities disciplines were poet Conrad
Aiken, humanist lrving Babbit, educator and Radcliffe president leBaron Russell
Briggs, literary scholar Charles T. Copeland, novelist John Dos Passos, poets T. S. Eliot
and e.e. cummings, historian John Fiske, psychologists and philosophers William James
and Hugo Miinsterberg, historian Francis Parkman, literary historian and editor Bliss
Perry, journalist John Reed, philosophers Josiah Royce and George Santayana, and
historian Frederick Jackson Turner (Abrahams, "Rough Sincerities" 68-69; Kadish 17-18,
25,30; Wilgus, Anglo-American~ 218l.
15. These works include Thompson's six-volume Motif-Index Q.f....EQ!.Is. Literature
and his revisions to Antti Aame'slli~2f1MFolktale Utley's writing on
medieval literature, Taylor's work on proverbs and riddles, and Lord's expansion of
Parry's studies of oral formulaic theories in~Sinw 2fTh..lfi.
16. See Dorson, American Folklore 2,5-6.
17. A typical Seeger concert of the kind for which he was familiar was later
recorded on Pete Seeger Singalong~ Theatre~Massachusetts 1980.
<Smithsonian/Folkways CDSF 40027/8,1991). Thanks to Neil Rosenberg for this
atation.
18. For much of this background, I draw on a conversation I had with Seeger
and Bess LomaJt Hawes, daughter of John Lomax, prior to their concert at the Museum
ofOur National Heritage in May 1989 in conjunction \Ooith the ~FolkRootsM exhibit. In
June 1990. Seeger returned to Harvard for his 50th c1ass reunion and also performed at
the first Massachusetts Maritime Festival in Salem. As a member of Folklorists in New
England, I was a staff member at that event.
19. Other Radcliffe alumnae who were involved in song revival activities in the
19405 and early 19505 included the late Beth Best (Milton], who received a graduate
degree in 1942 and co-edited the 1955 revised edition of _ fu! with her then·
husband, Dick~~ [December 1991]: 46). Ssm&: &a.was published by
the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association, of which Radcliffe and Harvard students
were members. I also gathered secondary information on his mother's activities at
Raddiffeduring this period from Will Moore. Aida Kabatznick Press,class of 1948, also
provided additional information on Best and on her own collegiate activities and later
experiences at Club 47, when it was located on Mount Auburn Street.
20. Among these historic practitioners were Phillips Barry, Fannie Hardy
Eckstonn, Helen Hartness Flanders, and Mary Winslow Smyth (Wilgus.~
American Folksong 176-77,202·204).
21. Musician Jim Rooney, a graduate student in classics at Harvard in the early
years ofOub 47, first brought this fact to my attention.
22. These induded, but were not limited to, interviews and conversations with
John Cooke. James Field, Carl Lindahl, Margaret Mills, Jim Rooney, Tom Rush, Carol
Ann Sheffield, Peter Tishler, and Andrew Warshaw.
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23. interview with Tom Rush, 15 April 1992.
24. Cooke interview.
25. The most detailed source for these observations came from Jill Henderson,
who grew up in suburban Belmont and attended the festivals at the DeCordova
Museum in nearby Lincoln during her childhood. She was adamant about the Sharp
legends, an idea [ found very insightful, but did not at first understand in context.
26. Baker is usually remembered for his theatrical work with Eugene ONeill in
Radcliffe's Agassiz Theatre in his "47 Workshop;' though rthink it is coincidence only
(so far) that the number47links him to the dub, given that the Club 47's name came
from its address. Until rbegan this research, I was unaware of Baker's (or Harvard's)
connection with dancer Claud Wright and Sharp or his correspondence with both men,
archived in the Bak~r papers in the Harvard Theatre Collection, which Brickwedde cites
<33-36). One of Sharp's American supporters was Helen Osborne Storrow of Lincoln, a
friend of Baker's who introduced her to Sharp and Wright. She subsequently endowed
the Storrow Room in the Cecil Sharp House in London in the 193Os, still the home of the
English Folk Dance and Song Society~ illJ.QS2n.g 523 [19901:8).
[want to thank Paul Smith for many long and intense discussions about the
British song and dance revivals, for the loan of his collection of video- and cassette tapes
and artides, and for alerting me to the massive new research on pageants and on folk
custom generally. The earlier works helped me enormously to put this thesis into
perspective; the latter ones helped me begin to rethink my research on several local
pageants, which [ had begun while stili working at an American history museum in
Lexington (formerly Cambridge Farms).
27. Thanks to historian Barbara Franco for much of this information, especially
her recollections of celebrations at Bryn Mawr College. The Radcliffe materials appear
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in photographs found in various coUections in the college's Arthur and ELizabeth
Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America.
28. Patriots Day itself is a reinterpretation of an earlier religious fast day that
became a feast day. Shortly after the Revolution, days like these were reappropriated to
celebrate national events and renamed. founders' or forefathers' days. Celebrations
found expression in locaL community gatherings, not unlike the customary
Thanksgiving celebration that began in the PLymouth coLony south of Massachusetts
Bay and eventually became an offidal national holiday. Thanks to folklorist Kathy
Neustadt for this information and to historian John Brooke, who first brought to my
attention the fact that celebrations of Patriots Day began shortly after the Battle of
Lexington. Perhaps the most spectacular Patriots Day pageant was the one staged on
Lexington Green in 19?..5 to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the battle. Materials
documenting that event are in the collec;tions of Lexington's Cary Memorial Library, the
Massachusetts Historical Society, and private hands.
29. [nterview with Jackie Washington, 24 March 1992.
30. Quoted. ITom manuscript page 79 in Transfonning Tradition.
31. Dylan's invoLvement at Club 47 and with many members of the community
is discussed throughout von Sch.midt and Rooney's book, especially pages 125-31 and
222-27. According to various iJ'Iformants in my interviews, he would perform
informally at the dub and mix with dub members. I have, however, found no evidence
of Dylan being billed. as a performer at the club, although admittedly records of the
early years are scanty at best or, more the case, nonexistent. In his book,fum~
!kh.i.nQ.lli~(New York: Summit, 1991), Clinton Heylin wrote that Dylan
repeatedLy was refused bookings because management preferred "the dulcet tones of
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Joan Baa or Carolyn Hester" and that his only appearances were informal at the
invitation of other performers (53).
32. Transcribed from Dylan's version of "Baby, Let Me FoUowYou Oown,~
released on the Columbia LP Bob Dvlan in March 1962. According to notes in the 1986
collected edition of Dylan's songs,~ (Columbia CSX-38830), the song was taped
during his ~t recording session on 20 November 1961 in New York. The notes go on
to say that Dylan ~sounded witty and world-wise far beyond his twenty years. It had
been only twenty months since he left Hibbing [Minnesota].~ Dylan wrote in the
Biograph notes;
That's the way Rick von Schmidt played the song. I think it's a Reverend
Gary Davis [black blues/gospel singer who later came to Cambridge and
the 47] song. He used to sing it ''Baby Let Me Lay It On You." Strange,
he used to sing '7welveCates to the City;' ''Yonder At the Cross;' and
then "Baby Let Me Lay It On You'·.... Davl! Van Rank [a New York
revivalist] might have played it too (side 1 notes; n.p.).
CHAPTER 3
HISTORY OF CLUB 47 AND ITS PLACE IN THE FOLKSONG REVlVAL
Dub 47 was one of the best-known venues in the North American revival
network and. became~~ place to play in the Northeast'" during the folksong revival or
great boom of the late 1950s and 19605, (von Schmidt and Rooney 91). This chapter
examines the history of Club 47, first putting it in context as part oflhe popular
midcentury movement known as the folksong revival
3.1 800m-time for tJlI~ folksong Rn;litlal
(n the late 19505 and 19605 the folk music revival was a mass movement largely
supported by young, weU-educated members of the middle classes as an alternative to
mass popular entertainment. As a generation, revivalists were reared in postwar North
America largely on images of folk heroes and rugged masculine individualists such as
western cowboys and frontiersmen. with the frontier meaning any territory west of the
original 13 eastemcoloniotS. These heroes had been pan of the romantic legendry of
America at least since the nineteenth century and symboliZed challenges to the
prevailing urban establishment.
As a genre, cowboys were particuJarly appealing through the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. James Fenimore Coopec's 1821 novel. IM:SRx. portrayed
"cowboys~as Revolutionary-era marauders who favoured the English and pillaged
no!Utral territory. lat~r novels such as Owen Wister's~ Virginian in 1902 and Zane
Grey's.&Q.m 2f~~~ in 1912 portrayed cattlemen on the western plains a
century after Cooper's marauders. Likewise, Buffalo Bill's Wild West shows
stereotyped cowboys and Indians and influenced. their popular perception well into this
century. Cowboys themselves had been portrayed. as singers as early as the publication
of John Lomax's cowboy songs, and that reputation was strongly reinforced by radio,
records, and films beginning in the 1920s..
Country singers were also romanticized, perceived by consumers as the heirs to
an authentic body of American folk music.. even if it was commercial music marketed as
~white~Appalachian music alongside blade -race- music and the -ethnic" musics of
immigrants. Country singers were available on radio and records beginning in the
19205. some being syndicated on radio shows like WSM's~~~in Nashville.
which began broadcasting in 1925.
The post-World War {and [[ dec<ldes produced periods of relative affluence in
which many young p~ple had the means and the time to purchase and listen to
records and radio. Oft!!n they learned to play guitars and other stringed instruments in
the hopes of emulating the songs and replicating the styles they heard on records.
Moreover. by the 19405. city singers such as Pete Seeger and Lomax's daughter, Bess
Lomax Hawes. joined forces with singers like Woody Guthrie from Oklahoma to write
and perform music in the folk vein to further ideological political causes. Groups such
as the AlmanacSingers. which included Seeger. Hawes. and Guthrie, became
prototypes for more popular later ensembles such as the Weavers, whose folk music:
made the hit parade in the late 19405 and early 1950s. At the same time.. recording
companies and. later. concert and festival promoters, catered. to these trends. These
entrepreneurs capitalized on the growing markets for perfonners able both to assimilate
folk music forms and to generate new forms of popular music.
By the mid- to late-1950s, another by-product of postwar affluence was the
opportunity and financiaL backing that many young people had to attend university in
larger numbers than ever before. At home or away, those interested in folk music
helped to create a youth market for earlier recordings and for contemporary folk music
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the likes of which had never before been seen. This market was already familiar with
New York-based commercial "folk~ groups like the Weavers and individual singers like
Burllves and Josh White. white and. black performen respectively. who had migrated
there in the 1930s to pursue their perfonningand recording careers. Some of the 19505
revivalists also knew of country singers whom they heard over late-night radio waves
originating in the South. although these performers' records were harder to come by
and the individuals and groups generally were not yet available on the northern concert
and festival circuit. To these folk-music consumers, -folk' still embodied community.
c!asslessness, craftsmanship, and authenticity:' even as it was also becoming a mass-
marketed commodity (Becker, "Revealing Traditions" 46).
Folk music appt:!aled to young revivalists because they considered it to be more
authentic, and therefore more meaningful. than the popular music on the hit parade.
Folk music also represented the music of the underdaSSe5 and the voiceless peoples in
America. music considered to be in the public domain from a common cultural heritage
and overlooked by mainstream culture. Songs were accompanied by acoustic
instruments. usually solo stringed instnlments such as guitars. or in group ensembles
that featured guitars, banjos. fiddles, mandolins, and other instro.ments.
In Cambridge as in other sophisticated urban centres across North America. the
great boom was a revival of intensified interest in folksong that had roots in the
travelling medicine shows and popular stage perfonnances such as minstrel shows that
utilized folksongs beginning in the early nineteenth century; in the later collecting
impulse that culminated in the regional and. occupational collections of the 19105 and
1920s; and in commercial recordings. [l]
Each of thest:! activities helped to establish the pattern of exchange between
those, usually lower classes, who directly and indirectly provided source material and
....
those, usually middle- and upper-middle classes, for and by whom these materials were
adapted for theirown leisure-time entertainment. Forexamplt, according to many
Oub 47 participants, some of the songs that were popular during the revival already
were part of their ~rsonal repertOires perfonned within their fal7lilies, schools, amps,
and other group activities. Many of these songs they learned through published
folksong collections or from recordings, a fact which I discuss further in the music
chapter.
The folksong revival grew into a fad and later was subsumed into popular forms
such as folk-rock, psychedelic rock, and jazz fusion. Centres of revival activity fanned
out from New York, which had a direct link to earlier political and musical activities
particularly in Greenwich Village in the 193Os, 19405, and 19SOs, and expanded across
the northern tierof the East and Midwest, reaching into the Far West and across the
border into Canada. Venues dedicated to folk music opened in urban centres such as
Boston and Cambridge, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and other cities
across thecounrry, and their fare was advertised in national publications like Sing Q!.ill
andregionalones(ikt'~inNewYorkand~~.
One feature that distinguished. the great boom revival from earlier popular
revivals was the proliferation of these music venues and coffeehouses. Venues were
situated indepenPently in urban centres or associated with coUege and uni~·ersity
milieux, that consciously courted and nurtured a market, and ideally even a
community, for folk music.
Like their counterparts in other scenes, revivalists at the 47 were influenced by
many factors including materials drawn from the past and present. Before they even
participated in the boom, they had at their di5posal access to field recordings, old 78-
rpm commercial recordings, and contemporary 45- and 33-rpm records. Radio stations
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like WWVA-AM in West Virginia broadcast live and recorded country music that
reached the Northeast late at night. Some of the more popular and academic song
collections were also welL known, such as John and Alan Lomax's Our Singing Countrv
and Vance RandoLph's~ Folksongs as well as the more commercially available
sing-along collections like Margaret Bradford Boni's Fireside Bookm Folksongs and the
Lntercollegiate Outing Club Association's SmJ.g~which included songs like the
broadside "Golden Vanity" (Child 286) and "Tom Dooley" (Laws F36). [2J
Like their cohort, the 47's members were consumers of these commercial
products and, later, participant-observers who went to festivals at Newport and in the
South. There they saw audiences comprised of people more or less tike themselves,
such as at Newport or performers and audiences closer to their own indigenous
contexts, such as the festivals in Asheville, North Carolina, and Galax, Virginia,
aLthough in aU places some "traditional" performers were themselves reinterpreting
popular songs or appropriating songs from others' traditions and making them their
own. Members of the 47 scene attempted to resolve these dichotomies between
authentic and borrowed traditions by creating a more comprehensive presentation of
the music scene, but one which muddied further distinctions between "real" and
imitated traditions. In fact, several infonnants recalled their surprise when they saw
singers and musicians who had recorded in the 1920s and 1930s alive and performing at
these festivals-performers who had been sought out and "rediscovered" by fellow
revivalists.
Folk revivalists were not the only ones threatening the popular music industry
with new fad, markets, and audiences in that quickly-changing business. In fact, by the
late 1950s revivalists even fonned segments of older markets or the nucleus of newer
ones. Ln the mid·1950s, rock and roll music already was shifting the focus from the East
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Coast to Memphis, where singers Like Elvis Presley and companies like Sun Records
were popularizing white musicians' performances of black music and creating inteest
in the sources. Memphis had musical antecedents that were very different, but equally
as strong, as the more academic ones in Cambridge. By the early- to mid-1960s, for
instance, the white Kweskin Jug Band at Oub 47 drew some of their repertoire from the
black jug bands that were popular in and around Memphis in the 1920s.
Technology surely had a role in these various activities and continued to add to
the blUrring of definitional boundaries. Yet another paradox is that technology often
prompts revivals as a means of coping with the very change that revivals are, in fact,
instituting (Coldstein 3-13). As the contemporary postwar recording industry of the
19505 began to attract younger consumers, especially those who already were buying
rock and roll records, Folkways records, and Library of Congress reissues of field
anthologies, a new market opened for performers who combined popular and folk
appeal.
Members of the Oub 47 community, for example, had largely
ignored the so-<alled "folk" groups of the 1940s, whose musical styles
they considered aesthetically displeasing. Instead, 47 members said they
looked for "folk" music more in popular forms like rockabilly, or to
earlier rural and urban white and black American traditions with which
thev were familiar via reissued records. Even if the Weavers et. al. did
not'appeal to the collective taste of the 47 community, they were not
totally discounted. One informant summarized the view held by many
privileged revivalists like herself, while also articulating the innocence
and excitement of discovering heretofore unknown aspects of an
American cultural heritage--and in effect another America-while
integrating the songs' messages into her personal worldview
[t [the boom] came on the heels of rock and roll. rmean, 1see
them as coming together and I think that very quickly, certainly in my
memory, people began falling in love with somebody like [bluessingersl
Muddy Waters or Sonny Terry and Brov>rnie McGhee. When you got to
know more about their music you understood its roots, its traditions.
You got to know more about theeu1ture from which it came. Then
suddenly you found out you were learning something about Africa and
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the slave trade that you didn't know prior to Liking a piece of music that
you heard on a radio station.
There was no way one heard Sonny Teny and Brownie McGhee
prior to-my first piece of folk music that [ever heard was the
Weavers. Now 1knew right away when I heard. the Weavers in about
1955 or '56 that I did not like!lliill1. but lliked what it was about. That's
as best a definition as I can give you. It was already too popular. There
was a kind of-there was a stage presence about it that I didn't Like, but I
loved where it came from; I loved what it was about. Never liked Pete
Seeger as a musidan, but loved what he was about. Loved his politics.
Felt very, very, very impassioned by understanding that people could
speak about injustice through poetry and music. [3]
[f1.@Q.itiQnisa key word in the folksong revival, then 1958 is a key date, coming
on the technological coat-tails of Terry and McGhee, Seeger, and the Weavers, and
representing the debut of two groups whose activities were symbolic of two
philosophical trends throughout the revival. It was also the year in which Club 47
upenecl.
On the East Coast, 1958 was the year that the revival string-band known as the
New Lost City Ramblers-one of whose members, Mike Seeger, had earLy familial ties to
Cambridge-made their first appearance at Carnegie Hall in New York.. Like much of
their audience, the New Lost City Ramblers were young university graduates; unlike
their audience, ho.....ever, they had studied and immersed themselves in the folklife of
the music they were performing. The Ramblers differed from more commercial and
economically successful groups like the contemporaneous Kingston Trio by trying to
recreate as much as possible the performances they heard. on old records rather than
adapt traditional and popular forms to musical styles for which the forms were not
suited. They used traditional stringed instruments in traditional combinations, which to
rt;'vivalists meant nondectrified. guitars, banjos, and fiddles. The group also dressed in
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turn-of-the-century clothing for their perfannances and their Folkways record-album
photographs to promote a sense of studied authentidty in their endeavours.
By projecting a sense of the past in their dothing. manner. and performance
style that intimated an allusion to cultural continuity. the Ramblers were avant garde in
helping to further blur the distinctions between tr.Ktition-bearers and their imitators.
who live and learn in nonindigenaus traditional contexts (Allen 66; J, Cohen, Ihe
FlJlksong R~vival: Part [~311, As a group, the New Lost City Ramblers were ardent.
and their music was entertaining and popular. but never wildly commercial
The Ramblers were equally significant as the nationally-popular Kingston Trio
because they foreshadowed aspects of the revival that many of their counterparts in
Cambridge und~rtook,such as travelling South to learn music in its indigenous
contexts. The Ramblers' was the aesthetic standard that appealed on many levels to
r~viva(ists like thoseat the 47. who shared many of the group's outward traits. such as
their social backgrounds and education. The Ramblers were admired for their
achievements and popular in many revival drcles-Mike Seeger played frequently as a
soloist at the 47-but they were not imitated overtly as much as other performers.
perhaps because they bore too close a resemblance to fellow revivalists and not
imitating them was an instance of reverse snobbery.
A diff~rent kind of context was that of acknowledged peer groups. The
Kingston Trio personified collegiate performers who began singing songs from popular
collections in infonnal groups round the proverbial campfire. The year 1958 also
marked the national release of their hugely successful record, ''Tom Dooley;' which
became a number-one hit and remained on the charts for 18 weeks (Whitbum 183).
Originally from Hawaii rather than the East. the group comprised former university
students who began perfonning in San Francisco Bay Area coffeehouses. Unlike the
New Lost City Ramblers, they looked liked their admirers, dressing in contemporary
uniform outfits that portrayed the dean.-cut. collegiate look of Oxford shirts and pressed
jeans or chinos.
The Kingston Trio's version of'Tom Dooley" brought the revival fully into the
commercial national mainstream. The song's complex lineage of print, recordings, and
performances has been noted by others, but suffice it to say that its appearance and
familiarity on the revival circuit came directly through its collegiate heritage as part of
S£1..ng~ sing-along collection, an occurrence technically that could have happened
almost anywhere to any similar group. [4] The Trio quickly became far too popular ever
to perform at tiny coffeehouses like Club 47, even if their style had appealed to the
booking managers. Instead, they appealed to college- and concert-hal! crowds, large
audiences who knew them through their recordings, radio airplay, and television
appearances. Some Club 47 members acknowledged the Trio's influence, as they did
the Weavers', but did not like them aesthetically because they considered them to be too
"commercial.' One infonnant's viewpoint is representative:
i already had strong musical tastes (upon entering Harvard in fall 19581.
[ had strong musical opinions. I knew what was crap-and there was a
lot of crap being played. Remember, the reaL energy of early aboriginal
rock and roll had already started to kind of dissipate then. The real
wonder years were kind of '54 through right about '61. Right in there.
That's frankly how the Kingston Trio found a gap, 'cause none of that
stuff ever would have been popular, although the Weavers-I think
"Goodnight, Irene" was a top 10 in the late '40s. {51
Another of the Kingston Trio's early songs, however, had particular relevance to
record and radio consumers in Cambridge (and Boston), where poLitics is a traditional
sport and a pastime. The Trio's version of a song Hawes co·wrote as a local campaign
song, "Charlie on the MTA," was even more popular than ''Tom Dooley." [6] Thesong.
which they recorded as "M.T.A.," has entered local tradition and is still popular today,
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combining a catchy tune, references to Boston and Cambridge landmarks, and an
incident used to dramatize the '·name-recognition" of an individual candidate. [7] The
Trio·s significance to the Boston-area revival was the first hint of an early East/West
musical link between centres of activity in San Francisco/Berkeley and
Cambridge/Boston. a connection that is covered in the next chapter.
tf nothing else, the Kingston Trio had many of the material and social
advantages that the 47's members enjoyed; their success might have been imitated by
any number of performers. They were not imitated, however, out of respect, but
because the 47's collective ethos favoured avant-garde groups like the New Lost City
Ramblers over groups like the Trio, who were too dose to Top 40 appeal for comfort.
Another reason besides commercialism for 47 members to be less than
t;!nthusiastic about the Trio is that the group did not espouse the requisite ethos of
historicism, continuity, and appreciation for tradition.ln the opinion of many 47
members, the Kingston Trio tinkered with tradition far too much, creating a "slick"
product. Thus. another of the group's legacies to the boom is that they helped to
establish discussion of the tension throughout the revival between seeking alternatives
to commercialism and consequent commercial success, a theme that resonated
throughout the 47's history.
Part of the idealism of the revival was that it was popular and thus successful,
but not necessarily commercial. Accordingly, folk music was supposed to be pure,
transcending the laws of the marketplace. Ambivalence over the creation (and display>
of wealth already had a (ong history in Pwitan eastern Massachusetts. Conunercialism
struck at the core of the 47 community"s literal and metaphorical Puritan roots. Wealth
had always been a source of discomfort to those who generated large amounts of
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money, yet those who often occupied themselves with such activities exclusively
rationalized the effort under the guise of divine beneficence (Susman 42).
The word commercial COMOted tainted dealings with money, that money was
l!amed for its own sake simply to satisfy a crass profit motive. As musicians became
increasingly successful-at the 47 and elsewhere-they hired managers to handle the
financial aspects of their careers. Groups like the Kingston Trio epitomized the negative
aspects of commercialism that generated huge revenues for its members, but carried the
stigma of "selling out." One informant summarized the 47's collective viewpoint with
symbolic and judgmental words like "Mecca" and "smelled" that internalized the 47's
communal ethos. He recalled:
[Thel 47 was mecca. That's where all the good stuff happened. There
were other clubs that tried to get into the folk thing, but they always
smelled commercial. They always smelled like somebody trying to
make money. (8)
Nevertheless, besides helping to generate discussions aoout commercialism, like
their rockabilly antecedents in the popular music industry the Kingston Trio also
helped to shift the attention of the music establisttInent away from New York and into
smaller feeder markets throughout North America, a pattern that had been practiced in
the early days of record companies' scouring the cities and countryside for performers.
New York was no longer the only place where stars were made. This point was
brought home to Club 47 members soon after the Trio's early recording successes, when
their own Joan Baez appeared at the invitation of Chicago revival singer Bob Gibson at
the first Newport Folk Festival in July 1959, a year after the 47 opened, and then landed
a recording contract with Vanguard Records in New York and soon decamped to
California. [9] All sorts of traditions were being challenged by the boom-and Club 47
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had a large role in that challenge, originally in the name of affinity with the past and
with folk tradition, and with the philosophical debate over commercialism..
Within 10 years, the national revival that the Kingslon Trio and the New Lost
City Ramblers helped to launch was in decline and had been so for several years; Cub
47 reflected that trend on the local level Some people have attributed the beginning of
the end to Bob Dylan going "electric'" at Newport in July 1965, [lOI Electric groups,
however, became popular at Club 47 and at other stops on the evolving performance
network among centres of revival activity soon after Dylan and the Paul Butterfield
Blut:'S Band played at Newport that summer. In fact, electric blues bands were booked
at the 47 for sometim~ up to a week along with nonelectric genres, both to relative
success and the mutual bankrolling of each other. By 1965, the revival did not so much
decline as diffuse into other popular torms such as electric folk-rock. The newer trend
of fragmentation led 10 emergent folk music networks among enthusiasts of blues,
bluegrass, old-time, and other music subgenres, who wished to stay unelectrified. Both
tnmds were prevalent at the 47 in the mid- to Iate-1960s and are detailed in the music
chapter.
As the 1%05 progressed, regional distinctions also became less noticeable
throughout the music scene. The United States seemed to shrink as folk-music (and
rock) enthusiasts, in particular, emulated Hterary hero Jack Kerouac's peripatetic and
hedonistic ethos. For the tolkies, at any rate, affluence and the fact that many 47
members had cars and money, gas and motels were inexpt!nsive, and the United States
interstate highway system was under construction all contributed to the sense of the
two coasts becoming closer and the formation of a generational subculture. (111
Already by the early 1960s, core members of the Club 47 community began to
criss-eross the United States between Cambridge and Berkeley. in particular, rather than
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fly off to European capita15 for their holidays as they had done in the past, their
domestic travels paralleling their interaction with domestic American music. (Ill The
movement was bicoastal, from east to west or vice versa, and often frenetic. Journeys
were uninterrupted, exc~pt by the barest necessities, rather than leisurely sojourns
across the country, stopping at scenes along the way. The music scene and the country
had entered the McLuhanesque ~global village.~ Village is a good metaphor for
describing the history of Club 47, located within its smaU. cohesive. highly self·
conscious milieu.
3.2 HistoryofClllb47
So what was Club 47 and how did it come about and why was itso important?
In th~ late 1950s before Club 47 opened. two local coffeehouses already existed that
were identified with revival activity and came to figure prominenUy in the 47's history:
the Cafe Yana in Boston and Tulla's Coffee Grinder in Cambridge. although the latter
never actually beat me a music club (von Schmidt and Rooney 14,49,54-55).
These venues attracted the ~arty'" crowd-young intellectuals interested in the
visual and performing arts. In Boston, the Cafe Yana was right next to the railroad
tracks ina rough-and-tumble neighbourhood in a soon-to-be revitalized area that was
part oftbe ~new Boston~urban renewal plan. The Yana is generaUy considered to be
the forerunner of the 47 in terms of helping to form the nucleus of the community: ~It
was the other axis from Cambridge. Everybody who came from the other side of the
river used to play thel'\''' (von Schmidt and Rooney 49), From the beginning, the Yana
scene drew students from nearby educational institutions such as Boston University,
the Massachusetts School of Art, the Museum Schoo! of the Museum of Fine Arts, and
from across the river at Harvard, thereby juxtaposing the street-srnarts of Boston with
the cultwal and inteUectual am.bience of Cambridge. According to one participant: ~It
(the YanaJ was a little more straight than Cambridge. Cambridge was a little academic,
sort of Europeanish. We were a little doser to the Boston streets~ (vonSchrnidt and
Rooney 49).
At the Yana, and then at newer coffeehouses like the Colden Vanity and the
Unicorn, both of which opened on the tail end of the 1958 boom, "the kind of music that
was around was very academic, folky, Elizabethan ballads~ that attracted an inteUectu.:l1
bohemian crowd (von Schmidt and Rooney 49). ~For them, finding a place in Boston
where you could sing and play and listen to folksongs was like a dream come true"
(von Schmidt and Roon~y 49). The dream lasted for a decade. By the time Club 47
closed in 1968, it was the only venue of any consequence in Cambridge, while there
were nearly a dozen coffeehouses in Boston whose schedules were listed in~
~ plus many more short-Lived coffeehouses at the more than 50 colleges and
univefSities in the metropolitan area. These establishments differed from the 47 in
many ways, not least of which was their lack of identifiable participants, their constant
turnover of patrons esp«ialty in the academic centres, and their general anonymity.
Club 47 existed over the Io.-year span from early 1958 until early 1968 in two
locations in Harvard Square. Known variously as the Oub Mount Auburn 47, the Club
47, and Club 47, the establishment took its name from its original address: 47 Mount
Auburn Street, Cambridge (von Schmidt and Rooney 134-135). An examination of the
founding and structure of Club 47, which at first featured jazz not folk music, and of the
material culture of the two sites in which the club existed serves to delineate further its
history and create melaphofS for its activities.
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3.1.1 Organizational Structure
One of the most significant events in the 47's history occurred in mid-1958, when
the fledgling venture was reorganized as a nonprofit educational institution chartered
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. During its first months of operations, the
owners were charged sewraL times with violating the City of Cambridge's antiquated
blue laws by serving food and featuring music-mainly jazz-without a cabaret licence,
for which the club was nominally shut down by the police with innuendoes of
nonpayment of bribes and breaking up a beatnik hangout (von Schmidt and Rooney 17,
100-103). [13J
The 47 reopened as a membership operation, adding other cultural offerings to
its jazz bookings. Membership was a thinly-veiled. way of getting round tity authorities
and capitalized on the club's ties to the intellectual community. Yet membership
became the single-- and most-important fact that separated Club 47 from other revival
venues and helped to create a community whose self-perceptions still influence how the
47 is defined and portrayed today. Eventually the owners added folk music, in part in
acknowledgment of its faddish, avant-garde status and also to help attract new
members to generate revenue to payoff the legal debts.
Initially, there were no intimations of a folk music emphasis when the
coffeehouse opened in January of that year, a few months before the release of ''Tom
Dooley." Club 47 owners and founders Joyce Kalina and Paula Kelley, the latter an
Irish-Catholic Cambridge "townie" by all accounts in interviews familiar with local
folkways, were recent graduates of nearby Brandeis University in Waltham. They
intended to create a European-inspired coffeehouse where people could meet for social
discourse. The 47 was the first business venture for both women, neither of whom I
have been able to locate. To them and to the intellectual community in and around the
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Square, things European rather than American connoted chic sophistication (von
Schmidt and Rooney 1S~17). En addition to serving coffee and snacks, Kelley and Kalina
were initially peI'Suaded by student friends who were local amateur jazz musicians to
devote their new venture to jazz, one of the few American art forms that Europeans
admired.
Kelley and Kalina leased the venue's first site on Mount Auburn Street. A
former antiques shop, the space was renovated at street level to accommodate a
coffeehouse comprised of kitchen fadlities, an area of tables and chairs for social
~xchange, and a space for musical performances and general audience seating.
After a second and more serious ambiguous encounter with the law, which
dosed down the club again and threatened its very existence, management of the venue
was undertaken by a pro forma board of directors. The board had already been created
as part of a general restructuring of the organization when its mission and future were
unclear, even to the original owners. Board members, who favoured folk music
exclusively, had participated in a kind of power struggle with the owners to keep the
dub open. Although! have been unable to determine the actual date, it was during the
early period, circa 1959 or early 1960, that Kelley and KaHna eventually sold their
interests in the 47 and its administration was undertaken solely by the board collective.
Folk wisdom asserts that adversity brings people together. Adversity created or
strengthened the 47 community's growing sense of itself and through adversity the club
gained the nonprofit status that is critical to its unique stature among great boom
venues as a collective venture. These legal problems served to unite and increase the
47s sense of community as it was evoLving into a folk-revival venue. After the second
bust, local revivalists who had played informally at the 47 organized benefits to pay the
dub's legal fees to enable it to reopen. It was then that performers and audience both
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began to refer to the dub as a collective entity. Significantly, they referred to it
possessively as "ours;' indicating that it represented. more to them than simply a music
venue in which to pass leisure time (von Sclunidt and Rooney 103). One prominent
early member and performer. Jim Rooney, recalled., "When the police were hassling
us,.,ourdefence made Harvard look like a poor second to Club 47, with our poetry and
drama and film:' [14l
The collective board upheld the 47s legal requirements regarding its nonprofit
membership status, set admission policy, and hired salaried managers to oversee
comprehensive day-to-day operations such as booking talent and running the kitchen at
a profit. The board was involved in the business, but not the artistic, decisions. The
artistic decisions were haodled by the paid maoagers.
The board's role in the Oub 47 was often regarded by other community
members as that of older figureheads. Members theoretically could vote out the board,
since they represented the collective community. According to one informant, the
board had a "constant fear of a coup" and therefore held its legally-required annual
general meetings at "like 6:30 a.m. on a Tuesday:' [lS]
Nancy Sweezy was one such older member of the 47 community who became
involved at the dub through her children and their friends. She was invited to join tile
board soon after it was formed'
You s~, these college kids, they wanted some grown-ups on the board,
so there were three or four of us who were on the board....I think it WilS a
pretty pro forma board. Manny Greenhill [local activist and later folk-
music impresario] was another adult person on the board, but rdo
remember having a couple meetings and there were issues discussed, but
['11 be darned if [ can remember what they were. [16]
One of the student members of the dub saw the board from another, more
idealistic perspective-as a reflection of the communal ownership of the venue:
·78·
You could say, which came first? Because it was a community, there was
a sort of collective agreement that nobody owns this thing. We'U pick
some upstanding people who we think wiUshow up at board meetings.
Or did a group of people say, we've got to keep this noncommercial, so
let'sbeaboard? [17]
A membership organization usually needs some means of communication.
Byron Lord Linardos, one of the better·knolNn and longest·standing paid managers of
the dub, began his career in other coffeehouses in the area and is credited with
designing and producing cleverly·illustrated monthly pieces that functioned as
newsletters. Pieces induded schedules of performances, notices of upcoming special
events, and other communications to the community. [18] (Figure3.1) By mid-1962,
Club 47s first oftical statement of reorganization, which was updated periodically, was
printed as boilerplate in the calendars and read:
Gub Mount Auburn isa private, non-profit educational institution
organized. for the exposition of several art forms, induding folk music,
classical and modem music, theatre, films and an art gallery. All
programs are presented in the setting of a coffeehouse to encourage
informality among members and performers (von Schmidt and Rooney
135).
The board of directors, which was already in place, satisfied one of the legal
r~uirements of a nonprofit corporation. Another stipulation was that people had to
become members of the private dub, so the membership policy was also printed. on the
calendars:
An application fee of25c is payable by each prospective member at the
time of his [sici application. Dues for General Members are one dollar
per visit. A General Member may bring and pay one dollar for one guest
upon each visit. Payment for guests are [sicl credited to the member's
dues. All memberships are effective for one year from the date of
application (von Schmidt and Rooney 135).
Thus, membership in Club 47 was open to anyone willing to pay the initial fee in
addition to a one-dollar admission charge every time they went to the dub. The
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Figure3.l. September 1962 calendar by Steve Kmlsson and Byron Lord Linardos with
Club 47's mission statement. membership policy, list of performers. and rare exterior
view of thl:! club. Used with permission.
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concept of membership helped to strengthen the growing sense of community
ownership of the 47. To some members, its idealism also diverted criticism about the
club taking advantage of the commercial popularity of folk music. At other venues
such as the better·known ones in Boston and New York, profits solely benefitted
individual owners; at the 47, profits went into the collective coffers, an important
distinction to the self-image of revivalists there. This nonprofit reorganization
contributed to the 47's unique status among folk-revival venues, as well as more
generally contributing to status markers that distinguished between insiders (members)
and outsiders in a city that already had Long been organized into highly·stratified social
categories. Even Club 47's two buildings reflected. the worldview of its community
3.2,2 47 MOlmt Allbuni Street
The Mount Auburn Street location, a few blocks from the centre of Harvard
Square, was situated close to several Harvard residences along and near the Charles
River. At that time only male undergraduates lived in those residences, called houses
and named for notable men in Harvard's, and Massachusetts', past. The houses
functioned as microcosms of the university community and remain undergraduates'
principal academic, and often social, affiliation. The Harvard community provided
much of the club's early volunteer labour force, as well as its performers, its core
audience and hangers-on, and its ambience.
The Club Mount Auburn 47 opened on 6 January 1958 with jazz performed by
the Steve Kuhn Trio (von Schmidt and Rooney 13-15). Kuhn, the trio's leader, was a
senior Harvard undergraduate. The opening drew unexpected praise from the local
jazz press, wnich caused the owners to drop their pretensions to European influence.
[mmediately they changed. tone and desaibed the venue as "an American
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coffeehouse... where one can relax, meet friends, and listen to progressive jazz" (von
Schmidt and Rooney 17).
The only other coffeehouse in Harvard Square in the late 1950s was Tulla's,
located two blocks away at 89 Mount Auburn Street (Caravan [February 1958]: 26; von
Schmidt and Rooney 14-15). The March and April 1958 issues of Caravan aseif-
designated folk music "fanzine" published in New York, described Tulla's as "the place
where people gather" (April 1958: 28) on Mount Auburn Street "to contact fenow
folkmusic [sic] fans" (March 1958: 27). When Oub 47 opened, its menu
read "jazz coffeehouse" (von Schmidt and Rooney 15), but within the year, the folk
music crowd had moved from Tulla's to the 47, and gathered there instead for
socializing and music. [l9]
By late 1958/e<lrly 1959, management atOub 47 as it came to be called for short,
had begun booking folk music two nights a week to increase business (von Schmidt and
Rooney 35) and to acknowledge that new coffeehouses were also opening in Boston and
elsewhere in the region to attract the growing audience for folk music. [20J Joan Baez
was one of the first weekly featured performers at Club 47, although informal Sunday-
night open~mike sessions had been instituted to introduce unscheduled performers.
Baez was becoming known to local audiences in part through her perfonnances at
Tulia's and at the Golden Vanity. {21]
One informant who was soon to graduate from Harvard was less influenced by
the new folk music craze that was attracting younger students to coffeehouses than he
was by jazz. Describing how founders Kelley and Kalina invited local Harvard students
like himself to help renovate the club from an antiques store to a coffeehouse, he also
commented on the venue's new emphasis on folk music and offered an instance of
memories being conflated through time:
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In 1958 the location of what was to be Club 47 was an old second-hand
store. ! am not sure whether it was used furniture a think so) that was
sold there. The location was taken over and a number of undergraduates
including myself were enlisted to repaint the rather shabby premises
and some used furniture to set up the new dub. As I remember we
painted everything black. It is also my memory that the flrst perfonners
at the new club were my roommate Steve [Kuhn] and his group, which
played modem jazz. and they alternated nights with a young folksinger
from Boston University named Joan Baez. it seemed a bold venture then.
I used to go hear Steve, but who knew that Baez person anyway? (221
Club 47 is closely connected with the development of Baez's image and career. a
point that is taken up at length in the music chapter. [23] She was the 47's first star, but
she offended her fans and colleagues by swiftly gaining fame and expecting a star's
reception whenever she returned to Cambridge, [24] Her stardom. nevertheless, helped
to coalesce the community's awareness of its group ethos and prompted its first public
rumblings overcommercialism'S consequent and inherent problems,
Nonetheless, it was as a result of Baez's Club 47 and Newport appearances that
Club 47 began to gain national recognition in both the popular press {''Sibyl with
Guitar," Ii!:ne. [23 November 1962]: 54+} and folk-revival publications. another factor
that contributed to its grmving stature as an important venue. Contrary to a legend
perpetuated in Israel Young's "Frets and Frails" column in~ Qg1l, Club 47 was not
sta rted as a platform for Baez, Young wrote that "Joan Baez is singing in every
nightclub in the Boston area. Club 47 in Cambridge was started only when she agreed
to sing there at least once a week" (Aprit-May 1960: 38). Baez wrote an account of her
Club 47 debut in her autObiography, which was accompanied by one of the few
available interior shots of the early dub:
[was offered a job singing at Club Mt. [sic] Auburn 47. a jazz dub in the
middle of the square [sic] whose oWIler wanted to convert it. on
Tuesdays and Fridays. into a folk dub to accommodate the changing
times. I was to be paid ten doUars. [25]
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Folk music was one of several additions to the dub's cultural offerings, but
clearly the major one. With the change to nonprofit status, the board
instituted the film series and poetry readings, which were not very popular or lucrative,
but helped nominally to maintain its charter (von Schmidt and Rooney 17). More
importantly, the attempt to diversify beyond folk musicconfinned that from its early
existence, the 47 community perceived itself more of a local cultural centre than other
Cambridge coffeehouses and attempted to book activities that suited its members. The
film community, for instance, that gathered at the 47 is another aspect worthy of study.
Several people went on to work with Andy Warhol and other avant garde film-makers
in New York. [26]
Four years after incorporation as a nonprofit, the Mount Auburn 47 "Club and
Gallery" programme for5eptember and October 1962 listed along with its membership
policies "Baroque music concerts, Sunday brunches with the t:L. Y. .tiJ:n.§ [sic], Radio
Broadcasts, Cinama [sic], art gallery exhibits, as well as the varied program of folk
music" (von Schmidt and Rooney 135). These offerings clearly were secondary to its
reputation for folk music. Few informants can remember spending much time
organizing (often unpaid) or attending these events, particularly daytime ones during
weekday classl!S or jobs or weekend ones after late-night. post-dub parties, but they
remember the music. [27]
Ironically, in an atmosphere hostile to commercialism, Club 47 organizers
instituted folk music in its first year specifically to help make money. By the time the
Mount Auburn Street location was primarily associated solely with folk music in late
1959 and early 1960, the dub comprised one floor at ground level and a basement. The
street-level entrance was next to plate-glass windows that sometimes were covered by
curtains. The windows again reinforced the sense of status by distinguishing literally
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and metaphorically between insiders and outsiders. When the windows were
uncovered. nonmembers as well as members waiting for admission could see. but not
participate. in the activities inside. All that separated them from the insiders experience
was paying money at the door.
Audience/members waited outside to enter, queued up on the pavement
alongside the building. which they bitterly resented, especially on winter nights. Part of
the reason for these long waits was due to door personnel checking membership cards.
settling accounts. and signing up new members. A mark ofstalus for favoured regulars
and some musicians was the ability 10 enter the dub without waiting. Even higher
status was connoted by those who never bothered to become Club 47 members because,
as acknowledged leaders of that community, they perceived themselves above such
mundane concerns. Jackie Washington, one of Club 47s most popular performers,
recalled that the only timt! he dealt with "the door" was once when he went to see Baez.
I'o'i.th whom he had a long association from working together in Boston and on the road.
"Being able to sweep in the door was a big deal;' he said. "so I swept.~ (2BI
The public inrerior changed its focus somewhat with the emphasis on folk
music. There ....'as one big room with a partition in one comer for the kitchen; the
remainder of the street-level area was devoted to performing and audience space. which
uncomfortably accommodated aoout 100 people. (291 There was a Simple sound system
that included a microphone for the perfonnerts) and two speakers. One speaker was
mounted on the wall over the entrance and the other was suspended in one comer. Tht!
stage was quite modest; performers were elevated a few inches off the floor in a comer
or against the waH, in the early days connoting their only slight elevation within the
community. Audit!nce--Ihe dub's members-sat at tables in an arc around the
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perfotTIler or in chairs in an arc configuration fanning out to fill the remainder of the
room, judging from the few published photos. [3OJ
Club management and performers, who considered themselves in a separate
category when they were not booked to perform, stood along the walls. This freedom
of movement connoted yet additional status, where individuals could move among and
mix with the audience, work behind the scenes, or even help themselves to free food
and coffee in the kitchen.
The basement was the same size as the street-level public and kitchen space
upstairs and contained washrooms and an area for musicians to watTIl up and relax
between sets. Except for the washrooms, the basement demarcated space between the
core insiders, who mixed with the musicians, and the audience, most of whom were
considered de facto outsiders once they were within theconfines of the venue itself and
therefore acted and were treated as fans. Arthur Kri.m was one such audience member.
He grew up in the suburbs and, while a student at a regional university, gravitated to
the 47 because he was learning to play the banjo. He observed:
It was very obvious that there was an upstairs and a downstairs reality to
Club 47 and there was very much an in-crowd and socia! scene going on
there....The sense was the basement of the downstairs was sort of open if
you felt inclined enough to go down. [mean, they didn't exactly
encourage it but on the other hand, they didn't discourage it either. So
you felt that if you really wanted to learn or be interested in whatever
music was being played, you could go downstairs and talk to the
performers if you had the guts and the wherewithal to seek your way
down there. Because when the performers came on stage, there was a
very obvious audience/performer relationship. There was no official
interaction. [31J
The increasing distancing between performers and audience grew out of the
growing success of the 47 as a revival venue and, by 1962, its perception by performers
as the foremost place to play in the Northeast. The 47 was becoming a victim of its own
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success; it was functioning as a community centre and as a folk revival business. It
needed more space to accommodate larger audiences and to generate more revenues,
yet its mov!! to larger quarters was the result ofa situation beyond the community's
controL
3.2.3 Move to 47 Palmer Street
[n Octo~r 1963 the club moved. to Palmer Street, its second and final location.
The move was prompted. by the cancellation of the lease at 47 Mount Auburn Street,
when the building's owner wanted. to expand his next-door business into the dub's
space, partially to disperse the frequent crowd scene outside his shop. At Palmer Street.
the Club 47 community continued. and even formalized its established patterns carried
over from Mount Auburn Street of social interaction, of musical performances and other
cultural off!!rings, and of management style.
Sl!lectton of a new location required. some decision-making by the board. and
some research to find suitable quarters. Members wanted the venue to remain in
Harvard Square. According to board-president Sweezy, "It wouldn't have made any
sense to move it somewhere else," but she acknowledged that "there was a lot of
grumbling, you know; it involved change." [32]
The dub was moved to Palmer Street. an alley-like street between the two
buildings that comprise "the Coop." The Coop was (and is) the Harvard Cooperative
Society's department store and the commercial hub of Harvard Square merchants
catering to the academic community and then one of the leading retailers of recordings
for the fast-growing foLk-music audience. [33] The increasing interdependence between
the coffeehouse and the marketplace added, of course, to existing tensions over
commercialism.
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Oub 47s new premises were in the cellar of an old brick building.. one flight
down a set of exterior stairs from the street. Half-storey plate-glass windows took up
most of the long exterior waU at street level Eventually fuU·length French doors were
cut into a narrower side walt, which opened at basement level onto a walled terrace. As
at Mount Auburn Slt'eet, these windows were only sometimes covered, allowing
outsiders to observe members' acti vities within. The board petitioned the city and the
post office to redesignate only the cellar's address as 1Z Palmer Street. The request was
approved, further demonstrating the growing influence of the organization and its
individual overseers, which had come a long way from a scruffy club often shut down
by the Cambridge police in its first year. [34]
The Palmer Street site's rectangular space had to be renovated to accommodat~a
kitchen, washrooms, performers' warm-up area, and stage, as had been done on Mount
Auburn Street. The stage was long and wide, parallel to th~ street-side windows. The
single level of these subterranean premises made it necessary to maintain even sha~r
distinctions between musicians and audience members. This distancing trend was
becoming pervasive at other venues and festivals as the revival gathered momentum
and there developed increasing institutionalized distinctions between performers and
fans, distancing them from each other. Musicians 'Harmed up in a small room at the
back of the dub near the kitchen and washrooms. There was no room to entertain
visitors. Members still waited in queues outside the building. even though
management instituted two di.screte sets per night-and charged accordingly-to try to
.1ccommodate the larger audiences. [35J
Seating approximately 150 tightly·packed patrons, the new location
accommodated a larger audience than did Mount Auburn Street, which in tum helped
to finance more expensive acts, many of which came to the 47 by the mid-1960s as part
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of th~ir trav~Js on th~ revival network.. By the mid- to Iate-1960s, the majority of
visiting acts were groups. which tended to be more expensive and required more space.
The wider stage and more sophisticated sound system were necessary for such groups,
some of which had five or more members and, after 1965, onen induded electric
instruments. [n addition, groups that came out of the 47 community like the Charles
River Valley Boys and the Kweskin Jug Band had long-estabtished local followings and
also attracted new fans in their travels and festival appearances, all of whom had to be
accommodated when they became Club 47 members.
Many informants consider the move to Palmer Street a tuming point in the
club's history and look upon it un favourably accompanied as it was by a fifty percent
rise in membership dues to 5150. As president of the board in 1963. Sweezy was
.:hid1y responslbl~ for d~tails of th~ move. She articulated the sense of 1055 that the
mov~ created, but also noted some of the gains afforded by the new premises:
Most people thought it [Oub 471 diminished when it moved....It certainly
was in a more physically attractive place-<lr we made it very attractive_..
r thought it was wonderful Lots of people did and kept coming to it,. but
some particular spark that had been there from the very beginning was
beginning to play out all of it. This is perhaps a normal institutional
thing. This simply does happen after a while. It's not new. It's not so
exciting. [fs got wonderful things going on in it,. but it's not that Moh
God. we've invented the world~ kind of thing anymore. [361
John Cooke of the Charles River Valley Boys remembers:
The new 47 on Palmer streetdidn't have the big basement and the back
room. the Green Room-we didn't caU it the Green Room. The back room
where the performers warmed up was barely big enough to take your
overcoat offand open your guitar case, When the Charles River VaHey
Boys were in there trying to tune up. it was full. It wasn't as hangoutable
as the other one. but it was a good performing space. [37]
From the audi~nct! perspective. the relocated venu~ seemed to be ron in a much
more fonna!ized prof~sionalmanner that denied the old informal COrltact with the
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musicians. The thriU of defying status markers was lost in the move along with the
baso!oment. !<rim also rl!C3l1ed:
ThelL.the 47 moved to Palmer Street. which we all felt was a ternllle loss
and it nt!ver was the same again because there was no basement. You
just had this crowded little anteroom where the musicians would
practice, but you were never allowed in, so in order to contact the
musicians, you had to meet them in the tiny tittle narrow corridor. (381
The loss of the basement at Palmer Street symbolicaUy and physically marked
the transition from the hierarchical, yet more homogeneous, in-group days of Mount
Auburn Street to a more egalitarian participation in the larger great-boom movement.
The Palmer Street era also marked the venue's institutionalized transition from the
regional sct!ne in its first few years there to its increased role in the bona fide national
scene by mid-1965.
By the mid-1960s the club was weU integrated into the folk revival network..
According to Jim Roont!y, the club's manager in the mid- to late-1960s, professional
musicians wanted to pedonn at Gub 47 more than anywhere else in the area, but they
also wanted to be paid the highest fees possible to cover travel costs and even the
t!xpense of small entourages, He recalled that it often was difficult for him to outbid
other venues in booking acts and accommodating their escalating fees, often negotiated
by managers who also had to be paid. Some perfonnersappeared only once or just a
ft!w times before their ft!o:.'S priced them out of the smaller and more intimate Gub 47
market. (39)
Oearly Club 47 was flourishing in the second half of its existence from 1964 to
1968 as a major player in the great boom. Virtually everyone involved in any aspect of
tht! revival knew about it, from those who attended festivals at Newport; or regional
gatherings such as the Galax fiddle festival where traditionaUsts and revivalists
<!xchanged techniqul5; or even folk-rock festivals like the t967 one in Monterey.
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California. All of these festivals had direct links to the 47. [401 For those who did not or
could not attltnd thlt 47 itself, its musical activities were covered in national revival
publications.
AU these successes notwithstanding. it was at the Palmer Street location that
Club 47 was closed in Apri11968. Financial strain, personnel changes, a small club
versus the bigger venues, the rise of concert performances and festivals, and the
inability to compete with the sophistication of the music business generally were cited
by several principal informants as reaSOnS for Club 47's demise. [41J The national
revival had been in decline for several years and Club 47 mirrored that trend. Besides,
nltwer networks were developing among musical subgenres, which helped to segment
the formerly catholic musical community. [42J
Likewise, the demographics of the club were also a factor in its closing. [t
<:annot be overlookro that the decline was tied to the transitoriness of the local
university milieu as people were Literally growing up, taking on adult responsibilities,
and moving into new stages of their lives after years in and around the revival scene.
Rooney's observation that "'by the time we all fOund out we were part of something, it
was over" sums up many people's experience at the dub. [431
Nevertheless, when Club 47 dosed permanently on 27 April 1968, the folk music
press was stunned and wrote of the event in obituary fashion. "Nobody can really
believe it, but Club 47 is dead;' noted Alan Rotman in Boston Broadside (28 March·9
April 1968: 14). Happy Traum, a New York singer/guitarist who had played at the 47,
lamented the loss of another intimate setting for folk music and wrote that the 47 was
"... home to a group of young and talented performers who 'grew up' there and later
made their name on a national or intemationalscale" C2ing: QY.ll [August/September
1968J: n.p.l.
Club 47 had a strong sense of place. community. and the role of music in that
milieu. Forexample. there are elements of traditionaliting in its history. Its own
members and participants helped to create its legend. which the revival press
reaffirmed. Like lost youth. members are loathe to let go of that era of their lives and
demand some remnant of its presence in the present.
One informant commented. ~Oub 47 was a total catalyst. A catalyst in the tn.test
sense of the word-that makes something dynamic happen.~ (44) Oub 47 was indeed a
catalyst-first mostly in Cambridge and Boston. and then on the regional and national
scenes. For to years. its members fostered much musical activity there which is still
part of the narrative history of the local folksong revival. It is an examination of how
that community gathered and functioned within the Mount Auburn Street and Palmer
Street sites that is the subject of the next chapter.
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Notes
1. Thanks to Ndl Rosenberg for many discussions and suggested readings to
help refin~ my thinking on this point. Many of these sources have been dted already;
uth~rs opp~ar throughuut the bibliography.
2 These radio ond printed sources were mentioned in interviews with James
Field, David Gessner, Jill Henderson, Arthur Krim, and Will Moore.
3. Interview with Betsy Siggins Schmidt, 29 August 1991. Sonny Terry had, in
fact, worked in medicine shows (Oliver,~&!!147).
4. Robert Cantwell expands on the song's history in his revised essay, "When
We Were Good: The Folk Revival," that appears in Transforming Tradition: Folk Music
R¢vivals Examined. An ~arlier version of that piece was published in the book that
occompanied the "Folk Roots" exhibit. Thanks to Neil Rosenberg for letting me see the
revised work, which includes information ITom an intervi~wCantwell did with Dave
Guard before Guard's recent death.
5, Interviews with James Field, 24 and 26 July 1991. "Goodnight, Irene" was <It
the top of the charts for 13 weeks in 1950 and sold two million copies (Clarke 1221).
6. As testimony to the song·s place in popular consciousness, it was featured os
one of 15 trivia questions about Boston history in a quiz in the Boston Globe Calendar
17 September 1992 (p. 14).
7. "Charlie on the MTA" was written by J. Steiner and Bess Lomax Hawes as a
campaign song for Walter O'Brien, who ran for Congress on the Progressive slate in
1948 and for mayor of Boston in 1949. Hawes also spent some of her formative years in
Cambridge before she embarked on her own revival singing career and later, in the
family public-sector tradition, as head of the Folk Arts Programme of the National
Endowment for the Arts in Washington, ITom which she retired in 1991. The M.T.A.
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referred to the Metropolitan Transit Authority, now known as the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority. The Kingston Trio's song was on the charts for six weeks
beginning in June 1959 and rose to 1115 (Whitbum 183,)
8. Field interview.
9. That was not her first recording. however. In early 1959, before Newport,
she had recorded on the Veritas label In Cambridge with two local singers, Bill Woods
and Ted Alevizos, on an album,~:Bl2J.!.nQ.~~{von5chmidtand
Rooney 4243>' Gibson recal!ed his memories of the Boston and Cambridge scene and
ofm~tingand working with Baez in 1959 in a radio interview on Dick Pleasants's Folk
~show on Boston's WGBH-FM: on 4 July 1992.
10. It is traditionally recounted that Dylan was booed off stage for playing an
electric guitar after his acoustic set. That legend, however, does not correlate with any
of my interview data from at least half a dozen infonnants who were there, including
Annie Johnston, who was working backstage that day. Nor does it correlate with
Murray Lerner's film, Festival in which he recorded a significant portion of the crowd
responding positively to Dylan. Lerner's own memori~of the t!vent. which he
discussed at a public screening of his film in Boston in August 1991, affirmed his
documentary evideflCe.
11. Tht!se attitudt!$ <,md information were gleaned from interviews and
discussions with Debbie Green Andersen, Earl Crabb, James Field, Annie Johnston, and
Geoffrey Muldaur.
12. Interviews with 'ohn Cooke, James Field, Geoffrey Muldaur, and Tom Rush.
13. Interview with Jim Rooney, 19 July 1990.
14. 1990 Rooney interview. The board became well-entrenched fairly quickly.
A memo dated 14 December 1962 from Betsy Siggins about perfonners' fees refers to
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"officials of the club" and is used to date this item, along with chronology extrapolated
from von Schmidt and Rooney's book. The tone of the memo indicates that by then,
Siggins was well installed in baoklng and paying musicians, and in running the
kitchen. Thanks to Fritz Richmond for locating this item, which is the only one I have
seen with the fee structure for that period.
15. Interview with Tom Rush, 15 April 1992.
16. From 1991 interview.
17. Field interview.
18. Calendars were sent to Club 47 members. as wdlas to the press and to
folksong archives. Boston Broadside often published a reproduction of the calendars if
they arrived in time for deadlines, which usually was not the case, so the line-up was
dictated to them over the phone. The Archive of Folk Culture has the most extensive,
although incomplete, set of calendars [saw in my research, which were sent to
librarians Rae Korson and Joe Hickerson. The coUection is supplemented by calendars
donated by musici"n Michael Cooney, formerly of Arizona and now of Maine, who
performoo at the -l7 and presumably received calendars to keep abre<lst of what was
happening there.
As time went on, 47 members such as travelling musicians like Cooney or one-
time visitors who did not live in the area nonetheless received the calendars to keep
informed. (Thanks to Neil Rosenberg for sharing his collection of mid- to late-1960s
calendars after he became a 47 member during the 1966 AFS Boston meeting.) At least
two informants who performed at many venues across the country credit Linardos with
pioneering the calendar idea in its illustrated fonnat. The 47's monthly calendars, now
artifacts of the period, were also copied by other venues. From interviews with Jim
Rooney, Ron Cohen, and Rita Weill Byxbe. Arthur Krimsent mea copy, for which I am
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grateful, of a calendar similar to the 47's in design that was produced for the fanner
Idler Club in Harvard Square. The Idler began as one of Harvard's theatrical clubs and
by the 1970s featured folk music, including many perfonners who used to appear at the
47. The Idler dosed as a musical venue in the late 1980s and its building was
demolished.
19. Tulla'S is the place where Joan Baez's father first took her to hear folk music
in Harvard Square. Accounts of Tulia's appear in DeTurk and Poulin's American Folk
~and also Caravan beginning in summer 1957 through 1958. One of the few
photographs of Tulia at her coffee grinder is published in von Schmidt and Rooney's
book, page 14. Information also gleaned from an interview with Peter Johnson, 28
August 1991; and letters from Peter Tishler, dated 29 December 1991, and Andrew
Warshaw, dated 3 January 1992. r have been unable to locate Tulia or detennine when
her operation dosed,
20. One of these regional venues, the Moon-Cusser in Oak Bluffs, offered "folk
music on the Vineyard:' according to its flyer. The Moon-Cusser attracted. many
members of the Club 47 community who summered on Martha's Vineyard, an exclusive
colony off the coast of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, Thanks to Annie Johnston for locating
the flyer, along with fiyers from defunct Boston coffeehouses, Coffeehouses that
antedated the 47 besides Tulla's were the Turk's Head on Beacon Hill and the Cafe Yana
in Kenmore Square. both in Boston. Those soon were followed by the Golden Vanity in
Kenmore Square, the Ballad Room in Park Square, and the Unicorn by the Fenway, all
in Boston.
21. Also from an interview with Tom Rush.
22, Warshaw letter.
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23. The rock and roU press linked Baez and Rush with folk music's image. For
instance,in~gf~.RQlling~~gf~mRoll{NewYork:
Rolling Ston~ P/Summit, 1986). the authors described the ~genuineBoston [sicl sound-
that of an acoustic guitar in the hands of someone like Joan Baez or Tom Rush orany of
the musicians who moved in and out of Oub 47' (407),
24. Gleaned from a dose reading of von Schmidt and Rooney and from
interviews with DebbieCreen Andersen, Jackie Washington, and Betsy Siggins
Schmidt.
25. t..r!..d.A~1Q.SJ..n.gWith:A.Mm12ir(NewYork:Summit.1987)53,
2b. I appn~ial~ Andrew MacEwen first bringing this to my attention in our
interview of 10 June 1991.
27. From interviews with Nancy Sweezy and Betsy Siggins Schmidt.
28. Interview with Jackie Washington, 24 March 1992-
29. Infonnation gathered from interviews with John Cooke, James Field, and
Arthur Krim, and frum Jiagrammes by Field and Krim. The present managers of the
Thai restaur-Int would not allow me or Krim, an architectural historian, to take
measurements or see the nonpublic areas.
30. One of the few photographs of the Mount Auburn Street interior appears in
von Schmidt and Rooney's book (pp. 40-41). a larger version than that reproduced in
Baez's autobiography,~~ ran a cover photo of front-desk personnel on
its issu~ dated 26 June 1963.
31. Interview with Arthur Krim, 30 July 1991.
32. 1991 Sweezy interview.
33. lnfonnation from Jim Rooney and Nancy Sweezy. For greater discussion of
these comm~rdal points generally, see Stephen N. Gottesman's, 'Tom Dooley's
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Children: An Overview of the Folk Music Revival, 1958-1965;' in~~ IDlQ.
~5 (1977): 61-78.
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CLUB 47 AND COMMUNITY:
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND SOCIAL HISTORY
4.1 Setting the 5cellf~
Club 47 members were the antithesis of the Redfield-esque definition of a folk
community, which usually is characterized. as a rural, agrarian, unsophisticated
peasantry. [I] Folklorist Richard Bauman has suggested that studying "expressions of
cultural differences" rather than similarities is one way to determine how groups assert
their identity. {21 This approach has been useful for studying aspects of Club 47 in
relation to other centres of revival activity that informants mentioned in interviews,
induding activities in nearby Boston.
The Club 47 community exemplified Ben·Amos's definition of folklore. At the
club, small-group interaction helped to formulate a collective social and musical
aesthetic wherein Club 47 members used music as a means of uniting themselves into a
community with a common worldview. Those [interviewed held many different roles
in the 47 community and many discussed, often at length, the function and meaning of
the dub in their lives. A pattern began to emerge, however, whereby music often was
secondary in their accounts, an occurrence that is very much in keeping with Club 47's
early history that inildvertently reinforced community solidarity against antagonism.
This secondary role for music was particularly true in interviews with the women who
worked behind the scenes throughout the dub's existence supporting the musical
performances on stage-predominantly by men. [3]
Two quotes exemplify the perceived-and actual-<ohesiveness on which the 47
community was based. One informant commented that "[We were] all Cambridge
people....We were really a family." [4] Another described himself as "half a townie"
when he matriculated at Harvard, thereby having a foot each in Cambridge's town and
gown worlds. (5] Many early Club 47 members were already in situ in Cambridge;
l!lsewhere. people frequently relocated themselves from other regions to be part of a
scene. such as in New York or Berkeley, the two sames informants used for
comparative purposes to distinguish themselves from elsewhere.
Thus Club 47 was a selI<onsdous subculture created and nurtured by the gTeat
boom. Broce Jackson's definition of a folk-revival community fits the Club 47
o:xperilmce. for its ffil!mbers were indeed "seeing and hearing folk music performed in a
real context, a real community, that oflhe folk revival" (202). In effect, Club 47 was
helping to create a modem-day "city upon a hill" for the revival scene. [ts rhetoric of
non professionalism within the professional music business was compatible with certain
prevailing generational attitudes that were concerned. with antimaterialism and broad-
sweeping social change, including new definitions of communal association. CantweU
defined the great boom by its generational affinity and characterized it as a reflection of
its times:
(It was] neither reactionary nor revolutionary. though it borrowed the
signs of other such movements and subcultures to express its sense of
difference from the parent culture. It was. instead, conservative. or more
precisely, restorative, a kind of cultural patriotism dedicated to picking
up the threads of a common legacy that the parent generation had either
denied or forgotten, and weaving them into the present <E2.lls..B..22!i 1761.
Some Club ~7 members began to play stringed instruments-especiaUy guitars-
and make their own music or perfect techniques they already knew with the
encouragement of fellow community members. Themes from folk forms like blues and
bluegrass that elaborated on common emotional, sexual, and even metaphysical
experiences suddenly had a relevance that rock and rotllacked, New forms of folk
music, such as electric blues and jug band music, which often were thought to be best
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experienced with drogs, were discovered in the boom.. One musician, who WilS a
member of Club 47 and a student during the early 1960s, elaborated on these
connections:
It's perfectly clear to me from this perspective that American rock and
ron stemmed from the folk boom. The folk boom was what got people to
pick up instnJments and do it themselves as opposed to pop music that
was liked by teenagers and young people in the '50s. We didn't know
the Everly Brothers. We didn't know the black artists. We didn·t know
Elvis Presley. They weren't our contemporaries. There were people
buying 45 rpm records and dancing to them and boogying during the
'50s, but we didn't know who lhe people who made the music were.
What happened in the folk boom was that some of those same lads and
youngt!r versions who were coming into their later teenagehood and
their early 20s in the mid-'60s began to pick up the instruments and
began to do it themselves. It's what I call the birth of Do-[t-Yourself
American Popular Music. At first, it was folk and when the influence of
the Beiltles and the British Invasion came full force, everybody in
America-a lot of people-started playing a different kind of music. [6]
The idea of membership-in a generation, a subculture, and a community-was a
critical concept at Club 47 and symbolized a world ordered to members' specifications.
The 47~a dub with its formal membership policy, physical premises, paying
members. organizational by·\aws, board of directors, and annual meetings. Members
were identified by wallet-sized cards signed by a dub official and were sent monthly
calendars of events to keep them informed. For them. membership transcended the
more amorphous commercial concept of single-event consumer. to whom other local
coffeehouse owners and concert promoters appealed in advertisements.
The physicalstrocture at 47 Mount Auburn Street functioned as a symbol of
mt!mbership within a musical and academic milieu, and within a subculture.
Informants continually referred to "going down to the club" as a social activity; the 47
literally gave them a place in the world and, moreover. a place of their own creation.
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One member who sometimes worked there defined the feeling: ~Cambridge was very
secure because we were seeing each other day after day, about 40 or 50 ofus.~ (71
Two other members, one a nonmusidan and one who became a musician at the
~7, spoke of the club's role as magnet for like-minded individuals, emphasizing the
social. rath~r than musical, aspects of the place. The first wrote, "Being around the Club
made everything that followed possible. It was certainly my social hub and I made
many life-long friends there." (8) The latter observed:
It was the musical centre from which a lot of us went out into thewcrld
and a lot of people went out and became national performers from
there.... The main thing for me was that it was the centre of the social
scen~ from which ( made all my friends of the longest standing. [9)
The 47 was formt.'d at a time when people were experimenting with what are
now called lifestyles, and forming lifelong social relationships. They also were
developing attitudl$ and values in early adulthood that many still hold in middle-age.
In mid-twentieth century American culture, youth is prolonged well into the third
dl!Cade of life, the 20s. Young people of university age, both those at university and
those who hang around university communities, otten substitute quasi·family
situations for the families they have lett behind. Dynamics at the dub paralleled or
mimicked family structures, with their authoritarian figures who held power and
determined the rules under which the others acted. At the 47, authority figures were
the paid management rather than the board. They determined who was admitted, that
is, who among members paid at the door and who did not.: what acts were booked; and
the overall tone of th~ club, such as rules barring drugs and alcohol.
Who were th~ members of this community/symbolic extended family? The
majority of Club 47 members came from New England or the northern Atlantic
seaboard, according to informants. Many were from families that espoused liberal
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social and political causes. Some members had parents and grandparents who had
been involved in earlier folksong revivals. By the mid-l960s, this cohort was joined by
like-minded people from other regions who had heard about the concentration of
musical and related activities in the area. One informant said, 'Things were different in
Cambridge. The Guitar Was It! Cambridge brought preppy and nonpreppy kids
together." [10] Although I do not have statistics on gender ratios at Club 47, men far
outnumbered women according to both the women and men [interviewed. My
fieldwork reinforced that observation; in terms of total informants, men outnumber
women two to one. {11]
Nearly aU of the 47 members I interviewed were born between 1938 and 1943,
immediatdy prior to and during World War II, and weU before the postwar baby boom.
They arrived at university at the very end of the i9505 or by the early 1960s. They had
the greatest influence on the dub because they were the most numerous. As a group,
many of them came from a highly-structured background of preparatory schools and
summer camps that exuded privilege and reflected established patterns fOf teenagers
.md young adults of living outside traditional family situations. Many were known to
each other and had been functioning in cohesive groups for most of their young lives.
For them, Club 47 was an extension of a network. established at schools and camps.
The Mount Auburn Street location encapsulated. this world and Oub 47
represented an expressive outlet for them. It was the first time these young people as a
generation were making their own music or encouraging and supporting those who
did. They benefitted from the forms established by their elders, such as links between
beat poetry, jazz, and coffeehouses.
lntellectual-and musical-standards were high. For many members, schooling
was the only world they knew. The intellectual stimulation of learning something new
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was appealing to this sophisticated and. well-educated group. It gave a dimension of
relevance and personal elCperieoce to their formal studies. An informant who was a
student and musician at the dub described ~the essence of the folk boom experiences~in
terms of its social and musical components. He described it as ~the sheer exhilaration of
learning and playing great music. The opening up of life. the joys. sorrows. fears.
craziness. competition-all of it.~ [121
The cachet of privilege prevailed at Oub 47 because of the social profile
constituted by its early members. who personified the most desirable traits of the
establishment. The Northeastem liberal elite represented the epitome of the American
Dream. which connoted upward sodal mobility. education. and political and corporate
power. Immigrant and nondominant cultures that valued education and the status it
conveyed aspired to send their children to northeastern preparatory schoois and
universities. many of which are located in and surrounding eastem Massachusetts.
Not surprisingly. one distinction that no one mentioned in interviews was class.
since it is a taboo topic in New England. To be sure. members of the Club 47
community exemptified material privilege. although dass distinctions certainly
transcend material wltalth. Oub 47 members obviously represented an elite group. even
in Boston and certainly to observers outside the region. They were distinguished from
patrons of other local coffeehouses byconsdously or unconsciously trying to emulate a
certain ~properBostonian~ethos. the signs of which were recognized by the initiated in
c1ass<oded Cambridge. where Proper Bostonians frequently are educated. [131 Class
and the strong sense of place were predicated on the rootedness that comes with
ancestral tenure in one place over time; with social homogeneity; or with the more
amorphous sense of cultural entitlement due to attitude. background. and education.
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Many university subcultures are transient, lasting only the length of time it
takes for members to earn a degree. The case in Cambridge is different, but not unique.
Students often become addicted to the academic environment of the area and settle
there pennanently after graduation, or stay on for graduate and professional schooling
and then seek jobs nearby.
Club 47 owed its success to the interplay of students in and around Cambridge
and Boston with nonstudents attracted to the milieu. Nonstudents gravitated to
Cambridge. There was a degree of diversity of age and experience, if not equal
geographical representation, in Harvard Square in the early 19605. Several universities
in the area on both sides of the river had active music scenes that fed. performers and
audience into the Club 47, which they considered to be tlle acme of the local scene. A
student from a university west of the city, who began frequenting the 47 in the early
1960s as an avocational musician, observed:
You sort of presumed that everyone was at Harvard or maybe MIT
[Massachusetts Institute of Technology] or BU (Boston University] and
that was probably the most obvious set of connections. I mean, you
presumed. intellect and you presumed sifting of the material you were
hearing. I mean, that's what you went in for was the experience of
hearing authentic music either by people like Dock Boggs (a southern
banjo player!, who actually had been discovered-rediscovered so to
speak-or by people who had listened. to the old records enough so that
they could interpret the material for you in very high style. In good
order. Thafs really why I was there. To hear the music as a musician. I
had been playing guitar since '55 or '56 at camp. [certainly was aware of
what I was hearing. What the 47 was offering was the southern blues
scene. That's reaUy what they were functioning as-as a northern outpost
of southern folkloric discovery music. [l4]
Technically, Club 47 was open to everyone. [1'1 reality, few "townies" from
Cambridge or Boston joined. Some who did were local students at less prestigious
institutions or others who hung out with their Harvard Square friends at the 47, thus
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becoming part of the approved network. [IS] Most people's experiences with
Cambridge townies were with those who generally were working-class nonstudents.
They harassed the club premises and some of its members in its earliest days, forcing
the management to take precautionary measures, [16]
Most of the memories ['m talking about are not things like
division over the (Vietnam I war and the kind of split that was really
noticeable in the country all over. It was more basic background, basic
culture. The townies would walk. through Harvard Square or Harvard
Yard and whoever talked first, you know, ''You townies something or
other;' and they'd say [mimics emm.I"Ah, ya Harvahd fairy."
The presumption (was! that the Harvard people are effete and
certainly way the hell more liberal. That kind of stuff was apparent, but
the split was not encompassed in the Oub 47. The Oub 47 was an oasis
of at first, avant-garde coffeehouse with jazz, and then on the leading
edge of the wave with the folk revival.
The thing that's a little hard to explain is that the presence of
the university community had something to do with the energy in these
places, but neither in Cambridge at the Club 47, nor in Berkeley at the
Cabale and the group of people [knew out there, was the music scene
intimately associated, integrated with the university community. We
were in those towns because they were liberal bastions, perhaps, bur we
didn't think of them that way at the time. (171
A New England profile also arose at the 47 in the early days as a consequence of
the geographical and economic homogeneity of its members. Before the mid·1960s,
r~w local universiti~ attracted the majority of their students from beyond New England
or the Northeast. Th~re had always been some sort of geographical representation, but
attitudes then did not reflect tlxlay's ideas about diversity creating a troly egalitarian
student body. The late 1950s and early 19605 was still the era of all kinds of quotas.
Thus cultural, racial, and economic diversity were often only intellectual
concepts to privileged members of the 47 crowd who had little or no social exposure to
people vastly different than themselves. They knew the music of the under-
represented, but few had direct experience of the mltures that produced it. One person
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who typified the privileged Harvard student of the early 1960s said that elite culture
appropriated. folk cultures for various reasons:
[t's because they do that that a lot of very middle- and working-class
sentiments get preserved. I know that trying to sing your way back to a
simpler time and a simpler way of Ufe is also a lower-class or a classless
idea. You're singing about absolutes that sort of surpass class. But to cut
to the chase...you could sort of, you almost could name the people.
Ninety~nine point nine is too high a percent for the number of privileged
upper-middles. There were~working-class kids sprinkled in there, I
think maybe even one in 10 because their brains had gotten them to BU
[Boston UniversityJ or to Harvard or BC [Boston COllegeJ or whatever.
[181
The distinct university tone lasted throughout the 47's existence, long after earl~
members graduated. Undergraduate Tom Rush and other 47 members who emceed the
show later, publicized the 47 and its performers on the radio shuw,fu~on
Harvard's WHRB-FM station, which was broadcast beyond the campus. [191 The
Charles River Valley Boys, most of whom were Harvard students, played concerts in
the college's student residences in addition to their performances at the dub. Students
organized their studies around their schedules as performers or spectators. Some were
overwhelmed by the 47's growing influence on their lives and suffered the
consequences, ranging from fairly minor reprimands for violating curfews to dismissal
for poor academic performance. (20J
Club 47 was both envied and disdained, especially for its predominant Harvard
affiliation. [n the early 19605, Harvard seemed to be involved in a national celebration
of itself. Boston-born alumnus John Fitzgerald Kennedy was President of the United
States and filled his administration with fellow alumni. The Harvard ethos of noblesse
oblige, wit, and sportsmanship pervaded the youthful tone that Kennedy brought to
Washington. That milieu, dubbed "Camelot;' was itself a highly-romanticized instance
of antimodemism, a larger version of the local Robin Hood festivals.
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Perhaps more importantly, Kennedy personified the traditional American
Dream that was both castigated and glorified in song. Education and wealth gained
through industry and the consolidation of political power were united over three
generations to elevate a member of a persecuted immigrant group to the highest office
in the land. [t was the epitome of the Puritan ideal adapted to mooem circumstances,
and a local version of the tr;l:ditionallrish chaUenge to Yankee hegemony. Harvard in
the early 19605 was SCnJtinized by the press and the American public for dues to its
symbolic meaning to the country. (21] Elsewhere during the revival. topical singer-
songwriters challenged that establishment worldview, but not at Club 47.
Class issues also clouded the social and cultural horizons of some 47 members.
A cliche often applied to the long-reaching hand of Harvard-"the best and the
brightesf···is appropriate in this context. People became the best they could be within a
community that valued quality and the pursuit and achievement of quality. For some
people. being part of the scene gave access. however ephemeral, to the social aspect of
wealth and privilege that came with achievement. A musician who had a high-status
role in the dub as one of its most successful performers, but who came from a
nondominant ethnic culture, noted that Cambridge had a ~teflon~ quality to it. People
could interact with. emulate. and strive to become just like the ~in~ crowd. but
ultimately they could never really be accepted or belong to that group. {221
Another regional and more egalitarian social link was forged between Jack
Kerouac. one of the best·known beat writers. and his intellectual descendants at the 47.
His 1957 book, Qn!.h1~ was an underground dassic and foreshadowed the
bicoastal peregrinations of the 47 crowd. Unlike the privileged president. Kerouac was
descended. ITom poor French-Canadian immigrants who arrived. in Lowell. 30 miles
north of Cambridge, at the turn of the century to work in the textile mills. His family
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did not achieve wealth and power, yet Kerouac himself personified a different aspect of
the American Dream-that of the etemal, romantic drifter.
Like the cowboy, the drifter flouted every convention that Puritan idealism
represented, and rebellion symbolized the transcendence of convention. One person I
interviewed described the early 47 community as "the Kerouac crowd in Cambridge,"
and the dub as a social centre "to find friends a little more hip" than school friends. [23J
Photographs of early events at the 47 show members dressed in the trendy,
collegiate look then caned "Ivy League" that today is dubbed "preppy:' The "Ivy
League" look connoted socioeconomic attitudes as well as fashion statements. It was a
conservative-looking style of dressing that followed conventional rules of its own
design determined by the prep-school edUGlted upper classes and emulated by others.
The same informant who, above, was looking for friends hipper than her
privileged school friends, was adamant that "we were very preppy," but added that
under the late-1950s beatnik influence, a tone of rebelliousness was conveyed when "we
started wearing black and we started wearing bluejeans:' [24j Those events, she noted,
com'erged just when folk music was beginning to supersede jazz at the 47.
4.1 Component Parls of Social Organization
One way to study the 47 community more specifically is to look at its
component, nonmusical aspects. The daily social organization of the 47 scene
reinforced. group identity and contributed to defining and supporting the musical
expression that was played out on stage at night. The following subsections profile
significant aspects of the social scene that informants considered. contributory to Club
47's strong sense of community.
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4.2.1 Drugs
Primary themes from the 41's communal re-creation of the ethos of a generation
can be summarized. in a cliche describing the 19605; sex and drugs and rock 'n roll.
Rock and rol1 dominated the years immediately before and after the great boom
flourished. Rockabilly singers were a strong influence on a significant segment of the
47's membership immediately prior to their university-era years. Folk music, by
contrast, had the immediacy of seeing oneself or one's peers performing songs that
spoke to common, communal experiences.
The discovery of forms of folk music by the 47 crowd came at the same time that
m~mbers were discovering their autonomy and independence from parental authority,
and experimenting with new sexual relationships and spiritual endeavours. Some of
these experimental behaviours were induced and enhanced by drugs and the drug
<.-""Ulture that Harvard researcher Timothy Leary and his colleagues were expounding in
Cambridge in the late 1950s (von Schmidt and Rooney 212). [25) Drugs also served as a
way of detennining insiderI outsider boundaries and uniting community members
through these iIlidt behaviours. Marijuana was the most pervasive drug used by
community members, although some also used LSD, speed [methadrineL and a variety
of barbituates. Heroin, largely associated with the New York demimonde, was virtually
unknown except for its use by visiting musidans; and cocaine was probably present,
but never mentioned specifically in interviews. [26] One person recalled:
For us at the time what divided our in-group with all the outs was hip
versus square. Hip meant a certain involvement with psychedelic drugs
and that kind of music and increasingly that lifestyle that later came to be
called hippie. [t was beatnik in the beginning. That was certainly
something that I aspired to. [27]
By the early 19605, drugs were still an underground experience for most
members of the 47 community evon Schmidt and Rooney 168-71, 212, 268). A former
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waiter and photographer at the club. who frequented the Mount Auburn Street
premises nearly daily. said that drugs were absent there and at postperformance
parries. partly because Betsy Siggins [Schmidt] was ~down on dope- and her influence
prevailed over a sort of-collective responsibility" to keep the club from getting busted
and members from being hassled-a form of harassment that many recalled vividly. [28]
Drugs did not "hit the streets" in Cambridge until early 1963,leading to ~lhe
Cambridge Dope P<lranoia~ and "an unreasonable fear of the authorities~(von Schmidt
and Rooney 171, 268). A nasty drug bust at the Cafe Yana in March that year, which
involved several 47 members. prompted some people to curtail their usage or even to
leave town. [291 The paranoia was real. but apparently short-lived, and more people
than ever before began using drugs. By late 1963, drug use had increased in frequency
and importance within segments of the Club 47 crowd to the point that its use was
expressly forbidden in the new Palmer Street premises by manager Byron l.inardos;
-nobody would risk dosing the Club for a joint~ (von Schmidt and Rooney 212).
Yet members of the KweskinJug Band saw themselves as proselytizing 1eaders"
in a -family that was determined to push the limits of conventional behaviour among
their fans (von Schmidt and Rooney 187). They said one of their-functions- was -to
tum people on~ who!rever they went as a way of heightening the 1ife experience- of
living on the edge musically, socially. and culturally. One former band member lold
me his perception of such an experience that combined drugs, music. and
unconventional activities, and. summarized thedo-your-own-thing ethos of the
counterculture:
So for me, which isn't the case for everybody, but for me, a lot of it got
sort of [intol the drug culture or the booze culture thing. There were
people who were involved in that way as well, which was an important
part of my life. [I was all caught up in the blues kind of thing where
you're playing pool at night, staying up all night, living my life, playing
music,~. For other people it wasn't as important. (30)
4.2.2 Separate SpJreres
Women and men constituted separate spheres at Club 47. The male-dominated,
public perfonnance tradition prevailed. throughout the dub's existence. Most of the
men I interviewed completed their studies; most of the women did not. Women were
the nurturers. They worked behind the scenes running the kitchen, waiting on tables,
and booking the talent, but always supervised by the club's male managers. Outside
the club, women continued to nurture the community and support public
perfonnances. Many fed and housed local and visiting musidans, took care of their
own and others' children, and frequently hosted after-hours parties. {31] Photographs of
some of these parties published in von Schmidt and Rooney's book reveal that even
when women perfonners were present, they did not entertain. Only men were pictured
with their musical instruments playing to the assembly or jamming with each other.
Betsy Siggins Schmidt was the most prominent woman to emerge from behind
the scenes at the dub. By 1962, she was responsible for booking the talent, in addition
to supervising the kitchen, the c1ub's only other source of income besides perfonnances.
She was married to Bob Siggins, leader of the Charles River Valley Boys (CRVB) and a
full-time student. TheCRVB often played up to half a dozen times per month and were
accused of using their connection to Schmidt for their frequent bookings. In fact, their
popularity and regular bookings were testimony to club members' growing interest in
bluegrass, but this example reveals attitudes about insider/outsider relations among
community members, some of which have not lessened with time.
As musical systems at that time, bluegrass and blues, the most popular fonns at
the 47, were sexist in their lyrical themes and in their roster of performers. There were
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no local woml'l\ bluegrass performers at the 47. Blues was nearly the same. Maria
Muldaur, for instance. had performed publidy as a fiddler and singer in her native New
York City before she arrived in Cambridge. Once there. she evl'l\tuaUy became a
member of the Kweskin Jug Band primarily because she was married to another band
member and she soon ceased playing the fiddle. Moreover, she no longer performed
solo at the 47 or elsewhere during that time.. When asked where the woml'l\ were at the
club, one male performer said:
In a few cases they were performing. They were being girUriends,
lovers, and wives. There was almost always some women around, but
the performing circle did tend to be men, but not exclusively. Even in
bluegrass. Bluegrass is kind of a male form of music.
Now where were the women you said? [n the case of Betsy
Siggins [Schmidt], there was at least Q.!J1:. woman who was definitely
controUing the scene. Or we all fill like she was. Sometimes I wonder.
She's probably so sick of hearing that. She always had a very forceful
personality. Just a very forceful personality....One of the reasons she
could do this {exert her power at the dubl is she had a straight-from-the-
shoulder thing that we almost always associated at the time with men.
She could outswear anybody. She had this real kind of acid sarcasm that
I associated with male humour. So I think probably a lot of women
distrusted her. I know a lotof performers carried grodges, you know, "It
was &!tsy Siggins's faultM that they didn't get dates. I'm sure they're
right
In other words, I'm sure there's real evidence. All these people
couldn't have made it up. And I do know that she's the kind. of person,
she seemed like the kind of person, that if you got permanently on her
bad side, she couJd make it tough (or you. But she knew what she
w3s...5he W<lS the most visible woman.
Thtm there was, o( course, the star, Joan Baez. But she was
earlier. The first star of the Cambridge folk thing. There was Maria
[Muldaurl. whom I knew when she was still Maria D'Amato.... There's
somebody who had entertainer's genes. [32]
Women themselves have conflicting points of view concerning their roles.
Favourable accounts may be coloured by revisionist history and romanticism of the
past. One informant who characterized herself asan "involvl!d observer" since she was
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not a musician said, "women were treated as equals and emerged as equals." [331 This
contradicts every other account I gathered from women performers and community
members in a variety of roles.
Schmidt herself was involved in the 47 until it closed. She came from a
prominent, old-line Boston family that culturally were used to making, not adhering to,
the rules. For a while she studied. theatre at Boston University, traveIled abroad, and
under other circumstances probably would have developed her own performing career.
Schmidt said that women were oppressed and the 47 management knew it and
capitalized on it. The American women's movement was not yet organized, but things
were slowly beginning to change. She attributed the growing awareness of drugs,
mostly marijuana, to bre<lking dO\\ff\ barriers between male and female roles because
women were "allowed" to take drugs. [34J Even with fewer barriers between women
and men, men still made the rules. Schmidt recaUed.:
No pay cheques unless you were slaves in the kitchen. And he [manager
Byron Linardosl whopped you. It was as if it was the only thing on the
planet that mattered. It was whether the kitchen could produce $100
worth of profit every night. And if you did, he was nice to you. And we
were still for all our black clothing and our riding on the backs of
motorcycles, we were still oppressed women and Byron knew it and took
real good advantage of it. And played one woman against another
woman, He was very manipulative. [351
When asked to elaborate on her views of women's roles and of the total scene,
Schmidt contextualized her comments within the social expectations for women of the
early- to mid-1960s:
It was pre-breakdown of that. It was pre-women's liberation, It
was right on the cusp of aU that. An the drug-taking that went on was at
the beginning of the breakdown of that. I see it as really-because
women were allowed to take drugs. I think the beginning of the sexual
revolution. All this was before the door opened.
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You look at someone like Maria [MuldaurJ, who came out of
Greenwich Village so she had that advantage. She had an eclectic
coffeehouse childhood. She came from straight Catholic, deep italian
stock and because she grew up on Spring Street, there was less to rebel
against. She had much more of her own kind of aura about her, which is
what made her so attractive in those early days. She was very young, but
she was an accomplished. fiddler. She could sing the shit out of old-
timey music and gospel ballads and there was a lot of respect for that.
She was provocative and she was sexy and she was engaging., but she
really stands out to me as one of the women of that period, although she
wasn't allowed to sing on her own and she worked through the Jug
Band. She was much more of a person and a musician and had real
confid~nce than a lot of other women,
Joanie [BaezJ was going through hell then. She was
psychologically in and out of shrinks' offices. And she had a real hard
time with her identity. She was very forceful on stage. Very forceful on
stage, but in my memory she did not, she was much more immature
than Maria, but to look at them you might not see that. That's my own
perception because I knew the pain that Joanie was in, She had a hard
time giving. Joanie was in a place where she needed. so much. But that
place on stage was where she felt good about herself and that was really
a driving motivation for Joanie.
Debbie Green [an early performer and source for several
people's repertoires including Baez'sJ was always sort of in the
background, kind of a follower, very emotional, very unsure of herself.
Lisa Kindred [a revival blues singer], she was just a mess. She had a
great big voice, butshe was so fucked up. She was already into drugs,
She died, didn't she, of an overdose?
And then there was Dayle Stanley [a local singer/guitaristJ.
Any idea of whatever happened to her? ...5he had a great voice. She v.ras
a r~al townie. She was probably-let me just say I'm only guessing. My
sense is she was probably as mismanaged as anybody who might have
come down the pike because she was this little girt from a little town
with a big voice and learned to playa 12·string [guitar). Ushe could read
[ would have been surprised. Now I'm exaggerating that. but that was
the kind of person she gave off. Everybody wanted to manage her and
everybody wanted to make her a star, and I think nothing happened to
her. [361
The board of directors advertised the 47 as a "dub and gallery" in Boston
Broadside when it began publication in 1962. [37J Part of the reason for the gallery was
to increase foot traffic during the day and to have the venue live up to its charter. (381
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One woman board member recalled that the gallery operation, like many of the
financially marginal ones that included daytime children's concerts and Sunday
brunches, depended on unpaid or grossly underpaid labour, mostly by women. [391
Not aU divisions of labour fell along gender lines. Distinctions between
musicians and enthusiasts or between semiprofessional versus avocationai performers
determined the work each performed and whether or not it carried monetary
compensation. Nonperformers generally worked behind the scenes in roles such as
board members, management, food preparation and service, and maintenance. Besides
musicians who were paid for their performances, the only people who earned money
from the 47 coffers were the managers, who oversaw all aspects of the day-to-day
running of the dub including booking talent, and the kitchen and waiting staff. most or
all of whom were enthusiasts. Some members, particularly enthusiasts and aspiring
musicians, volunteered for maintenance duties or were paid token wages for their work
simply to enable them to feel more involved in the organization. (40) Between 1965 and
1967,]im Rooney was the only paid manager who was also a performer.
The major role of the audience was to provide a financial base of support for the
dub. They also had a key role in determining the aesthetics of the club, which is
discussed extensively in the next chapter. At one time, Oub 47 had ten thousand
members on the books, although "only 3.so0" were hardcore members, according to
Rooney, who managed the dub during its most successful period in terms of generating
money and audienct!S. "'They all felt they had a piece of that place," he said. (41J
Audience members represented various backgrounds. Most were folk-music
enthusiasts. Others were avocational musicians who aspired to perform on their own
and consequently participated in Sunday-night open-mike and off-stage jam sessions.
Rt;lgular musicians oftt;ln turnt;l(i up to hear visitors or to socialize with friends on the
nights they were off.
Audience members and musicians together also took care of their own, another
crucial aspect of community life that reflected the local history of philanthropy. When
Jackie Washington was assaulted by the Boston police in a racially-motivated incident,
Club 47 community members organized a benefit concert to help defray his legal and
medical expenses (Broadside [11 January 1963]:3). Another time the board voted to give
him a grant of money from club funds to pay his college tuition fees after a family
tragedy, acknowledgment of his stature within the community. [42]
4.2.3 Sense of Place and Sense of Self
Both of the 47's sites had symbolic meaning and marked the club's transition
from a predominantly local scene to being part of the great boom's national network.
The venues created and fostered a sense of place for the 47 crowd within larger
contexts, and members of the community also began to defme themselves according to
activities in and surrounding the dub. These activities ultimately led to multifaceted
perceptions of and by the 47 scene primarily in Boston, in New York, and in Berkeley,
The connl!Ction bt;ltween folk music and economic viability was evident
throughout the history of the 47 and other coffeehouses. An unsigned editorial in
Boston Broadside dated 11 January 1963 (n.p.) noted:
Places like the Club 47 and Cafe Yana [in Bosto..1are primarily successful
for the entertainment they present. Others...rety on the quality and
variety of their menus, services, and atmosphere to attract their
patrons....Folkmusic [sic] is the major presentation in coffeehouses
because it makes more money than anything that has been
trled....Modem fazz, classical music, movies, even dance have all been
tried in this area with varying degrees of failure.
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Aa:ording to those r interviewed, one ofOub 475 principal attractions both for
performers and audience was its reputation for providing a variety of musical styles.
This gave it cachet in contributing to the art scene and the cultural life of the area.
These various styles were considered avant garde, even if they were traditional styles
from the South imported or adapted for northern audiences. For instance, John Cooke
of the CRVB observed, "We were learning {bluegrassl as they were learning to like it.~
(431 Whatever their source. at the 47 many musical styles were perceived to be new and
different,. and therefore in vogue.
The 47 scene was a unique blend of what Geoffrey Muldaur, guitarist,
washboard player, and singer with the Kweskin Jug Band, called a '"living art.' [44} He
attributed part of the 47 management's success with various styles to a sophisticated
audience that was willing to support musical experimentation. He also dted the 47s
lofty intellectual and performance standards, and its reputation for performers' unique
approaches to their music in the folk idiom, which he said distinguished the 47 from
other revival scenes, especiaUy those nearby in Boston:
{The Club 47) was a sort ofcultwal pocket. Everybody there was very
dedicated to this American folk tradition. But I think the thing that made
it different. and the Jug Band was a good example of this, the thing that
made it different was that people used folk forms even more so than in
Boston. The Cambridge people used forms to express their own feelings.
They weren't just doing folk music a Ia somebody else. So when I was
out to play blues, r was out to be the best there was. In a certain way.
Not just trying to imitate people. And I think that's the way most people
were.
...There were people in Boston over there that were doing things
Like A. L. Lloyd IEnglish singer and folksong scholar] did them or so and
50 did them. There were Irish players, there were Scottish. you know,
and they were re-creating sounds. Over in Cambridge, there was a living
art going on. [45]
[n keeping with its academic milieu, from its beginning a sense of art and an
aura of learning pervaded the Mount Auburn Street location, in particular, an ambience
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that members said distinguished it from Boston coffeehouses and from those in New
York. This intellectual atmosphere continued on Palmer Street and in activities
sponsored outside the venue itself.
A number of people with whom [talkKl noted with pride that people at the 47
shared their knowledge of musical techniques and repertoire in many different ways.
Boston and New York were more competitive than Cambridge. some said. and in those
dties performers jealously guarded their livelihood, Purity of moral purpose and
altruism were important to the sell-image of many community members. "(The 47] was
about generosity, studying. nonprofessionalism, even if (performersJ went on to make
money." said one of thll dub's most popular and successful acts. (46J Another musidan
(lbs~rved:
The philosophy of the Cambridge music community as we saw it at the
time, and {still think this is a reasonably acrurate depiction. was sharing.
Our image of ourselves was that we would share what we knew. The
cliche of a New York musician was that he turned toward the wall when
he played his best licks so you couldn't see how he did it. There really
was some lntth to these opinions. A lot of musicians came to Cambridge
from other places. like Koerner. Ray and Clover from Minnesota...and
later Bonnie Raitt. and they were welcomed and they felt good about this
community and so they kept coming back. (471
Unlike venues thatattraeted audiences for a single performance. the 47 had a
community base; members often attended because of the social interaction. regardless
who was the billed performer. Often. they became fans of the new musical forms they
heard. Community ~'?mbersheld dub management to standards equally as high as
performers'standards, [nformants commented that they trusted the 47 management to
book acts that would interest them. even if they were unknown performers or musical
styles. Cooke. for instance, described the audience/performer interdependence as:
The thing that was good about the Club 47 from the very beginning is
that in the beginning. the audiences were discovering music that they
liked a lot and so they were ready to ti.st:en to whatever the artist wanted
to play. [48]
The idea of giving performers undivided attention developed at Mount Auburn
Street, but until the 47s latter days at that location, most of the per-formers were from
within the community or were regular enough visitors to be considered part of the local
scene and had grown accustomed to such devotion. To visiting musicians, many of
whom were used to playing at Gerde's in New York that served alcohol to talkative,
nightclub-like crowds, the intensity and respect generated by the audience was a
performer's delight. [49J
By the time the dub moved to Palmer Street, the community had become much
more egalitarian than in the first venue, and was recognized by both insiders and
outsiders ..s an important market for the maintenance of the folk-revival network..
Trends began and w~r~ playt:!d out th~e. Club 47 was beginning to attract students
and hangers-on to Harvard Square in its own right, not just those who found
themselves atready there as students or folk-music enthusiasts. Palmer Street
continued the tradition of a highLy-intellectual "listening room,M where people were still
expected to pay attention to performers. (SOJ
The star system was only beginning to evolve during the latter days of the
Mount Auburn Street era, where the two floors symbolized the social stratification and
perceived exdusiveness of the club. By mid-l%3 performers began to come to
Cambridge via quasi-official networks. Until then, those who functioned as regular
stars emerged from the local milieu. They were students Like the CRVB who had
"graduated" to playing regularly and frequently at the 47 or people Like Maria Muldaur,
Eric Andersen, and Mark Spoelstra, among others, who had relocated to Cambridge for
concentrated periods of time specifically to participate in the Club 47 scene. [51]
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lndividuals might hold nonmusical day jobs that provided monetary support.
but they identified themselves and Wen! identified within the community as musidans.
1521 Identification and popularity as a performer partially gauged the frequency of
bookings. These factors also contributed to musicians' status and self-image. and their
perception as stars within their own community. Their status also reflected well on
those associated with them.
Not aU Club 47 musicians, however, considered themselves to be professional
performers, yet some began touring.. making records, and were able to sustain
professional music can!ers that earned them a respectable income if they trave:led and
increased their stature within the community. [53] Together, all of them were
publiciZing the club to fellow enthusiasts inside and outside the region, thus enhancing
the 47s n!putation and their collective status within the revival network..
Palmer Street also exuded sophistication through its underground, but much
more obvious, links to drogs and the growing counterculture of the mid.- to Iate-l960s.
Drugs were becoming more importilnt by the mid-l960s, both nationally and in
Cambridge, partly as a result of the increased mobility of the 47 crowd that exposed
them to new experiencl!S. Drugs also influenced styles of musical performance and
presentation, foreshadowing events to come. The 47'5 five-year tenure at Palmer Street
reflected aU kinds oflceal and national changes, and was marked by the inevitable
upsets such changes brought to the organic community.
Its reputation for privilege and the indulgence of members' tastes exacerbated
tensions between Club 47 and the haLf dozen or so Boston coffeehouses across the river,
since the 47 was perceived as a sociaL, as well as a musicaL, event. Few members left
Cambridge for Boston venues unless they wanted to see a particular performer who
was not appearing at the 47. [54: Judging by letters and articlesin~Boston
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houses resented having to play second fiddle to Cambridge. competing for bookings
and audiences.
Prominent Club 47 musicians like Rush,. Wasnington. and the CRVB. among
others. played in Boston coffeehouses as weU as in concerts and festh'als. Many of
them, after alL had gotten their start in Boston. Audiences. as consumers. then
patronized Boston venues according to who was perfonning. showing loyalty to the
musicians. not necessarily to individual venues. No one r interviewed-eithecmusicians
or audience members-displayed a loyalty to other venues like they did to Oub 47,
although many talked. nostalgically about early Boston coffeehouses.
Jill Henderson grew up in an upscale suburb and participated in the scenes on
both sides of the Charles River. Beginning in the Late 1950s. she worked. in
coffeehouses in both scenes and later served as a sort of housemother to the 47
community in addition to ner day ;ab at a local university. She also noted the
intellectual tone of the 47 and recalled that "[n the beginning. people who played across
the river [in Bostonl tended to be less academic, but then we mixed it all up.ri when
many Boston perfonners like Washington. Rush, and Jim Kweskin began playing at the
47 and made it their home base, just as she did. [551
Most infonnants. however. defined the 47 in tenns of now it differed from the
scenes in Boston and New York. such as the above account. Boston presented another
market for Cambridge performers. yet many did not take advantage of it. New York, of
course, was still the centre of the music business during the great boom. New York
combined paradoxical attitudes towards the business of making music: either it
represented commercial show business. which many of the 47 people found distasteful;
or it was the pinnacle of professional achievement, which was measured by recording
contracts, occasional television appearances. and. national exposure. [56J
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New York was equated with commercial success whereas Boston (which
includes Cambridge in this emic context) connoted intellectual success. Even though
musicians in Cambridge aspired to be exceptional perfonners, that did not necessarily
correlate with aspiring to commercial success in places like New York,. reinforcing
communal values. Many were ambivalent about commercial and material success,
again perhaps prompted by conflicting notions from a Puritan past and contemporary
idealism. Contrasting Cambridge to the politically leftist scene in New York Oty, one
woman who grew up in New York and was educated in New England observed, RWe
were innocent children in Cambridge:' meaning that. to her, overt ideology was not
perceived as indigenous, despite its long historical tradition there. [57J As a result, she
described the music in Cambridge as more "informal and cosy, not like a staged show
with a political agenda:"
Politically-motivated performers like Pete Seeger, who had a large following in
the area for his music, but mixed reviews for his politics, came from New Yorlc to
perform at concerts, not coffeehouses, in Boston and Cambridge. (58J Another
infonnant, reared in suburban New Jersey and educated at Harvard, echoed those
Ilbservations. He summarized the distinctions between the two cities-again equating
Cambridge y>'ith Boston in this context-and their respective emphasis on politics and
musical integrity:
It is important to note the differences between the Boston and New Yorlc
schools. Boston was obsessed with ethnic authenticity, while New York
believed in demonstrating the brotherhood of man by singing every
culture's songs in the same key and rhythm a Ia Pete Seeger. ln New
York, political bonafides were important. Knowing how to recreate a
Doc[kJ Boggs or Skip James lick was much more important in Boston.
1591
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4.1.4 Th~ Cambridg~JBtrblty Axis
The scene that Club 47 members related to most was that in Berkeley, gathered
around the local University of California campus. It was another centre of revival
activit)' during the great boom, particularly so in its later years when performers there
and in nearby San Francisco moved into folk-rock.
The largest concentration of former Club 47 members today outside eastern
Massachusetts lives in and around Berkeley, where some of them have been relocated
for nearly 30 years, Informants in both Cambridge and Berkeley referred to the
~Cambridge/Berkeleyaxis~ and ~a pneumatic tube" between the two cities that
suburban Bostonian Buz Marten was among the first to establish when he moved west
in late 1960 or 1961. [60] Marten had played formally and informally as a soloist and in
several duos and groups, and was one of the core personalities in the early 47 scene. He
and Charlie Frizzell. who came from a neighbouring Boston suburb, each became
magnets who lured other 47 members out to the Bay Area for visits or long stays, after
they had settled there permanently and inadvertently created a Cambridge/Berkeley
revivalists' network.
Cambridge and Berkeley have much in common as liberal, progressive, highly-
intellectual academic communities. Both communities were also centres of avant·garde
drug use. enlightened sexual mores, and extended adolescence through social approval
of prolonged academic study or hanging out in such a milieu. One frequent traveller
between the two 5C~nesobserved:
You have to remember that the thing that made Cambridge and Berkeley
natural allies is that they're both university towns and university towns
always have lots of stuff going on that isn't going on anywhere else,
New York is New York, sure. Greenwich ViUage is next to NYU [New
York University] and stuff like that, but it wasn't-the Club 47 grew up
right on the edge of the college community. As I said, I became aware of
it because walking from Leverett House [a Harvard residence] up to the
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Square you pass right by it. f used to eat a tot in Tommy's Lunch....Right
next to Tommy's Lunch was theOub47. (61)
The Cambridge/Berkeley axis is commemorated in one of the icons of the era,
RHumbead's Revised Map of the World,wcreated by Earl Crabb and Rick Shubb. <Figure
4.1). The map is an imaginative depiction that has $an Francisco, Berkeley, and
Cambridge on the "Eas( coast and Los Angeles and New York City on the "'WestRcoast.
Massachusetts Avenue begins in a tiny Boston located in the lower right-hand comer
next to Cape Cod, runs through Cambridge. and become Berkeley's Telegraph Avenue
at th~ border. North Africa is a smaU area in the lower centre between New York and
Cambridge, and "S[outh] E[ast] Asia" is even smaller and lies between Los Angeles and
San Francisco. The "Rest of the World" is an island off San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Nashvill~, an island off New York, is "accessible only by airplane from New York" (von
Schmidt and Rooney 125). Surrounding the entire "continent" are hundreds of names of
contemporary and historical folk musicians, singers, and enthusiasts.
Crabb. a Midwesterner, moved east to Cambridge aftersevera1 years at Williams
College in western Massachusetts. where he pr<XI.uced revival concerts during his
student days. At the '17 he continued to bean enthusiast and was involved in much of
the social life of the community. He discussed the concept of the Cambridge/Berkeley
axis and how the map was created. barely changing his account in von Schmidt and
Rooney's book (25):
I was in Campbell Coe's music store in Berkeley one
day...Somebody came in and asked, "00 you know of anybody driving
from Kansas City to Boston?" We thought he was kidding. but he said,
"I've got a ride to Kansas City, but I need a ride from Kansas City to
Boston." (suggested that it might be easier to put "Boston" on a sign and
go down to the University and try for a straight shot.
He thought that was a good idea and left. But the other guy...said,
"You know, that's absolutely right." I said, "I know. Berkeley and
Cambridge are very dose to each other and getting to Boston from
Cambridge is very easy:' I said. "Look here. New York and Los Angeles
are the same way. People go back and forth between New York and
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Figure 4.1. ·'Humbead's Revised Map of the World" showing the ,
Cambridge/Berkeley axis, Created by Earl Crabb and RickShubb. Used
with p~rlllission.
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Los Angeles, but did you ever hear of anybody going &om Berkeley to
New York or from los Angeles to Cambridge?"
I drew this little pie with four pieces. Berkeley and Cambridge
were on one side.. Berkeley to los Angeles was there, and New York to
Cambridge was there. So it was simple. (62)
One of the major differences between Cambridge and Berkeley was the lack of
Mclass strueturl!M that domil\ated the East [63) Frizzell said that there was no sense of
polarization or ~peggingpeopleMin Berkeley when he arrivtd permanently in the late
19605. He described himself essentially asa ~townie~at the 47; for him the dub ~was a
conduit to something different.~He waited tables there at night and apprenticed during
the day to leam his photographer's trade and later became ~court photographer- at the
47. He also hung out with the regulars and was very much a community insider by his
own and otht!rs' accounts.
Annie Johnston, another informant who moved to Berkeley more than 25 years
ago, also remark.ed on the social openness of the West in contrast to the East.
Of aU the people ( interviewed., she had the most experience in several scenes. She grew
up in the Midwest, was an avcxational musician in New York. and "became a musidanM
in Cambridge inspired by the blues she heard there and at Newport in the mid-1960s.
She makes the distinction, however, between her musicianship and being a performer,
distinctions based. on her profound sense of being an outsider at the 47 and feeling
intimidated by insiders, whether the intimidation was real or imagined. For the fitst
time ever. she said she realized during our interviews that it was only when she moved.
to Berk.eley thai she was no longer worried about perfonning. ~lf I'd stayed in
Cambridge, rd never have become a performer." [641
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42.5 Politics
Despite tensions generated by elitism and status-markers, informants
unanimously agree: that overt political expression was absent at Oub 47 throughout the
1%Os. There were conscious attempts by implication to link Oub 47 and other local
coffeehouses to the Boston area's long history of political and social ferment (Gonczy
20). An unsigned editorial in Boston Broadside'S issue of22 Febroary 1963 (5-6) tried to
establish historical continuity between contemporary venues and eighteenth-century
coffeehouses such as Boston's Green Dragon. where the Sons of Uberty met to plan.
among other things. the Boston Tea Party as a tax protest against England.
Br03dside's writer implied that modem coffeehouses were similar to "the
establishments that wen~ the haven of the intellectually elite at various periods of
history;' and tried to arouse interest in using coffeehouses for contemporary political
organizing and social commentary.
A month Iaterin~~'sfirst anniversary issue. Joe Boyd \'IT'Otea
reAective piece about Boston (and Cambridge's) distinctive and historical role in the
mid-twentieth century folk music scene. He conduded;
...all this coffee house (sic! and guitar business began about 20 years ago
when the Lomaxes Uohn and son AJan] arrived in town with Leadbelly
in tow and Woodie [sicl Guthrie soon to foUow. The music of these two
men and olhers like Big Bill Broonzy, Josh White and Brownie McGhee
was Mtaken over" by the New York group of folksingers led by the Seeger
family. [651
In contrast to the New York scene that he implied. preached an aggressive
political agenda. Boyd cited Baez as a key figure in the already short+Lived history of the
great boom. She represented "a new approach to folk music which had been brewing in
BO$lon for several years and was very different from the approach which has been so
popular for so long" (lO). Referring to Baez singing Child ballads or lyrical songs, he
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continu~, "FoLk music hilS reaL potential as music and not just as raj pla.tform for
liberaLism:'
Local participants at the 47 were not alone in noting the la.ck of political activism.
William lockeretz, a New Yorker who went to Harvard and played string~bandmusic
occasionaHy at Club 47 in the early 196Os, wrote:
I don't recall 47 [sicJ being political. The major New York foLkies were
very politicaL-not just the oLder generation I Listed above (Pete Seeger.
Woody Guthrie, Earl Robinson, the Weavers, the Almanac Singers!. but
the new followers they acquired in the 1950s. The revival in New York to
a large degree represented politically progressive people reacting to the
setbacks under McCarthy and the sterility of the Eisenhower years, and
trying to revive some of the spirit of the political struggles of the '30s,
especially the big labor battles. It was very closely tied to the civil rights
movement, the anti-nuclear testing movement, and other political causes.
(However, in the late '50s, the influence of very good southern mountain
instrumentalists and singers was being strongly felt in New York too;
that influence sure wasn't political, and certainLy not progressively
political!) Maybe I just don't remember it that well, but I can't recall
hearing topical songs in 47 [sicJ. But I heard plenty of them in Gerde's
Folk City in New York, which was the closest thing to the 47. [66J
Gonzcy discussed the "predominantly white character" of foLksingers in Boston,
San Francisco, and New York, and of singers sharing "feelings" rather than political
ideology (20-24). Gottesman called the early days of the great boom initially "apolitical"
and said that college students turned to folk music for "musical and emotionaL
t!x.pression," implying that such expression excluded political commentary (63-66). As
late as one month before the 47 closed, the 13-26 March 1968 issue of~fuoadside
.:arried a piece by staff writer Eliot Kenin saying that "if you wanted to hear folk music
you went to a political rally and heard Pete Seeger" (n.p.).
A number of infonnants recalled "almost nothing" regarding the 47's role in
influencing political attitudes and activities. One representative view was:
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Now, we were all in total agreement [against the Vietnam war], There
did seem to me-Idonl remember anybody in the musical family who
was counter to that. We were all politically correct without saying that. r
don't remember anybody defending the war. Certainly, of course, no
one would be against civil rights. That was in the blood. Some of the
musicians were black-and all the music was black, Uyou want to go
back far enough, even bluegrass music wouldn't be there if Bill Monroe
hadn't begun injecting blues notes in the music:, [67]
43 TIle Community Diffuses
Civil rights and the Vietnam war dominated the news during the mid- to late-
1960s, but other more immediate thing were on peoples' minds, too, all of which were
reflected in activities at the 47. Nineteen sixty-seven was a signific:ant year there,
During that year two crucial actual and impending changes in personnel helped to
contribute to the club's dosing and a kind of dissolution of the community. In late 1967,
Jim Rooney resigned as manager and board member to become a field worker for the
Newport FIzZ and folk festivals. (68)
Also breaking continuity with the early days was the anticipated departure the
rolla wing spring of Betsy Siggins and Bob Siggins. [n early 1968, soon after the dub
fonnally closed, Bob Siggins completed his doctoral studies and the couple left for
Washington, where Bob had secured a federal job in biochemistry research, for which
he had been training throughout his CRVB days. Betsy Siggins drew on her
management and musical experience with the 47 and the revival and landed a job with
the Smithsonian [nstitution's new Festival of American Folklife, which had been
launched the year before largely through the efforts of Ralph Rinzler, The Sigginses
were quasi-parental figures and had been the glue that helped to hold the scene
together from its earliest days. The prospect of their departure may havec:ontributed to
the disintegration of the community by prompting others to make definite plans.
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The Jug Band disbanded about the same time, which von Schmidt and Rooney
said "was the most obvious sign that the Cambridge/Boston musical community was
breaking up" (301). Kweskin and his family had already joined the Fort Hill
community. Other band members continued to perform in duos, in new groups, or
found other outlets for musical expression, All of these changes mirrored changes in
the larger world, whe~ tht! counterculture subculture was growing and becoming more
visible. In the mid-1960s Boston, like San Francisco and other cities, had launched its
own underground newspapers, including Lyman's~(von Schmidt and Rooney
294). Resistance to the Vietnam-war military draft was a growing political force; in the
months prior to the 47's dosing, pediatrician BenjaminSpock. was on trial in Boston
charged with aiding and abetting draft resisters. In April 1968, just weeks before the
dub c1osl!d, st;'verai U.s. citi~ erupted in riots following the assassination of civil rights
leader Martin Luther King, Robert Kennedy, another one-time native son oEBoston,
was campaigning for the presidency; in June he, too, was assassinated. John Cooke
summarized the feeling and attitudes of the time and the growing sense of confusion
within the once-cohesive Club 47 community:
[Club 47J was enormously influential in getting a lot of people to
come aboard. I mean performers and fans into the musical
consciousness of the '60s, which was first folk and then later rock and roU
and how music can convey not only emotions, but ideas about how life
should be Lived and stuff like that Music changed politics in the '60s.
Between 1964 and 1968 popular music in the U.S. made it
mandatory that the candidates in 1968 should be opposed to the war in
Vietnam. [think that the political events of 1968, which was a
catastrophic year and reaUy hard to live through, knocked. the stuffing
out of the hippies, the music movement that was attempting to influence
the world and politics, the whole-it was us. It knocked the stuffings out
of us. it was too ntany body blows. The Martin Luther King
assassination, the Kennedy assassination, the riots in Chicago, and then
the election of Richard Nixon, it was like we were down to the count by
the end of the year. (69)
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Drugs continued to have a large role in this subculture. Psychedelic rock music
was the rage and was offered in new venues like the Boston Tea Party, a nightclub
across the river that could accommodate and afford large electric bands and dancing.
local radio stations switched titeroL1y overnight from dassical to rock music. [701 The
music in these new venues and on the air sounded more like offshoots of the music in
Cambridge, and people related to it more dosely, if more individually, than they did to
earlier rock and roll. They now had a stake in it; it spoke of and for them. New local
bands such as the J, Geils Blues Band, Earth Opera, and Seatrain had roots in Oub 47.
Canned Heat had moved to Los Angeles, but they also had local roots, and the group
soon would gain national exposure at Woodstock, still further testimony to the
diffusion of the Club 47 community.
Moreover, the centre of the rock music scene had shifted, along with the
..::ounterculture, to California. Cooke, for instance, was there as road manager for Janis
Joplin's band and helping to film the Monterey Pop Festival in June 1967 that featured
diverse performers as Baez, then folk-rockers Crosby, Stills, and Nash, and psychedelic
rocker Jimi Hendrix. Afterwards, he arranged nearLy a month's worth of appearances
for the CRVB in Berkeley and Los Angeles that summer that included the Berkeley Folk
Festival, the Jabberwock coffeehouse, and the Big Sur Folk Festival. At the Ash Grove
in los Angeles, the CRVB did the "world's first painted-face bluegrass opera." (71]
Core and c..sual community members alike were putting down roots in
Cambridge, Berkeley, and elsewhere, and beginning to think of the next stage of their
lives. Jackie WaShington bought an old house in the Roxbury section of Boston, near
the neighbourhood where he grew up. Nearby the Fort Hill community had purchased
several houses from which they ran their various enterprises.
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Many people 1interviewed likened the 47 community to a family, but the time
to leave the nest had come. For many that meant starting families of their own or
providing stability for the children they already had, both of which connoted finandal
obligations. Some musicians no longer wanted to live on the road. Even those who
were relatively affluent on their own needed additional income for a family. The
community had. indeed. collectively matured and with it came new and different
responsibilities and new networks and ways of relating.
Writing at the tum of the century in what could easily summarize the last days
of Club 47-and even the great boom-Van Wyck Brooks observed, 'The wildest dreams
of Boston are the facts of San Francisco" <YtiillL16). [would include that the same could
be said for Cambridge and Berkeley, too.
Oub 47 had provided a community for many people, at the centre of which was
always music. Now, however, the song was over, at least until the 19805. when the
community began to regather itself. a story left for the epilogue. For now. it is time to
examine more closely the music that was at the centre of Oub 47.
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CHAPTERS
MUSIC AT THE CLUB 47
5.1 Introduction
During the 19605, music played a crudal role in helping a generation to
communicate and bond as it defined itself within American society. It is ironic,
although predictable, that the music of the folksong revival, which was considered to be
an avant-garde alternative to popular commercial forms of music like rockabillyand
rock and roll, carne to be the popular commercial music at Oub 47 on which the venue's
fortunes and reputation were founded. Club members often were aware of and
ambivalent about this inherent irony, in which they packaged much of their music and
its attendant markets in the same cultural images of the forms they rejected.
This chapter examines the nature, influences on, and patterns of the music at
Club 47 to describe thl!: music culture that emerged and was synthesized from the
intellectual investigation and appropriation of musical expression drawn from other
eras, regions, cultures, and classes in America. [IJ How Club 47 partidpants negotiated
these influences and dichotomies, how they created new genres and standards of
aesthetics, and how they interacted with aspects of the folksong revival are the themes
of the following sections,
Folk music as a stylistic form based on reinterpretations of traditional and
commercial musics began to dominate bookings at the 47 by 1959, partially in response
to a collective perception of the vacuity of Top-40 music and partly as a trendy
investigation of new kinds of popuiarmusic. One person I interviewed spoke for many
when she declared that the "folk music" perfonned at the 47 "was the popular music of
the time." [21 It followed the first wave of rockabilly and flourished until late 1963,
when the "British Envasion" by the Beatles, Rolling Stones, and other seminal groups
began to lead to still newer fusions of popular music. some of which came out of Oub
47 itself.
American nx:kabilly and the '"British Invasion- both were influenced by and
drew their sources from black American music; both used acoustic or electric stringed
instruments and both influenced the styles and repertoires of many performers at the
47. (3) Each isa metaphor for phases of the 47's history that marked the beginning and
the !too. Rockabilly marked the early era, when musicians were raw and learning their
trade. often informally, at Mount Auburn Street. The ~British Invasion- coincided with
the 41's relocation to Palmer Street, where its music community later integrated acoustic
and electric folk music; and created, perpetuated, and presented newer interpretations
of it. These newer fonns integrated influences from the folksong revival and drew on
the counterculture and other trends in American culture. [4]
Musical performances were the driving force of Club 47 and a music culture,
parts of which I discussed in the previous chapter. grew up around them. From the
beginning, performances at the 47 functioned to separate liIe into sacred and profane
segments. Perfonnance time was marked off ~from the flow of everyday life- CSl.obin
and Titon 3J.
Cassical and popular ballads as well as blues were the genres introduced at the
47 in the late 19505 by predominanUy local white solo singers. both female and male,
and remained mainstays. but group forms like bluegrass and eclectic ~jug-band· music
also emerged. not only providing continuity, but also leading the revivalists into new
trends. Like other oral literatures. songs may have provided cautionary tales or
presented. scenarios for conflict resolution. They could offer messages of hope or
simply express common frustrations and disappointments. [5] Music on stage allowed
the audience to indulge in emotional states induced by the song texts and the moods
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created by the accompanying music and performers' shifting personalities. Emotions
could range from nostalgia and melancholy to euphoria, states also induced by the
nascent drug culture
Blues songs were particularly relevant as individualistic commentaries on the
problems of love-gone-wrong and appealed to singers and the audience, many of
whom were working out personal relationship issues. The emotionally-evocative
themes resonated with the listeners' and singers' own experiences, especially since
many relationships were generated directly from within the club community. By
contrast, bluegrass appealed to spiritual values with its emphasis on immutable
subjects: fundamental attachment to mother and home, and promise of a hereafter,
values that lifted the community out of the mundane.
Later black and white electric blues, performed by visiting artists, often in
groups, were added to these genres. By the mid-twentieth century, all these genres
were indigenous to America and are derived from traditional music. Although they are
often stereotyped as solely representative of either black or white music, these forms
symbolically represented cultural experiences unfamiliar to the predominantly middle-
class Northeastern intellectuals at the 47.
Group forms were especially appealing to the evolving Club 47 community
because they paralleled on stage the social dynamics of the audience as they moved into
new roles and were learning how to interact as adults in a variety of small groups, and
ultimately as a subculture within a generation. The group forms of bluegrass and jug-
band music, both of which are discussed below, were personified by the CRVB and the
Kweskin Jug Band respectively. Both groups were primarily male ensembles and
connoted audience entertainment rather than a more intellectual objectification of the
songs. The two most popular groups to come out of the 47, the CRVB and the Jug Band
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functioned as surrogate nonelectric rock and roll bands until the mid- to late-1960s,
when actual electric bands began appearing at the club as folk music moved towards
folk-rock. Ensembles were predicated on group dynamics, usually giving each
performer a chance to show off his instrumental and/or vocal skiDs and general
showmanship. Each ensemble was united behind a spokesman-and it~aman-who
joked with the audience, introduced songs, and generally paced the performance. That
role was assumed by each group's founder: banjo-player Bob Siggins was spokesman
for the CRVB and guitarist/singer Jim Kweskinspoke for the Jug Band, sometimes
assisted by fellow guitarist/singer Geoff Muldaur.
Musicians had high status within the community. Much of the history of Club
47 is summarized in interviews and in the revival press by naming the
well-known performers who established their careers there or who came through later
on the revival network. A collective assemblage of stellar talent, both by local and
visiting performers, helped to develop the reputation for exce!1ence that Oub 47
enjoyed throughout its history; a list of these performers appears in Appendix ITI.
Before I tum to a closer examination of aspects of the music culture that
elaborate on these subthemes, a discussion of the musical influences that participants
brought as a collective enterprise to the 47's stage contextualizes the dub's later
developments.
52 Ml/sicalInfluences: Radio, Records, Fellow Enthusiasts
Before and during its existence, Club 47 was greatly influenced by musical forces
often communicated via electronic media. Of interest to folklorists is how these forces
were combined. and how the audience and musicians learned from each other in
informal ways, and generated new aesthetic styles and fonns based on the older
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influences they brought to their Qub 47 experienre. This section discusses the
interaction of these aspects of music<U1ture at the 47.
Collectively, the Oub 47 community drew its inspiration from radio, records,
and fellow enthusiasts in the development of its musical consciousness. The
community comprised both musicians and nonmusidans and, as we ha ve seen. the
music on stage reflected group aesthetics and social values.. With few exceptions, only
male informants talked about musical antecedents and influences that fused into
something new, another instance of separate spheres v.ithin the community that
became patterned behaviour in my interviews. [6j
It was these same men who talked about "hanging out" as informal sodalizing
and passing the time with each other and with visiting musicians, hanging out being
predominantly a male activity in this milieu, which reinforced their idea of leisure time
to learn and exchange techniques and material. The attraction of the new-primarily
new forms of music, but new ideas and new relationships as well-was cited by several
people as one of the strengths of the 47. "The 47 did serve a very real need for people
who were interested in new music, landl who had themselves a sense of musicianship
as (did," said one infollTlant In
Radio was one of the influences on the 47 long before the club opened and.
immediately thereafter, an influence that many members shared. In the early 19505,
Boston had its own country-music station, WCOP-A.\'(, that featured records and.
broadcast local performers live, such as the Lilly Brothers, Don Stover, and Tex Logan,
as well as Joe Val. who later joined the CRYB (von Schmidt and Rooney 92-95). Also in
Boston, commercial station WCRB·FM launched Robert J. Lurtsema's folk City U.S.A.
which contributed to the area's self-proclaimed and acknowledged reputation as a folk
music centre~ (5 October 19621:n.p.).
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CoUege radio in Cambridge was another source of progressive, non-hit parade
music. Harvard's WHRB-FM had begun its Hi1!2ill:£M~ show in the 195Os.
later its Balladeers show had ties to the 47 through its hosts, who publicized and
sometimes interviewed performers who were appearing there and elsewhere in town.
181
Further away in rime and geography, WWVA·AM in Wheeling. West Virginia,
broadcast the strongest signal from south of the Mason-Dixon line to reach New
England. Since the 1920s it had been one of the principal stations to broadcast country
musicians and, later, bluegrass performers, induding CRVB favourites, the Osborne
Brothers, who were part of WWVA's Iamboree from 1956 until they joined the Grand
Ole Opry in 1964 (Malone, Country~339,354-55; Rosenberg,~31 tl.
Radio remained particularly influential for revivalists at the 47, especially musicians,
until they began swapping records, learning from each other, and interacting with
predominantly southern performers at festivals. One account of the influence of
WWVA from a CRVB member is repr~tative:
Now this is a common thread for those of us from the New England
area-from the whole Northeast, who somehow got to country music or
country music got to us. [f you ask anybody my age how they first
heard country music. they'd say WWVA, West Virginia. That station
carried a very strong signal at night.._I heard WWVA, Wheeling. West
Virginia, and [started listening to that. That late-night programme was
J.&s:.M2sl.!lL.X2Y.r Coffee-drinking Nighthawk (who) brought country
music over the airwaves all over the Northeast. (91
Along with radio, records were another important influence for revivalists. Old
and reissued 78rpm records of black-and white performers, Library of Congress field
recordings. and newer recordings like those issued by Folkways Records provided.
sources for imitating musical styles and assembling repertoires. To members of the
Club 47 community, at h~ast. part of the attraction of these r~rds was their obscurity,
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not the fact that they were commercial produetsavailable to anyone who took the time
to locate them. The prevailing attitude was that the more obscure the records were. the
better; searching for them became a 50uzce of competition. later. record stores in
Harvard. Square began to stock the more popular recordings when it became clear that
there was a steady market for them. (tol
Models of perfonnance and aesthetics were adapted from a variety of recorded
sources. clearly the most common souzce of material in the early boom years outside
radio and, to a lesser extent, printed songbooks. Musicians in the 47 community often
acknowledged learning songs from these records, imitating their perceived
"authenticity" and later adapting the songs to their individual styles. Nonmusicians
within the audience accepted or rejected these styles based on their own familiarity with
the sources. This form of intellectual rescuing and popularizing of such musicssatisfil!d
the community's collective aesthetic sense and also their nascent ethos of giving a voice
to un- or under-represented members of American society. By so doing club members
actually were in the vanguard. yet they also recalled the early American folklorists who
wanted to rescue what they considered to be vanishing items of folklore.
John Cooke of the CRVB explained how he distinguished between ~authentic"
performers an..:i· imitators,~ aesthetics he said he learned to distinguish from recorded
performances. Much of the distinction he makes is tied to commercialsuCC'eSS, which
the community ethos disdained when it concerned their own members or fellow
revivalists, yet from which they benefitted when it was perceived to be old and thus
threatened. Ironically, according to Cooke's judgment, records bolster purity, yet
records that are commercially successful are perceived as impure:
I got in touch with roots through recordings. By the time roots
musicians came to town, we were absolutely wowed to see. guys like
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Oarence Ashley [a southern banjo player whose Folkways album was as
influential at the 47 as the 1952 Smith anthology in which he was
included], Dock Boggs [another southern banjo player also in the Smith
anthologyj, [bluesmenj Mississippi John Hurt [in Smith as well], Rev.
Gary Davis-all these people. We'd heard them on record first. We were
already fans. This was true for me.
Now the people who were a little younger than me might have
discovered the music and gotten in touch with the roots through the
perfonnances of these musicians. That's totally believable, Most of these
people I have heard on record. We were astounded to learn that a lot of
these people were still alive. When Clarence Ashley came and Doc
Watson [southern guitar player and singer] was with him, we were
totally blown away by this guitar player.
I began to distinguish-we aU did-as the folk boom produced the
highly-commercial groups. We put down these groups to put it politely.
We didn't think much of Peter, Paul and Mary; we didn't think much of
the Brothers Four, the Journeymen, the this, the that. It's funny now. It
seemed to us then when the commercial groups did songs that we knew
in their original versions that they trivialized them and made them
worse. So we were fairly adamant about that. You could say we were
dogmatic about it at the time and that would be reasonably accurate. [III
Besides records and radio influences, musicians as well as the many members of
the audience who were nonmusicians were attracted to foLk music through their active
experiences with group singing in their families, at camp, and at school. Perhaps this is
the one place where women's and men's experiences were equal; summer camps and
prep-school singing were particularly influential, according to informants. The most
popular song book at summer camps and prep schools throughout the 1950s was Dick
and Beth Best's S2ng Egg. Their 1955 edition was an updated version of earlier
collections published by the northeastern chapters of the Intercollegiate Outing Club
Association (IOCA). The IOCA promoted group singing among students who were
interested in outdoor activities. Few of the songs in the book, however, were sung at
the 47, except the CRVB's version of "Rich Gal, Poor Gal" (121, although the Kingston
Trio had a hit with "Tom Dooley," and 'The Golden Vanity" lent its name to a popular
Boston coffeehouse that had early ties to the 47.
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The recollections of one informant who learned to play banjo at prep school is
representative. By the time he was a university student and 47 member in spring 1962,
he had:
_.10 years of folk music of some sort and (0 was well-prepared for what (
was listening to as opposed to just drifting off the street. That is, we were
going in as sem.iconnoisseuts or professional musicians ourselves, or
semi:professional musicians, and in retrospect. '62 was early in the folk
music boom. Also Joan Baez had come out to Cambridge Schoolla
suburban prep school actually in nearby Weston! when [was there in '59
or '60. [131
Finally, as folk. music became more popular at the 47, musicians became role
models and sources for each other as well as for aspiring performers. Potential players
observed perfonners on stage, they jammed with more-established musicians
backstage, and played informally at parties and gatherings after the dub shutdown at
night. [14! Another informant arrived at Harvard with a propensity for country music
and rockabilly, which he said Hstarted for most people my age with rock and roll at prep
school.- He later became a bluegrass guitarist. partJy influenced by the music he heard
being played by fellow university students at the 47:
So [walked into the Club 47 and my fitst distinct memory was [looked
up at the stage and there was Keith and Rooney playing [bluegrass!.
Here ram. already set up_ I'd been listening to country music. People
like Carl Per\cins, early Johnny Cash. The rockabilly people, they were
country. They were one side of the genre. My recollection is that as soon
as [ heard them, as soon as [ heard them I wanted to do that. It's the
greatest music I ever heard.._That was it. That's what r wanted to do. (
found my calling. And I hung out from that moment on. I hung out at
the 47 and did whatever was necessary to sort of be there, not pay any
money. [would sweep up afterwards. Amazing. because I've not felt
that way about very little since. [15!
Later, Club 47 members also supported music from traditions other than their
own by sponsoring performances by what they called "authentic" folk musicians who
were being "rediscovered" through groups like the Friends of Old-Time Music in New
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York, fieldworkers for the Newport Folk Foundation, and their own fieldwork at
southern string-band festivals, in that order. [16j Exposure to and interaction with
these representatives of what the 41's revivalists called "real" traditions is a theme that
runs through narratives about the importance of the club and has become part of the
institutional portrayal of Club 47. This picture of exchange-of established musicians
nurturing new ones, and revivalists and "authentic" tradition-bearers interacting-is the
encapsulation of the Club 47 experience. [171
A closer examination of significant and symbolic performers and their music
elaborates on these themes, and is followed by an analysis of their influence on the
bookings and music culture throughout the 47's history.
5.3 House Peifonners
The music culture of Club 47 is symboliZed by three individuals and two groups
who performed regularly and provided historical continuity. In retrospect, as an entity,
each performer or group had an economic as well as an aesthetic and social role in the
history and st:rncture of the club, roles that were sanctioned by audience, and thus
community, consensus. The individuals [have identified in these roles are Joan Baez,
Jackie Washington, and Tom Rush; the groups are the CRVB and the Kweskin Jug
Band. Together rconsider them the principal"house" performers.
[n this context the designation "house performer" conveys different roles and
status than its usual meaning in venues like regional country music parks, nightclubs,
and other places that develop talent. There, house performers attract audiences and
function as warm-up or back-up acts, subordinate to the visiting outsiders who are the
booked attraction, Club 47 house performers occupied a separate category. With
varying degrees of involvement and by various routes, they emerged from the
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community. They were not brought in from elsewhere as resident warm-up acts for the
main attraction; the 47 did not use warm-up acts. From the beginning. acts were billed
as the main attractions in their own right. House performers had main-attraction
billing, but were recognized by 47 members as local stars from within, and sanctioned
by, the community.
One of the inadvertent functions of house performers at Dub 47, however, was
to generate large audiences. Revenue from house performers' appearances helped to
finance lesser-known or more expensive talent whose fees could not be generated solely
by the gate revenue at their shows. Thus, the community, and not solely individual
house performers, benefitted from their collective endeavour.
Although I have identified individuals and groups as house performers, none of
them began at or played exclusively at Dub 47. Even as house performers, none, with
the possible exception of Washington, initially intended to become professional-i.e.
paid, fuU~time-musidanswhen they began playing at the 47. Most house performers
began as avocational soloists or in duos at the club or at other venues in Boston and
Cambridge while they were students or hangers-on to the musical scene, and many
later joined forces in groups. All of the house performers under discussion eventually
became part of the commercial music business and were booked through agents,
handled by managers, and marketed by record companies, developments [can only
allude to here.
Each individual or group house performer had a regular performing slot at the
club. For example, Baez played two nights a week more or less regularly until she left
town circa lale 1959/earLy 1960. Later, at various times between circa 1961 and 1963, for
instance, Monday or Tuesday nights belonged to Washington, Wednesdays to Rush,
and many early weekends and later weeknights to theCRVB. By 1964 the Jug Band
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regularly played block booldngs for an entire week. and band. members played
additional gigs together in duos and trios. £n addition, individual members of the two
groups led Sunday-night Mhoots" that were open to unbilled loal! performers, events
that are discussed more fully below.
Baez and Rush,. who are full-time professional performers in 1993, bracket: the
47's existence. Baez was the first bona fide star to come out of the Oub 47 scene and she
consequently launched its reputation within the revival network by her fame; the
contemporary presence Rush has created for the 47 is discussed in the epilogue,
The groups, both of which have disbanded, represented. two principal strands of
the revival. One strand is their symboLic roles at the 47 was their Links to the
developing named-system revival of bLuegrass (the CRVB) and to popular culture
forms derived from counterculture trends (the Jug Band). The second link is the
musical paths of revivalists. The CRVB were a nonprofessional local band whose
members' principal occupational identities and income lay eLse\\lhere_ By contrast, the
Jug Band~n as a ~miprofessiona( local band whose personnel came largely from
'Nithin the 47 community and who were already maidng some oft:heir income by their
music. As the Kweskin Jug Banel. they went on to professional recognition nationwide
as full-time performers, Several band members still maintain full-or part-time musical
Washington, the remaining house performer, represented a kind of loyal
opposition to the largely WASP New England tone of the 47. As a black Latino, he
challenged and was challenged by the hegemony of the dominant culture. He
subsequently abandoned his musical career for acting, aLthough he incorporates singing
in some of his roles,IIBl
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A brief profile of these performers and their contributions to the 47s musical
story follows. Many other musicians had an influential role at the club; an analysis and
summary of their contributions comes later in this chapter to exemplify the great-boom
experience in full
Baez was the only representative house performer I was unable to interview.
She is credited by informants and the great-boom press with popularizing the dub and
almost single-handedly associating it with folk music:. (19) She is also credited with
creating the iconic popular image of the female folksinger as ~an intense young girlM
with long. flowing hair "picking a guitar" (von Schmidt and Rooney (5). Baez's forceful
personality. exotic looks and Hispanic: name, and unattainable sexuality were
symbolized by the songs she sang. such as "Silver Dagger" (Laws e21) with the lines,
"Don't sing love songs/you'll wake my mother." [20] She also sang and recorded Child
ballads on themes of unrequited or unhappy love, such as "Henry Martin" (No. 2.50)
and "Mary Hamilton" (No. 173), or more blues and country songs like recorded versions
of Josh. White's -House of the Rising Sun" and the Carter Family's "WiJdwocx1 Flower."
Like her male counterparts at the 47, her repertoire: was influenced by records.
Folkways' 1952 anthology reissue of 1920s commercial recordings was a source for her
own early recordings on Vanguard and, partly through her influence, the anthology
became a cult item for Club 47 members. (21]
Bom in New York. Baez became a member of the local music: scene while a
student at Boston University, which she attended briefly. She lived with her family
outside Cambridge. whence she continued her association with the nascent scene. It is
ironic that she capitalized on her exotic Mexican/Scots background that produced her
much-publiciZed darker-than-Anglo hair and skin. yet chose to consider herself
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mainstream WASP. Fellow Hispanic Jackie Washington once greeted her in Spanish
and was quickly admonished by her for his audacity. (221
Among her peers at the 47, Baez was dubbed. "the first ~of the Cambridge
folk thing," [23J Her star status was enhanced by being recorded in early 1959 as one of
three Folksingers 'Round Harvard~ on the local Verita5 label (von Schmidt and
Rooney 42-43). Despite always being acknowledged by informants as the 47's first well-
known performer, she is not considered as representative of the venue-or the
community-as are the other house performers. She had a significant transitional role in
the shift from jazz to folk music, but she did not fit communal notions of metaphorical,
rather than dues-paying. club membership and values. As one member recalled:
There weren't any criteria I can point to for "membership" in the
community. It had to do with whether or not you fit in; whether you
liked the scene and the people and they liked you. There was no
initiation, no trial period, despite some occasional cliquishness. [241
According to those r interviewed, Baezdid not "fit in" and many people did not
like hl!f. She was arrogant and, more seriously, often upstaged other performers. She
made it clear that she did not want or need the community in ways that others did,
hence the predominant emphasis on her personality and image, rather than her music,
when people discussed her.
Washington, who had performed along with Baez at the Golden Vanity, noted
that "Joan Baez was and is an excellent singer," but she had "an image that sold well,
too." [25] He also pointed out that her sexuality-the notorious bare feet and long hair
on which she built her image-was "like a red flag to a bull to all the Harvard boys
nearby." Geoffrey Muldaur of the Jug Band denied Baez's musical talent but
acknowledged the cult of her personality, the beginning of a theme that soon came to
fruition with rock stars:
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[don't know that Joan Baez has done anything for music, She's just a
strong personality. I don't know. When you compare that [Oub 47
scene! musically to Chicago or Memphis or places where music really
happened, you're certainly not in the same league. [26}
Bilez may have led Washington to the 47, but he paid his debt to her by teaching
her some new songs that she later recorded to popular acclaim. "Joan Baez was almost
a New York-type:' Washington observed. "She would learn from people, but didn't
teach much," yet another violation of the community ethos of sharing musical
knowledge. [171
Baez's contribution to the 47 was helping to establish folk music at the \'enue.
She reinforced her association with the club through periodic visits when she returned
East for concerts. Through her often-imitated repertoire, she created an awareness of
the Anglo-American ballad and broadside tradition in American music and, to a lesser
extent at that time, of African-American music adapted as a white woman's art form.
Baez was closer than many male performers to domestic traditions of musical
performance, including singing unaccompanied, and repertoire formation,
Ultimately, she was a woman in a predominantly male scene who expected to
formulate her own terms and refused to submit to others' expectations, surely another
cause for tension between her and the men, as well as the women, in the Club 47
community.
Tom Rush, on the other hand, epitomized the early Gub 47 scene. Bom in New
Hampshire and educated in Massachusetts, he personified the tradition of genteel
privilege that pervaded Yankee Boston and Cambridge, and drew on Harvard's
tradition of folklore studies. Yet he was the first mforrnant to comment on the self-irony
of "a Harvard kid from Groton [prestigious Massachusetts prep school] singing the
blues." Rush began as a blues singer at the Golden Vanity and the Unicom, and
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recorded his first album in 1962 on the latter's lycomu label, a record that included
Woody Guthrie's '"Talking Dust Bowr and "Pretty Boy Royd,M and legendary Delta
bluesman Robert Johnson's "Walkin' Blues~and '"Rambling On My Mind.M[28]
Rush acknowledged influences from established popular commercial singers
like Josh White and fellow white blues performers Eric von Schmidt and Geoff
Muldaur. Like them, h~ also adapted material from older records, including library of
Congress field recordings, Pan of the Mcharm,~ he said, was ferreting out obscure
records; folk music, like rock music, was ~something our parents didn't know about.~
Rush was a high-school electric guitar player, who "discovered.~ folk music upon
hearing his first Josh White record during a 1957 summer vacation in Wyoming. After
that, Rush wanted an acoustic guitar so he could "sound just like him." later, in
Cambridge, he "learned to my horror that Josh White was commercial." Not only was
that also ironic, but White already had a kind of cult popularity among incipient 47
performers who, like Baez, copied his recording of MHouse of the Rising SunM (von
Schmidt and Rooney 2U.
A biographical profile in~~(13March 19651: n..pJ described Rush
and his repertoire as;
_.3 ~rfonT1erwhose music is immediately recOgnizable as his own.
lnfluences are discernibte: Bukka White la southern black blues singerl,
Eric von Schmidt, Ooshl White.....He ranges wide in his materials,
drawing upon primarily the songs of [Woody I Guthrie, Cowboy Ballads,
and Blues.
By 1965, the revival was at its peak and it was standard practice for performers
to romanticize the open road in their songs ala Jack Kerouac or Woody Guthrie, or to
sing about rugged occupations (ike herding cattle and sailing ships, These occupations
were far from most 47 members' urban experiences and drew instead on
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youthful idealized images of the heroes on which revivalists, especially male revivalists,
were reared. Also by 1965. Rush's repertoire may have reflected aesthetic conventions
as well as audience expectations and the romance of rootlessness, since many were still
rooted. He had already recorded songs about rambling and travelling; he called
another early album ~.l.Mi.nsi.!2.Ramble and popularized JON Mitchell's '"Urge for
Going.M Of his varied rep~rtoire.Rush himself says he Mtried to be a windowpane
through which the audience couklsee the song.M as well as the image. adding:
[ wasan obvious patchwork of influences. [ knew where the Josh White
influences were, where the Jack Elliott [an early Guthrie disciplel
influences were. I knew where every note came from. but it must ha ve
flowed together because no one ever mentioned those influences.
Rush consid~rs that his edectic musical taste was an asset to him. Other 47
p~rforrners were "specialists;' he said, but he was one of the few "generalists,M doing "a
Child baUad and Bo Diddley songs back-to-back.M As a generalist, he felt he was
regarded more as an entertainer and observed, MI was not as much a purist as others. (
was more of an entertainer. That was a bitofa problem for me. (was not taken
seriously by the 'in' crO\'Id:'
Rush may have been comfortable with himself, but the tension over purity and
commercialism raised red flags to more than the Harvard boys. The conflict was
particularly troublesome to the 47 community because the business aspect of the
endeavour dearly enjoyed and needed the money Rush's successful perfonnances
generated. Like Baez, he was merely doing his job and fulfilling the commercial
expectations of his status as a house performer. He was extremely popular with
audiences and provided provocative aesthetic debate for fellow dub musicians, who
often found themselves faced with the same dilemma. Another 47 performer who was
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a member of a house-band and. like Rush, does not consider himself part of the ~in~
crowd observed:
The people who were never taken musically seriously were of course the
ones who were really successful I said nobody ever dreamed ofactually
trying to make any money at it.. IT anybody did what you would
consider the usual commerdal moves or made moves that you would
have considered ~commercial.~ Jackie [Washingtonl would have been
one, Tom Rush would have been another,
And as a consequence. we saw them as being impurists, Not
having any particular genre that they were into; just grabbing a piece of
this and a piece of that, Tom Rush would do an Eric von Schmidt song;
Jackie would do a flamenco song then also do a blues and some corny
spiritual and a kids song, which to us was how could you really be good
if you were doing aU this stuff and weren't doing it in any particular
authentic style? [29J
Yet. when f asked if he thought that commercialism equalled impurity,
connoting that aesthetic judgments tainted by money gave rise: to tensions over success.
he continued:
I don't think it was tension, I loved Jackie and he and (could get very
funny together, We could get in tears because he was so funny. He had a
sense of humour about what he did.._ (loved to listen to him so (
shouldn't-l like to listen to a lot of stuff Tom Rush did, so what do (
really mean? I would notdo what they did. I don't mean [didn't like
what they did; to me it wasjust~without~~,
Rush transcended the philosophical fray and continued to use his popularity to
bankroll his own career and, paradoxically again, the image and legend of Club 47. His
rol~ is that of the preservationist.. His popularity and fmanciat success were
transformed into assets for Oub 47, which are preserved today. In that sense, he closes
the bracket that Baez opened.
Jackie Washington's baCkgroWld is the opposite of Rush's, but his self-perceived
insider·on-the-outside experiences are similar, not just because of his equal commercial
success. Born in Puerto Rico, he grew up in Boston and was educated at the highly-
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regarded public Boston latin School (as was Child) and at EmeI50n College, which
specializes in training students for the communications and entertainment fields. He
was and is highly aware of his nonmainstream role in the dub and is the dosest of all
the house performers to his own traditional roots.
Washington recalled that he (earned songs from his West [ndian "granny" and
also capitalized on Jamaican-American Harry Belafonte's popularity as a calypso singer
beginning in the mid-1950s. Washington's style and repertoire were an eclectic mix of
influences, and by his own account, he played the guitar "not weU" and sang a
combination of:
Puerto Rican folksongs, calypso, [Pete] Seeger and Weavers sing-
alongs....What I did was come more from who I am, rather than imitate
something off a record....While the bluegrassers at the club were
imitating licks, r was looking for my own lick. [301
Washington wanted to be an entertainer from the beginning ofms musical
consciousness. Others at the club might have been pursuing an avocational interest in
music, he reflected, but he was "submerging myself in music." He acknowledged that
he had "celebrity status" in Boston even before he got to Cambridge and the 47 in the
early 196Os. He saw himself as an idol and role model to "some young people," which
he considered to be socially advantageous to both sides. The "total Cambridge scene
{lvasI always open to those whose inclusions benefitted the group," he recalled.
Washington clearly was aware of his unique status in a basically WASP milieu.
"Being Latin was a private difference. I was not a part of America," he said. Again it is
ironic that at the time, most people in Cambridge-and Boston--considered him
exclusively black, and either patronized or harassed him as a black man. Yet
Washington now portrays himself as "Latin" or as a "black Latino:' Today he goes by
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the name of John land ron, another form of his birth name. sings in Hispanic revues in
New York, and cherishes the anecdote of speaking to Bae2 in Spanish..
Despite his reputation in Boston coffeehouses as a "big shot" before he followed
Ban to Cambridge. Washington said his shifting insider/outsider status had a definite
effect on his life that he came to realize only through his experiences at the 47.
~Everyone was all liberal, antiwar, but the people who sang came from societies where
the nigger comes through the back. door.~ Some members of the 47 community
socialized him to aspects of wealth and privilege that he did not experience in his
Puerto Rican neighbourhood in Roxbury, one of the few racially mixed sections of
Boston. To him, '·Cambridge [meantl hanging out and meeting audiences and going to
their wealthy family homes."
Washington recaUed that he was exploited in situations as much as he used the
same situations to his advantage, His status at the 47 elevated him to a unique position,
especially in a community that valued celebrity and lionized incipient celebrities, He
.:onsidered himself a ~free zone" outside his ID:!!I!...constrieted community's expectations
and could practice his sexual coming-(lf.·age across the river in Cambridge, where he
was a "black guy [being usedl as a white girls' rebellion.~
Washington also refused to be a stereotype ora ~study~ for the 47 crowd, though
at times he said he felt he was their ~exotic trifle.... He did not do gospel music,. he said,
contrary to a fellow performer's memory of his ~comy spirituals.~ Regardless which is
the example of revisionist history, Washington said that, "Black people are interested in
contemporary things.rm not interested in looking backward." Yet dearly he was
proud of the fact that he learned and perpetuated traditional family songs and sang
Puerto Rican folksongs and Seeger and Weavers "sing.alongs" that had entered
tradition. For him, singing folksongs was a personal political act as well as an
entertaining one. ~Folk music.~ he observed. ~slipped through the cracks~ of the
dominant culture's control of-nonwhite~people in the early 1960s. Politics, not music.
was where the~ felt threatened by black people, he said.
Washington said he did not practice overt civil-rights activism from the stage.
but his 1965 Vanguardalbum.~~!lQy££reflected the growing
consciousness of the civil rights movement during the revival. The 47 audience was
aware of the civil rights theme at Newport in 1963 and of several incidents of racially-
motivated harassment Washington had endured earlier in Boston. Songs such as
"Freedom School,~ "Song (or Ben Chaney" [a blackdvil rights activist killed in
Mississippi in 1964 along with two white activists!. and ''SongofPeace'' all had themes
calling for racial hannony.
Washington overtly used his racial background and his middle-class stature to
help sensitize the 47 community to cultural diversity, He was both different and similar
~nough to fellow Club 47 participants that his music and personal charisma certainly
made his messages palatable to the overwhelmingly white mainstream community. He
pointed out that he was particularly conscious of singing about "1ilywhiten skin or "pale-
and wan faces and intentionally changed lyrics to more inclusive terms. For instance.
he altered the lyrics to Phil Oehs's song. 'There But for Fortune.- from the phrase
-whose face has gone pale- to ~whose life has gone stale~-a song Washington
popularized at the 47 before Baa recorded it
Thus Washington's role at the 47 included a spiritual dimension; he functioned
as a k.ind of conscience of the community. Through his popularity, he forced. the
community to confrontdirecUy notions ofracia! and economic inequality. some of
which, like theirs, was outside his own experience, He transcended the stereotyped.
roles of the segregated black musician and entertainer in American society and created
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a new model whose success may have been short-lived, butcutainly was influential
and left its mark.
Washington and Rush each described. themselves as the chief money-maker for
the 47. despite whatever philosophical qualms those roles caused. Rush said that when
he began playing at the 47, Washington was ~the attendance \dng~ and Rush's goal.
which he said he achieved. was to top him. Washington. in tum, said he vied with
Rush to claim title as most consLsl.-:nt money-n\aker for the 47. Booking manager Betsy
Siggins's December 1962 memo on ~New Pay Scales" acknowledged Washington's
status: "Jackie Washington is to be paid 550.00 flat fee whenever he sings a full evening
(rather than splitting th~ bill with another act]....He is a proven draw and 50 is entitled
to this for his dforts." [31J Regardless who generated the most money for the venue,
the point is that only the most popular entertainers whose repertoires were a mix of
styles and sources were capable of consistently bankrolling Club 47 over a (ong period
of time.
The other draws to the 47 were its two bands that originated within the
community. The two bands, the CRVB and the Kweskin Jug Band. represent the two
eras ofOub 47 symbolized by its locations. With the bands came the emphasis on
group identity rather than personal history. Bands, with their changing personnel,
were larger entities than the sum of their individual members. The v.-ay people
discussed house bands in interviews reflected more a group's collective personae rather
than individual attitudes, although individuals certainly were discussed. [ndividual
histories of band membt!rs are interesting, and sometimes critical to the story, but the
music as art form is all important.
One of the "first northern bluegrass bands to spring into existence" (Malone,
~MYa.k249). the CRVB were an avocational. all-male bluegrass ensemble
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comprised originaJly almost exclusively of "Harvard boys~ with occasional fellow
student members from other local institutions. Half of the band was born in New
England or the Northeast; the others arrived in Cambridge to study. The group formed
in the late 1950s and personified the more relaxed early years of the community's tenure
on Mount Auburn Street, considered by ail my informants to be the heyday of the 47,
when it was stiU predominantly a loca! scene.
The band is generaUy known by its initials and called the ~C.R.V.B:' According
to a former member, the name is "both an homage [to] and a take-off' on the names of
"traditional bands from the South." [321 He recalled that two well-known bluegrass
bands in the late 1950s when the CRVB began were lester Flatt and EarL Scruggs and
the Foggy Mountain Boys, and Bitt Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys. The other mode!
was "naming the band fora nearby riverorcreek~as in "Cousin Emmyand the Coon
Creek Girls" which, in fact, conflates performers who had no connection except for
heLping to establish independent performing traditions for women in the 1930s that,
ironically, preceded th... male-.dominated bluegrass genre.
Like any group, the CRVB weath... red personneL changes but Bob Siggins, its
founder and Leader, provided. continuity until the 47 dosed. The CRVB line-up
generally comprised banjo, guitar, mandolin, and bass. [nfluences on the band's
repertoire and style were largely classic bluegrass bands Like Monroe's, Flatt and
Scruggs. the Stanley Brothers, and "particularly the Osborne Brothers because we Loved
their harmonies and their endings~; and, to a lesser extent, individuals like Uncle Dave
Macon, a banjo play...r from the South who was one of the first stars of the Grand Ole
Opry in the 1920s, whose frailing style Siggins imitated.
Band members were also influenced by the lilly Brothers-Everett on mandolin
and Sea on guitar--a bluegrass duo originally from West Virginia who had been playing
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in Boston venues since the early 1950s. They often appeared with fellow West Virginian
Don Stover on banjo and fiddler Tex Logan, an MIT-educated engineer from rural
Texas, who had persuaded the Ullys to move north and also later recorded with the
CRVB. ~Ear!y bluegrass in New England as far as [know is the Lilly Brother5,~ said a
CRVB member.
In d.rca 1963 the original group ofcoUege boys solidified its folk roots with more
traditionally-oriented performers. Joe Val [Valiente). a working<1ass mandolin player
with a day job, joined the CRVB. He was older than the other members and had roots in
Boston's country-music scene. Born in an ltalian-American section of Boston, he had
played on country-music radio station WCOP's~~sincethe early 1950s
and appeared in venues such as Boston's Hillbilly Ranch and the Mohawk Ranch,
which attracted country-music enthusiasts and, for a short period later, folk revivalists
who were of legal drinking age. Val bridged the gap between revival bands and
country bluegrass musidans. having performed. also with the Lilly BrothelS and later
with revivalists [Bill! Keith and Uiml Rooney, whose bluegrass band came out of the
Baston country music scene and who also were deeply involved in Oub 47. Val gave
the CRVB what they considered to be authentic bluegrass credentials, according to a
fellow band member who recalled
(t was the addition of Joe Val that made the CRVB into a~ bluegrass
band. We had one guy who could really sing. Most city bluegrass bands
don't have that They don't have somebody who can really sing. They
do as good as they can, that's all [can say. That's the hardest thing to do
in a city bluegrass band, to find somebody who can really sing. But we
had Jot! Val and he could sing. [33]
A year after Val joined the CRVB, Everett Alan Lilly, Jr., became the band's
bassist and reinforced the link between the revivalists and older traditions. The son of
Everett Lilly, "Everett Alan" as he was called to distinguish him from his father, was a
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second-generation bluegrass musician and also a student. With Lilly and Val, the
CRVB's bluegtasS credentials were above reproach.
The CRVB's country music, gleaned from the Crand Ole Opry, recordings by
",arty bluegrass bands. aod 10Gl1 performers. held tremendous appeal to young
northerners. John Cooke first heard an early incarnation of the CRVB and said. "'What
kind of music is t!lat?" and started buying bluegrass records and adapting his guitar
style to bluegrass, which up until then had been influenced by rock-and-roll and blues
on old 78s. By fall 1961, he was the CRva's guitarist.
James Field, a laterCRVll guitarist, also aspired to play bluegrass, but did not
abandon totally his enthusiasm for rock-aod-roll or country music:
Just speaking for myself. the musk that r sang that I really liked
always spoke straight to me. [get pictures when rsing a song.
Sometimes it makes me think of people r know. [n some songs.
especially sacred songs either gospel songs, either bluegrass or black, get
straight to the emotional I'm not religious at all, but it's
something about the purity of those young people saying ru build a
stairwar to heaven. What that says to me is that r never consciously
tried to somehow reach for something pure-there was never a conscious
decision to cast on these modem trilppings-just let me find something
pure maybe if [just learned that song. It just appealed to me in some
sort of visceral way. [t just spoke right to me.
That doesn't mean that it wasn't some sort of reaction to boring,
white, middle-class America.... It's just those lyrics, They speak right to
me. Songs [like. Some of them don't [speak). Eventually, that kind of
pushed me toward real commercial country music, because it was about
things that were going on. After a while I felt like I was singing about a
world that ceased to exist about 1945 in bluegrass music, It wasn't there
anymore. But Buck Owens aod George Jones were sort of singing about
real life, [341
The appeal of the music led Field to learn how to play it, although it was never
his intention at that tim~ to become a musician:
That wasn't 'til later. That wasn't'tiI [got good enough at bluegrass
music and got paid to do it and then had a chance to be in the local
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bluegrass band. Then I think I started tOying with the idea. Actualty,
I've never stopped toying with the idea. [351
The CRVB were the first house performers to devote themselves to one genre.
They knew they were imitating consciously and unconsdously the sounds of their
mentors'recordings. Records were their original source for learning style and
repertoire until southern musidans began to come north to play for revival audiences.
Soon the CRVB were making their own recordings, which broadened their base
of local and regional fans, especiaUy since they usually were tied to Cambridge and
Boston because of members' student or day-job commibnents. Appropriately, the
CRVB made the first record to come out of the 47 on its short-lived Mount Auburn
label. The album was reissued in late 1962 on the widely-distributed. Prestige Records
as the first of the CRVB's several recordings for that company. By 1966 the band
recorded their last album,~ CountrY in Nashville for Elektra. The album fearured
a dozen of Lennon and MacCartney's popular songs, which band members considered
to be folk songs, set to bluegrass arrangements. Field. the principal force behind
Beatie CountrY recalled the songs and their appeal to local enthusiasts, a testimonial
that the band later translated to the album:
In I would guess the fall of '64, one could look it up, the Beatles
released the~ album and on that album was a tune called,
''['ve JUSt Seen a Face." [walked into our next rehearsal and said, "You
know the Beatles just did a bluegrass song." They said, "What do you
mean?" So [ played it. I said, "We ought to learn that. Thars a goddamn
bluegrass song:' No, irs these English kids doing their version of
bluegrass.
So we learned it and we went out and sang it some place and
got instant, tremendous reaction. And then we added another one, which
was Ringo attempting to be Buck Owens doing-it was a really stupid
song, What the hell was it? ''What Goes on in Your Mind?" So we had
these two songs in what must have been the winter of '64/'65 and there
was something held in [Boston's) Hynes Memorial Auditorium called
WinterFest. WinterFest had folk music on it and the Kweskin Jug Band
sang on it. Came time for our part, there was a big crowd. It was the
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Hynes Auditorium. Full of people. And we went into ~['ve Just Seen a
FaceR and the place was like thunder. That was great. 1361
Despite and because of their popularity. the CRVB had to mediate aesthetic
decisions with the audience. negotiating notions of authenticity with the commercial
demands of their own marketplace at the 47. I asked Field how they adapted their
performances to satisfy audience demands, based on experiences like the one recounted
above. Obviously the CRVB had been aware of how their presentation changed. but the
question is not one he had encountered before. Changes and modifications in their aets
were further evidence of how musicians were becoming distanced from their audiences
as the revival matured. At the Palmer Street location, for instance. changes were
symbolized by the CRV8's inability to jam informally with their friends and fans as thlty
had donlt in Itarlierdays on Mount Auburn Street;
That's a reaUy interesting question. Because that changed r
would say as the folk revival matured. At first if you were playing
bluegr.lSS, you got together a bluegrass band and played the songs that
you liked and you learned them as good as you could and then you went
out and did them for an audience. Maybe initially that was your
repertoire. And then you figured that audiences really liked. started to
ask for, certain ones. Oh, they really liked that one. So maybe
instinctively or intentionally try and find a couple more songs sort of like
that. Or make sure that you have-they reatly like those hoedown fiddle
tunes SO we've got to do one every set. That kind of thing. Just kind of
basic parameters of entmaining; of doing something that people pay
money to come in and. see.
You can't arrange your set the way you'd like it. If I arranged my
set the way I like it.. there'd never be any breakdowns on it because as a
guitar player. they're really boring to play. Breakdowns are just like-sore
wrists are what I associate breakdowns with. [371
Observations by two community members typified the effect that the CRYB and
bluegrass music had on their audiences. The latter, especially, marks the transition
between the early and later days at Club 47. To Betsy Siggins [SchmidtJ. who dropped
her proper Boston birth name of Minot upon marrying Oklahoman Bob Siggins, part of
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the appeal of the music may have been its being so far removed from her own
experiences, yet it aroused the sense of historicism and tradition so dearly loved in New
England. Of the music she commented:
I took to bluegrass and old-timey music as if it was second nature to me.
I have!l.Q idea why. But [certainly [know] that in knowing people like
Doc Watson and Almeda Riddle [an Ozarks singerl-I mean who listens
to Dock Boggs? I mean, I still hear the beauty in it. I hear the clarity.
Anybody who can sing"O Death" and get away with it still to me has a
lot of balls. It's a great song and it speaks to English and Irish and
Scottish history and [like all those ties. [38J
For Arthur Krim, another loyal CRVB fan and amateur banjo player, the band-
and Club 47-reaffirmed a community ethos, which he described in terms of the sheer
audience numbers the performers attracted. He also made the link between audience
appreciation for and popularity of the CRVB and the Kweskin Jug Band:
It was very clear that the people up on stage were sifted through
a very careful talent pool and what you were hearing was the most
abstract, the most intellected [sicl and the most authentic presentations
of whatever music scene was going on. I never actually understood who
selected who was going up there, but it was pretty obvious that there
was a group of reguiar performers and they had regular days and I
always tried, again, to come in on Charles River Valley Boys time
because ( reatly enjoyed what they did, including the old Dave Macon
songs and the Bill Monroe numbers and they seemed to have a lvide
variety. I also enjoyed Ethan Signer [early CRVB fiddler and mandolin
player], who had quite an absurd sense of humour....
Joe Val formed his own group there [the New England Bluegrass
Boys]. It was precise and very authentic, but it never had the sort of cool
abstraction that theCharies River VaUey Boys had, which then
blossomed into a group that reaUy took everyone by storm. It was very
obvious that the Kweskin Jug Band was where the inner core ofOub 47
was operating from. [39]
The CRVB spanned the 47's history and represented one strand of revival
history. Today, the professional personae of the core members include a biochemist
(Siggins), novelist (Cooke), film-maker (Field), psychologist (Lilly), and biophysicist
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(Signer), but those whom I interviewed continue to identify themselves primarily as
musicians and still play bluegrass regularly in their local bands or infrequently at some
of the Oub 47 reunions. Joe Val died in the 1at21980s, but throughout the 1970s and
early 19805 he was leader of his own renowned band. the New England Bluegrass Boys,
which was known for his singing and mandolin playing in the classic Monroe style.
The Palmer Street days are associated with growing professionalism and
associated with the Kweskin Jug Band. As the 19605 progressed, the band moved easily
between its home base and network sojourns, developing the detachment and personae
necessary for becoming commercial and media successes. The Kweskin Jug Band is
credit~ with launching a jug-band fad that spread nationwide during the revival and
peaked just prior to the emergence of electric rock music in the mid-1960s. The music
was sometimes caUed "skiffle;' linking it to forms reintroduced to Americans by British
groups like the Beatles at about the same time.
Jug-band music injected elements of whimsy and playfulness. Drawn from the
urban South, the form originated in black groups in Memphis in the 1920s and
integrated material from travelling minstrel shows and more mainstream popular
music of the early decades of the century (Charters 107·30). Jug band music was good-
time music and impossible to take seriously; it utilized nonorthodox musical
instruments, and performers' on-stage swaying and prancing often alluded to songs'
dance heritage.
The Kweskin band pushed popular revival forms to new limits in their quest to
entertain through outrageousness and their enthusiasm forced audiences to take
themselves less seriously. Much of this comic aspect had to do with the band's
involvement with drugs and their missionary zeal for "turning people on" to drug use
everyWhere they went (von Schmidt and Rooney 187). Their antics foreshadowed the
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counterculture of the late 1960s that incorporated aspects of folk music and its
performance into the larger domain of "sex and drugs and rock and ron."
In their early days in 1963, the Kwesldn Jug Band shared personnel with the
CRVB until several individuals were forced to make decisions about their musical
futures. They had to decide whether to pursue music full time with the Jug Band and
go on the road, a lifestyle that many original Jug Band members already found
familiar, or remain at home with the CRVB as semiprofessionals with other
responsibilities. Bob Siggins chose to stay with the CRVB and develop his banjo and
pedal-steet guitar styles, and finish his studies. Mel Lyman, who had participated in
other scenes induding the one in and around Brandeis University in nearby Waltham,
replaced Siggins on banjo in the Jug Band and ptayed a second harmonica to David
Simon (also known as Bruno Wotfe). Fritz Richmond, from suburban Boston, made the
transition to professional performer when he joined the Jug Band as full-time jug-and
washtub-bass player after being the 47's official "house bass player" as well as a member
of the CRVB. [401
Rush and Washington may have earned the most money for the dub, but
Richmond believes that he is the house performer who consistently took the most
money!:lli! of the dub during his tenure. In addition to his income as a CRVB- and then
Jug-Band member, he earned money as house back-up player to, among others, Jackie
Washington and to Keith and Rooney. By late 1962/early 1963 Betsy Siggins wrote into
dub booking policy that Richmond was to get a set fee for his back-up work, as well as
any additional monies that individuals and groups he backed paid him. [41J
Like the CRVE, the Kweskin Jug Band also drew most of its original members
from the academic milietJ)( of Boston and Cambridge. By 1963 these individuals were in
their mid·20s and most had long ago abandoned their studies for jobs that supported
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their musical pursuits untit they could make a living playing music full time. Jobs also
supported their use of drugs, which is reflected in their often zany and euphoric song
arrangements, sometimes with spoken asides and in-jokes, and the complement of
unconventional instruments such as washtub bass, jug, washboard, and comb-and-
tissue paper; and kazoo, ukulele, and clarinet, little kno"'-"TI to revivalists outside iug
bands. Jug Band members accompanied these instruments with the more familiar
guitar, banjo, harmonica, mandolin, and fiddle.
Also like the CRVB, the Jug Band owed much of their repertoire and inspiration
to old and reissued recordings. Where the CRYB could see and hear their heroes like
the Lilly Brothers, Bit! Monroe, Ratt and Scruggs, and the Osborne Brothers perfonn
live as well as on recordings, old jug band music was only available on records from the
1920s and 193Os, as were many of the jazz and ragtime songs of the same period they
also adapted. Many members of those early recorded jug bands, in tum, came out of
th~ trav~lIingcountry mooidne show tradition and the black country dance bands
(Charters 108, 121). This material was even more obscure than many of the recorded
blues songs the band also performed, and unlike many blues singers from that early
period, jug-band perfonners did not find a second career performing at revival festivals
and venues after their songs were rediscovered in the 19605.
Jim Kweskin, from Stamford, Connecticut, was heavily influenced by Memphis
jug bands such as the Cannon Jug Stampers and the Memphis Jug Band, black
ensembles that recorded in the 19205, and by ragtime. The Kweskin band recorded
versions of the Memphis Jug Band's "Overseas Stomp" and "Jug Band Music." Ragtime
songs such as old familiar ones like 'The Sheik of Araby," "Somebody Stole My Gal,"
and "Ukulele Lady" became part of their repertoire. To songs drawn from these
influences, the iug Band added good-time music with humourous lyrics, such as ''Never
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Swat a Ay~or"Beedle Um Bum.ft To this already ec.Iectic mix, they played and recorded
songs such as Uncle Dave Macon's ~Moming Blues~; LeadbeUy's "'When I Was a
Cowboy.- a song rust coUected from him by John Lomax; and southern blues like Blind
Boy Fuller's '"Rag Mama,ft which became Kweskin's theme song. and Mississippi John
Hurt's '"Richland Woman.~ which later capitalized on Maria Muldaur's vocals and
became her signature song.
Blues was an especial interest to guitarist GeoffT'ey Muldaur, who had grown up
in New Jersey listening to black blues singers on old 78s. ftl began to hear nunblings
about what was going on up in Cambridge, Massachusetts. There were white guys into
the same thing I was;' he said about hearing Eric von Schmidt and RolfCahn's
Folkways record of white blues released in early 1961. (42] Ven Schmidt, from
suburban Connecticut, had been involved in the various revival scenes throughout the
1950s and was a major influence on MuIdaur: ftlt was amazing to me that there was
another human being that was into this blues stuIflike I was.ft like Kweskin, MuJdaur
abandoned his studies at Boston University and moved ftacross the river" to become a
serious musical\, using Club 47 as his base:
You think you're the only person in the work! who feels a certain way
and aU of a sudden you find like 36 other people in the same place, you
now, listening to Blind Boy Fuller (black bluesman from the Carolinasl
and Clarence Ashley-you know this kind of eclectic-that got into art
and all other facets, too. {431
In 1963, soon after they fonned. the band recorded their first album for
Vanguard, Lim Kwesk.in W!M rug Band which still included Siggins on banjo. The
album helped to launch the nationwide jug·band craze that found avocatienal imitators
in high schools and COlleges, and manifested in other bands that imitated the Kweskin
original. These bands included Dave Van Rank's Ragtime Jug Stempers and the Even
·In-
Dozen Jug Band in New York, which recorded on Elekb'a Records; or the local. short-
tived Unicom Jook Band in Boston, several of whose members also played regularly at
the 47. Coming towards the end of the revival, the jug band crazequkkly dissipated;
bands either broke up or, like the Grateful Dead and the lovin' Spoonful, became rock
bands following the British Invasion. "With the exception of the Kweskin Jug Band,
which happened to be very good, forming a p.rg or jook band seemed to be a one-way
ticket to oblivion·' (von Schmidt and Rooney 235).
For the Kweskln group, which started the craze, the alternative was to become
commercial. The Jug Band was the only 47-based group to tour extensively and
regularly outside New England. [n addition, in early 1964, they were the first 47 group
to appear on national television, when they were on the~A!1m~with Allen
and Johnny Carson, whom they taught to play kazoo accompaniment on "Overseas
Stomp" (von Schmidt and Rooney 180-81), That summer they were also the fltSt 47
group to appear at Newport. During their travels the Kweskin Jug Band functioned as
ambassadors for Club 47 and also brought the burgeoning national network back home
via the new performers they were meeting and encouraging to go to Cambridge. They
dearly were having fun-insouciance was their trademark. Their popularity surprised
them, because they said they did not work doggedly to create their ever-expanding
careers. Geoffrey Muldaur recalls that:
When the Jug Band started getting out of tOW'!l, when we first went to
Los Angeles, we couldn't believe it. People would come up and say, hey,
I like the no costume thing, baby. Nice bit. You know? We were going,
wow, 1don't believe this. You know, so we were very cynical. but we
truly did not give a fuel<. I think we-the Jug Band waS to me the sort of
predecessor of the Grateful Dead [the rock band that grew out of bLues,
jug band, bluegrass, and country music influences]. I'd like to think the
music was a little better, but the attitude was, you know, we're going to
·In-
playa little here and we're not particularly interested in whether you like
it or not, but we're glad you could come, [441
Maria D'Amato Muldaur joined the band in spring 1964,a few months prior to
Newport, in one of its perennial personnel shuffles after the departure of SimonIWolfe.
At that time she played fiddle, but soon became known solely as one of the band's lead
singers. Where the CRVE had Val and Lilly as working-class ties to traditional music,
the Jug Band had Maria Muldaur, not just the token woman, but the New York ethnic
Italian. She grew up in Greenwich Village and was familiar with urban street culture
and the New York music industry. Like many other eastern urban Italians, she had a
brief flirtation singing rock and roll (Curtis 82). She joined. several amateur girl groups
before her family prohibited further musical development in that genre, and was even a
member of the Even Dozen Jug Band before she moved to Cambridge (von Schmidt and
Rooney 127·28). [451
Maria Muldaur herself emphasizes her ties with older and more
traditional performers, which was an important aspect of the Jug Band's image when
they began to interact with predominantly southern musicians whom they met at
festivals and on the road. Like her then·husband, Geoffrey Muldaur, she linked herself
to black bluesmen. She spoke publicly about meeting and working with Mississippi
John Hurt, in particular, and INith other southern performers:
It was a really special time in the '60s because a lot of America's finest
roots singers and musicians were still alive and [was part of a group that
was into bringing them from the rural centres of the South into the urb<ln
centres up North and just to expose them to a much wider audience. It
was an exciting time musically and a very influential one for me. (46)
Forall their prior innovations, she brought a new dimension to both the band
and the Club 47 image, which one informant recalled:
Maria Muldaur when she came on with the Jug Band was very, very
captivating and obviously put the Jug Band in a new orbit of interest just
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because they had someone, a woman, who could play the fiddle, which
she never does anymore. Actually she was a fiddle player and she
played very well. [471
rn addition to Maria Muldaur, further evidence of the Kweskin Jug Band'S
growing professionalism and commercial appeal was their addition by 1964 of banjo
virtuoso Bill Keith, who replaced Lyman. A native of southeastern Massachusetts,
while at Amherst College he had produced revival concerts in western Massachusetts
with future 47 perfonners Buffy St. Marie and Taj Mahal. and already had ties to the
early Cambridge scene through fellow prep-schoo! classmates and also through Jim
Rooney, with whom he had formed a bluegrass duo while both were students at
Amherst. Keith initially left Cambridge to play with Red Allen and Frank Wakefield
and the Kentuckians in Washington, then went to Nashville to help Earl Scruggs write a
banjo book, and soon thereafter became one of Bill Monroe's bluegrass boys (von
Schmidt and Rooney 96,155-56). "The first Yankee folksong revivalist to join the Blue
Grass Boys" (Rosenberg,~ 183), it was from Monroe's band that Keith jumped
to the Jug Band and returned to his geographical and musical roots. As he recalled in
von Schmidt and Rooney's book:
The Jug Band gave me a chance to get back into the kind of music I had
played back in high schooL..! was unschooled in the kind of blues that
Geoffrev was into, and I was also unaware of the stuff that Kweskin was
into, so '[ went back to listening to records and learning stuff....Being in
the Jug Band and back in Cambridge got me involved in the whole scene
there. It was totally unstructured, but it resulted in a broad education in
many musical styles-from bluegrass and old-timey to gospel to blues to
ragtime to jazz. A certain person might have a specialty but there was
little of the competitive kind of feeling which prohibits anyone from
learning what they wanted to know. And the word "community" gets
that out to me as much as anything. The Jug Band itself was a
community. The whole scene around Cambridge and Boston became a
community....Hanging out was a big part of life with the Jug Band. We
spent time in Toronto, Berkeley, and LA., and in each place we had a lot
of friends and kept doing what we did when we were home in
Cambridge 084-85).
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Richard Greene was another stellar musician who joined the Kweskin Jug Band.
He began playing old-time fiddle and then moved to bluegrass as a member of the New
York-based Greenbriar Boys and was another revivalist who, like Keith, had been a
bluegrass boy with Monroe (Malone,~~ 346; von Schmidt and Rooney
214). The quality of Greene and Keith's musicianship is evident on arrangements
throughout the Jug Band's 1967 Reprise album, ~.Qfl2.:&released ironically just
before the band's breakup.
One informant summarized the Jug Band's influence and acknowledged their
leading fellow audience-members and fans into lesser-known aspects of American
music:
!t was very evident that once the Jug Band had been formed, that there
was something happening that was exploding out of Club 47 and that
this was not just simple guitar music by people who had read old folk
music books. But this was pressing out the very limits of music. They
had discovered a vein of music that no one knew about....All the blues
material was completely unknO'N!\ to me and [honestly believe it was
unknown to most of the audience so that the Jug Band was sort of
reinterpreting music that most people did not actually know about, but
obviously had been playing the records and trying to pull back the
materiaL (481
The Jug Band clearly thrived and responded to this kind of audience enthusiasm
even if they found the adulation bewildering and reacted accordingly. Geoffrey
Muldaur said:
It's like, whereas I said before, when I came into the Club 47 during those
times in the '60s, everything [ was doing was being validated
immediately. [t was being understood, recognized, realized....Maybe the
Club 47-everytime [go down this line of reasoning, I remember Tom
Rush and Jackie Washington getting the most people to the Club 47, too,
so it wasn't that mass appeal was always there or the most talent was
bringing in the most people, either. It wasn't complete truth and justice
was going on. But it seemed to include everything. For me, you can't
preach unless there's a congregation. [491
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The congregation was willing to listen until other musical forces that they were
hdping to create and in which they were participating took over. An informant put the
Jug Band into historical perspective within the larger musical scene in American
popular culture;
Dub 47 sort of picked up a slack between real classic rock and
roll (really did like Jerry Lee lewis and I really do like Buddy Holly
and I really did like Little Richard and I really did like the Everly
Brothers and I really do like Chuck Beny. (listen to this stuff. I
appreciated Elvis Presley, but [really liked Jerry Lee Lewis and I really
liked the Big Bopper.
Not that I was aware of the Buddy HoUy plane crash. In fact, the
only thing I was aware of was that the Big Bopper had died. I really
didn't know who Buddy Holly really was. But the Everly Brothers
absolutely. Jerry Lee Lewis certainly.
5ut they had faded by the early '60s and so Club 47 and
particularly the Jug Band-I'm offering this out, but [have to say in
retrospect that [ think the Jug Band is the most purified essence of the
people and the meaning of what was going on.
This very sophisticated removed, aloof, wild, intellectualized
interpretation of sort of downhome, southern juke joint music. Then the
Beatles came in and the music was back in style again. And also the
Rolling Stones. But in the period '61, '62, '63, everyone said nothing's
going on and you look back and actually historically, that period is a
dead point in popular music. [SO)
After the group disbanded, Geoff and Maria Muklaur played and recorded
together, Keith joined the back·up band for the Canadian duo Ian and Sylvia, Greene
joined Seatrain, and Richmond became a recording engineer for E1ektra Records
(Rooney, Bossmen 89; von Schmidt and Rooney 292. 296). Kweskin teamed up again
with Mel Lyman in the Lyman Family, all of whose members came from Fort HilL
The Kweskin Jug Band-and thus Gub 47-continue to have a contemporary
presence on the music scene. Several former band members reunite under the name
"The Jug Band" to play for tours and concerts, such as their 1991 Japanese tour and
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appearance at the Winnipeg folk festival, in addition to solo fuU- and part-time musical
The Kweskin Jug band was the first group to represent the Oub 47 scene at the
Newport folk festival and continued to expand the 4Ts and their own reputation into
the furthest reaches of the revival network. From there, they transcended the revival
and entered popular musical culture, where their transitional brand of surrogate rock
music bl;.'Came a force in its own right. Along the way they, too, revived many songs
and musical styles from America's musical past and infused them with contemporary
aesthetics and messages. The next section is a fuller examination of trends represented
by Club 47s house performers and discusses musical aspects of the venue not yet
covered.
5.4 Bookings and Trends at Club 47
Musical performances were the driving force of Club 47. Besides being the focus
of the music culture there, they provided the basis of the organization's revenue, which
came primarily from membership fees and admissions dues, and secondarily from
refreshment sales. Music IN3S taken seriously and musicians were expected to meet and
maintain the community's demanding aesthetic standards.
Club 47 performers fell into two categories, of which the major house performers
typified the first; the second were avocationallocal performers who did or did not
become semi- or professional musicians. To this core were added performers who
appeared between 1964 and 1968, who played at Club 47 as part of the folk revival
circuit.
The majority of performers were male, appearing solo or in groups, After Baez
left, there were no regular solo female house performers, although a few women like
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local Boston singer Dayle Stanley, who sang mostly country music; and Carol Langstaff,
a Putney prep school classmate of many 47 regulars who specialized in Anglo-
American ballads and dulcimer music, appeared frequently for brief concentrated
periods of time.
A survey of bookings revealed trends reflecting the aesthetic ethos of the
members. This was best exemplified by the 47's reputation as a kind of listening room
where the audience was expected to listen attentively and savour the music as an
intellectual, as well as an entertaining, experience. Regular and visiting performers
were deemed to be known already by the audience and thus were not formally
introduced, another instance of in-group, insider 1crIowiedge that connoted intimacy.
Featured performers played for the entire evening and were not preceded by opening
acts, although they were sometimes joined by other musicians in the audience for
informal jamming. (511
According to informants, articles in the revival press, and a survey of bookings
listed in the 47's calendars and~ Broadside blues and bluegrass were the two
genres that were decidedly most popular at Dub 47. These popular genres began to
affect and influence bookings soon after the club commenced featuring "folk music,"
beginning with Baez's versions of Anglo-American ballads, African-American blues and
spirituals, and old country songs. Early blues regulars were Eric von Schmidt, Rolf
Cahn, and Harvard-studtmt Mitch Greenhill. Bluegrass regulars were Keith and
Rooney, in addition to the CRVB. Management tried to balance these forms with other
kinds of musical presentations. By the mid-1960s, they were booking visiting
performers like Mike Seeger of the New Lost Oty Ramblers and the eclectic Woody
Guthrie disciple Jack Elliott; and former out-of-town performers like singer-songwriters
Tim Hardin, Eric Andersen, and Folkways artist Mark Spoelstra from New York; and
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future Youngbloods member Jerry Corbett from California, all of whom were attracted
to Cambridge for varying periods of time.
Nineteen sixty-two was the year the 47 found its niche. In its 20 April 1961
issue. Broadside observed, -rechniGllly, the finest folk music in the area comes out of
this non-profit. educational, coffeehouses on Mt Aubin Isicl StreetW Memorial Day
weekend in late May was devoted to bluegrass. according to an advert:isement in
Broadside «10 May 19621:2). Two members of the Greenbriar Boys-John Herald and
Ralph Rinzler-joined the CRVB on Friday night; Keith and Rooney, virtually a
houseband, played on Saturday; and the Gray Sky Boys, "bluegrass from Yale
University;' played on Monday. That weekend event occured just months prior to thl!
nationaL ex.posure of bluegrass via a new teLevision show,~~ Hillbillies for
which Aatt and Scruggs wrote and played the theme musk (Malone.~ MYi!!;:
355).
Attendance for a summer Saturday night double bill by already-established
house regulars set a dub record in August. with the CRVB playing bluegrass and Tom
Rush singing -ballads and blues.w1521 To expand the 475 cultural oEferingsand fulfill
its mission as an educational organization, later that month Japanese classical guitarist
Hideo Itoh made his first appearance in the US. He played whis rendition of an andl!n!
Japanese piece, 'Cherry Blossoms-~ [24 August 19621:5), By late 1962,. after
the May theme weekend and August attendance record,~ noted that bLul!grass
had achieved "great popularity" in the Boston/Cambridge area (130 November 19621:3).
Nineteen sixty-three was a critical year that represented the 47's trat'lSition from
its insular early phase to its middle phase, where it became much more ofa force in the
burgeoning revivaL network. That year was particularly noteworthy for several
individual 47 performers appearing at that summer's revived Newport Folk Festival
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and by the dub's relocation to PalmerStTeeL That was also Hthe year of the
hootenanny,- according to CRVB-banjo player Bob Siggins (von Schmidt and Rooney
2051. A network television show out of New York ca1Ied Hootenannv featured many
revivalists; journalist Robert Shelton of the New.Y2IlsI1!:na. had a magazine of the
same name; and Boston radio station WBZ-AM launched its own Hootenannv show,
which featured many of the 47 house regulars (von Schmidt and Rooney 204-5), Even
before the move to Palmer Street, Sunday nights at Club 47 had been institutionalized
as Hhootenanny" or Hhoot" night, and for more than a two-year period they continued to
hold the Sunday-night spot and become a significant audience draw, The hoots
functioned as informal auditions, when aspiring musicians could perform and be
~valuated by both the 47 management and the audience. At the same time, more
~tablished performers, particularly those from the dub's earlier days, could sing and
visit with old friends, Often the hoots were hosted by Oub 47 regulars who also
performed-the only instance of formally-hosted and introduced performances; by 1964,
hoots were listed in th~ calendar with the names of the weekly hosts. The hoots also
relieved some of the pressure of the standards that the booking schedule had to meet,
as Betsy Siggins Schmidt recalled;
Sunday nights were nice there. You know how Sunday night is the day
you have to get ready to go back to school and you really hate it? That
was always hootenanny night. That was always surprise night, It was
always quite nice because there was an anxiety about what you'd get on
stage, who you'd get to perform, who would hear you. Would
[agent/manager! Manny Greenhill be in the audience? That was a really
nice night. [53]
[n an unsigned piece, "Who Else Could Afford It?:' in~ ([3 May
1963J:3), the earty days of the open hoots, when anyone could perform, highlighted the
stars the 47 had produced thus far as well as well-known visitors, all of whom
happened to be in town at the same time. The tone sounds tongue-in-cheek, but one
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informant rl!Called the event as ,·the famous hoot night when everyone was there.~ the
1963 event that foreshadowed the week-long HCrand Fmale Hoot" when the dub dosed
permanently. [541 The quote summarized the period and the scene. The fact that many
performers were referred to by their first-names again implied intimacy, even to readers
who were not part of the 47 scene. [talso indicated how much these individual
musicians had come to be identified with the 47 community:
Soon Eric von Schmidt and Geoff Muldaur were on stage, backed by
Fritz {Richmondl and they did a song called HI Love JesusH using some
intriGlte musical techniques which the supposedly hip 47 audience didn't
understand and proved their unhipness then and there by laughing at
something they thought must be intended humorously. From then on,
the stage was crowded with Eric, Ceoff, Bob Dylan, Jim Kweskin and the
Jug Band, which was joined by a kazoo accompanist who was-introduced
as Miss Blind Ethnic Pygmy, but has been known to sing under the name
of Joan Baez, and then there was Jack Elliott dropping in to sing with Eric
and Dylan, and Joan came back to sing with the Charles River Valley
Boys. Kaleidoscopic is perhaps the only description which could be
made. A weU~known local promoter, and a record company promoter
were seen quietly drooling to themselves, but knowing they could never
afford an extravaganza like unto the one they had just witnessed. Who
else. but a non-profit organization. where musicians are willing to
perfonn for the fun of performing. could afford it?
Most weeks between late 1963 and the summer of 1965 followed a pattern. On
Sunday nights hoots were hosted by various regular perfonners including individual
members of the CRYB and the Jug Band. Monday nights were more or less devoted to
Tom Rush, Tuesday nights to Jackie Washington, and the CRYB filled in frequently
whenever n~ed,appearing up to five times in some months, Sometimes films on
Tuesdays and theatre presentations on Wednesdays altered the pattern.
Weekends were reserved for well-known regulars or visitors, who until the mid-
1960s usually appeared for only one night at a time. For instance, in September 1962,
these perfonners were von Schmidt and the CRV8; in July 1963 they included as
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visitors ballad-singer Rita Weill from Berkeley and Ramblin' Jack Elliott from New
York, along with locals Don MacSorley from South Boston who did English/Irish
songs, blues singer/guitarists Mitch Greenhill and Rick Lee, and Langstaff. Rush,
Stanley, and Washington (Figure 5.1). In April 1964, for instance, weekends induded
r~gulars like the CRVB; and Tim Hardin, Eric Andersen, and Debbie Green, then
identified as Cambridge musicians (the latter two were also members of the short-lived
Unicorn Jook Band). Visitors induded the Country Gentlemen, a bluegrass band from
Washington, and singer-songwriter Phil Ochs. Ochs, however, was never popular with
47 audiences because the majority ofrus songs contained overtly political themes. [55!
Along with the trends of the times and as a result of the popularity and success
of the Jug Band on the road and at home at the 47, dub management began booking
more groups, many of them electric. These bookings began in August 1965 with the
Paul Butterfield Blues Band following their controversiaL electric appearance with Dylan
at Newport the previous month. Soon bookings induded local bands like the
Hallucinations (the core of which went on to become the nationally successful J. Geils
Blues Band) and other blues bands working the expanding circuit of revival venues.
Black, white. and multiracial Chicago blues bands played "a harder and louder
fonn of city blues" (Oliver, Blues &.!!281) and were especially popular at the 47. Their
popularity was due to various factors such as exposure at Newport and their growing
reputations on the touring circuit. Bands that were frequent guests at the 47 were black
groups like Muddy Waters's blues band, the ftrst black Chicago blues players at the 47;
and the Junior Wells Blues Band. The primarily electrified white bands such as
Butterfield's and the Siegel-Schwall blues band that grew out of the Chicago scene also
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Figure 5.1. Club 47's caltmdar for July 1963, the 1astsumnleron Mount Auburn Street.
The calendar shows a mix of local and visiting performers. Uncopyrighted
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Waters was booked by 47 manager Jim Rooney on the recommendation of
Butterfield, undol.:btedly as a result of their mutual Newport appearances (von Schmidt
and Rooney 270). Rooney considered Waters as important to urban blues and blu~
bands as Bill Monroe was to bluegrass, both men having taken rural music to the city.
(1'1 a 1971 book Rooney wrote about Waters and Monroe, he called both performers
"bossmen." Bossmen, he declared, are those who "set style...make ntles" and "define the
field on their own tenns"~9).
Blues groups were generally the first bands to appear regularly for periods
greater than two consecutive nights. Often these bands played for up to a week at a
time, justifying the effort and expense of moving a group of people as well as the club's
promotional costs to attract an audience each night. The groups' popularity more than
rewarded management's financial efforts. For instance, in FebnJary 1966, the month
that club dues were raisro to 51.50 per visit, the Muddy Waters Blues Band played for
six days (Monday to Saturday) at the end of the month. (Figure 5.21
The raised dues represented a turning point in bookings. The Waters band was
preceded by the Chambers Brothers, another black group who were managed by a Club
.:;7 member, doing gospel and blues; Spider John Koerner of Minneapolis, a popular
white blues revivalist \"ho had appeared at Newport; and the Strangers, a group that
appropriately enough. I have been unable to identify. 1561 Older established perfonners
who appeared that month for one or two nights perfonning what the February calendar
described as "traditional blues and Negro music" were Buk1c3 White, Son House, and
Bessie Jones of the Georgia Sea [sland Singers. Each had appeared at recent Newport
festivals, especially the 1964 festival that featured country blues, or what folklorist Jeff
Titon calls "downhomt:! blul!$" (Titon, Downhome~ xiii). Revivalists who played
what was billed in the calendar as "city blues" were John Hammond of New York;
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Figure 5.2. Club 475 February 1966 calendar, showing the week-long engagement by
the Muddy Waters Blues Band, along with block bookings of other visiting groups and
local per(omlers. Uncopyrighted.
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Koerner of Minneapolis: and von Schmidt,. who had been described in a dub calendar
as ~the prime mover of folk music in Boston.~ [57]
The patriarchal Bill Monroe and the Bluegr.w Boys, who had headlined 47·
sponsored concerts. which are discussed in the next chapter. appeared for three nights
over the first weekend in February 1966. perhaps to assuage the audience for the fee
hike. They were followed three weekends later by the local lilly Brothers with Don
Stover aocl Tex Logan. That month. probably due to the stellar line-up. the CRVB only
played once and there was only one Sunday night hoot.
By fan 1967, groups appearing at the dub in blocks of four to six days were: often
electrified and becoming more allied with folk-rock music. not just blues, Folk-rock was
gaining national radio attention through the efforts of revival-based groups like the
Byrds. Their 1965 recording of Bob Dylan's HMr. Tambourine Man" was hugely popul<lr
and marked another wming point in the evolution of the boom. reinforced no doubt by
Roger McGuinn's roots in the Chicago revival scene and David Crosby's in Miami,
where each adapted songs to contemporary aest~tics.
The club's schedule for October and November 1967 is representative of the
network among North American musicians for whom playing at Oub 47 was an
important gig. Perfonners indudo!d the Canned Heat Blues Bane!. which had 10Gl1
connections: the James Cotton. Muddy Waters. aocl Siegel-Schwall blues bands; and,
doing jazz. Boston's Cary Burton Quartet with lany Coryell. Gordon lightfoot, a
singer-songwriter from Canada who had appeared. at Newport. was the only soloist to
appear for six days, commanding the same bookings as the blues bands.
Jackie Washington and the CRVB were the only house regulars who appeared in
that two-month period. They provided continuity with earlier phases of the dub and
helped r!dil;'vl;' the finnncial burden of well-known. but expensive visitors. [n addition.
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as houseband the CRVB played at the dub during a 47-sponsored concert by the
Butterfield Blues Band in Boston in late October. Other out-of-town acts block-booked
into the club played opposite a particularly ambitious series of concerts that autumn,
enabling 47 members to attend the concerts as well as see the visiting acts at the 47,all
I""thin a short period of time.
5.5 The Beginning of the End
Despite the variety of musical styles, geographical representation, and a roster
that reads Like a well-rounded music fan's dream. the beginning of the end began in
summer 1967 with multiple-night appearances by a number of bands and few
individuals. Within six months of this expensive line-up, the club closed. The iast two
months saw a considerably scaLed-down schedule, although the LeveL of talent remained
high. The Line-up continued to mix Local and visiting acts. Long-standing Gub 47
regulars like von Schmidt and the CRVB were joined by newer regulars like Taj MahaI.
a fanner student at the University of Massachusetts, and the Hallucinations. All of
them were booked alongside solo visitors Jom Mitchell, a singer-songwriter from
Canada. and Michad Cooney from Arizona and Pat Sky from New York,. both of whom
mixed traditional songs with their own compositions.
Once it became clear that the club could no longer sustain such ambitious
bookings, only three bands appeared. probabLy the result of prior commitments by the
47 management undertaken before Rooney left March 1968 had the Sam Lay Chicago
Blues Band for four nights, the largest block-booking that month. Lay was a former
member of the Butterfield band, a band for which the 47 helped to cultivate a large
following through gigs before and after Newport appearances and Large concerts in
Boston. David Crisman and Peter Rowan's new group, Earth Opera, reflected Rowan's
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bluegrass days with Keith and Rooney and with Bill Monroe. as well as newer musical
folk-rock forms (von Schmidt and Rooney 302). Earth Opera dosed. the month for three
nights.
en early April 1968. three weeks before the 47 dosed permanently. the Buddy
Guy Blues Band from Chicago played for two nights midweek.. Urban blues was not
the only group fonn that dominated the bookings during the last months. however.
The efft!ct of psych«leli<: rock music is evident just by considering the names of
scheduled groups: the Crass Menagerie, the Bagatelle, the Hallucinations and the
Cloud, and Earth Opera.
Club 47 closed in late April 1968 the way it began -among a close-knit circle of
musicians, friends, and surrogate family. As [discussed in another chapter, the Club 47
community was evolving into new personal and societal roles alongside the
developm.,>nts of the boom. Bookings for the last week encapsulated the entire history
of the dub and were a microcosm of themes played out through the dub's-and the
revival"s-short history. Stars, housebands, local amateurs, and spinoff bands all were
represented. The lyman Family started. off the week for two nights. The CRYB played
midweek foUowed by a one-night open hoot. The remaining two nights, 26 and 17
April. were a ~Gr.md Finale HootM with old friends and regulars (Broadside (24 April-7
May 19613): n.p.>.
The closing of Club 47 reflected the swiftly<hanging tastes as well as the
growing sophistication of the management of the music business and the maturation of
the community. In many ways Club 47 succeeded too well, literally bursting out of its
cosy premises as a force to be reckoned with on the musicill scene and then lacking the
facilities and leaders to move it into the next stage. Most of the club's management had
come from within the local musical community. With the exception of professional
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coffeehouse manager Byron Linardos, the venue was nrn by young musicians or music
enthusiasts. All of the latter" were prompted by a love of the music and learned by
doing. having no prior training or experience in such a venture. Changes in the music
scene as well as rising costs meant that Cub 47 could no longer afford the daily fare of
its bread-and-butter performances. Betsy Siggins Schmidt reflected on the 47s closing.
particularly in light of its history as a collective musical endeavour.
There was a quality of unbelievability that we were actually going to
dose the doors on the place_ And it was always like, So·and~So·s going
to take care of it, but So-and-So thought someone else was going to take
care of it. Again, it was this poor management. You know nobody had
run a coffeehouse with folk music before, 50 nobody actually knew it W03S
a busin~s like any other. It had this quality that if it was~ to
run out of time and of money, well then maybe that's what w<iS
supposed to happen. Because it had never happened before, so how did
you have any track record as to how to make it happen? ft w<iS a
business, but nobody saw il Everybody saw itas sort of a religious
experience. [581
In addition to the changes in the music scene, many of which came from its
newer epicentre in California, Gub 47 dosed in a period of extraordinary political and
social upheaval. The following year, 1969 saw the last Newport folk festival; the first
Ann Arbor [Michigan] Blues Festival; and the Woodstock [New York] Festival of Music
and Arts, an event that was dubbed Simply~andcame to symbolize a new, if
short.J.ived and idealistic, ethos of peace and spiritual world order for many members of
the revival (and now rock) generation.
St!veral members of the Club 47 community even moved to Woodstock under
the influence of music maven Albert Grossman. Grossm03n had managed the Jug Band
among the many prominent performers on his roster, and had grander plans for them
and their colleagues, some of which grew out of the trends he sensed and helped to
become reality as early as the '50s when he ran the Gate of Hom in Chicago. Parting is
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a theme common to baUads, blues. and bluegrass songs. A5 Schmidt recalled. of that
time nearly a quarter century Later:
I couldn't wait to get out of town. (t was perfect timing.._It was as if we
were driving away from a life that to us had said ~gone..M This is gone
now. you can move along. And then Albert Grossman puUed a lot of
people out of Cambridge to go to Woodstock. because he was the
magical manager. So Geoffrey and Maria [Muldaurl, the Jug Band (i.e.,
the Muldaurs and Bill Keithl. Dylan,. everybody moved. Not everybody.
but a lot people moved to the Woodstock community. [601
Just as the revival press had described. the 4Ts dosing in obituary-like fashion,
there was a sense of a more final rite-of-passage in the dub's dosing. For a decade,
many members had referred to the 47 community as a metaphorical family. Now the
hl:!ad cfthl:! family .md thl:! symbolic family homestead-the club venue itself-was
c1osed,ordead. Jim Rooney saw the writing on the waU when the boom was moving
into rock forms and rock venues Like the Boston Tea Party and he, too. wanted to be
"goneN to his new job in New Orleans, the perfect excuse "to get out of town." Hence he
dkt not attend the dosing week festivities or. as he said more dramatically. NI wasn't
there for the funeral" (611
A symbolic m~morialseMel!. as it were-or more appropriately, celebration of
life-was held at the Smithsonian in Washington in 1987, nearly two decades after the
Gub 47 dosed. Already 20 years had passed since the Smithsonian folklife festivals
had begun, organiZed. and supported in great part by revivalists.. A press release issued
by the Smithsonian's educational wing, the Resident Associates Program. announced a
concert series of "blues, country, and urban folk music" caUed "Club 47 at the
Smithsonian." It notl!d tht! formula of older performers nurturing newer ones and
d~bed the 47, without mentioning folk music, per se:
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At the original Cub 47 in Harvard Square, txlth musicallE'gends and
new talent gathered in the early 1960s to trade tunes, traditions, and
techniques. [62]
Thafs the concise version of the story. Now revivalists had become the tradition
bearers, bridging the generations just as they had once sat at the feet of performers and
revivalists of previous eras.
Before Oub 47 was consigned to the proverbial national attic, however, it
received institutional credit for having moved beyond its four wails to influence the
folk-music scenes in Cambridge. Boston, and eastern New England; the Newport
festivals; and the popular music industry nationwide. The next chapter looks
specifically at the 47s activities regarding Newport and its various concert series before
drawing any conclusions about the life and times of Oub Mount Auburn 47.
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Note
1. "Music<ultureH is a term used by Slobin and Tiron to refer to a group of
people's Htotal involvement with music" 0). Their model is "grounded or centered in
music through performance" (2-3). See their chapter on '"The Music-Culture as a World
ofMusic"inTiton's~2f~A!!~.t2.lM~.QftheWorld
~.
2. Interview with Betsy Siggins Schmidt,. 29 August 1991.
3. The Beatles, for example, began as a skiffle group. The roots of skiIfle in
England were traced to early American jazz, to Memphis jug bands, and hybrid forms
of North American Anglo and black musics. See Brian Birel's~~S!2.!x Qf~
~withillll.~.
4. From interviews with John Cooke, James Field. David Gessner, Arthur Krim.
and Betsy Siggins Schmidt.
5. For longer discussion of the emotional impact of these musics, see Scott
Hambly's "San Francisco Bay Area Bluegrass and Bluegl"3SS Musicians" and IeffTiton's
~Downhome~.
6. From interviews with Cooke, Field, Charlie Frizzell, Gessner, Krim. Buz
Marten. Geoffrey Muldaur, jim Rooney, Tom Rush, and Schmidt.
7. mterviews with James Field, 24 and 26 July 1991.
8. [nfonnation on WHRB from interviews with David Gessner and Tom Rush,
andpiecesin~~.
9. Field interviews.
10. Interview with Jim Rooney, 19 July 1990.
II. [nt~rvi~wwith John Cooke, 18/anuary 1992-
12. This observation and the information about~Em from Arthur Krim.
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13. lnterview with Arthur Krim, 30 July 1991.
14. From interviews with Fteld, Krim.. and Rooney.
15. Fieldinterviews.
16. From interview with Field about his own fieldwork at festivals in Virginia
and North Carolina.
17. From interviews with Cooke, Gessner, JiU Henderson, Krim, Rooney, and
Rush.
18. Since he was such a public person, throughout this thesis [refer to
Washington as Jackie Washington, the name he used during his revival career.
19. For an exhaustive summary of bibliographic and discographic references on
Baez through the mid·1970s, see Wendy Caesar's -Joan Baez: A Bibliography"
(fEMFOuarterlv t2 [19761: 147-157J.
20. Interview with Jackie Washington, 24 March 1992.
21. Krim interview. For more on the Smith anthology, see Robert CantweU's
"Smith·s Memory Theater.Il:!!=.~Anthologv.Q{American~~M~
~~13 [19911: 364-97l. Thanks to Neil Rosenberg for this citation. Also see
Malone's Countrv Music (pages 279-80) for a discussion of the Smith antholog}' and




25. Both quotes in this paragraph from Washington interview.
26. lnterview with Geoffrey Muldaur, 12 January 1992.
27. Washington interview.
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28. interview with Tom Rush, 15 April 1992 All quotes in this section are from
that interview, unless noted otherwise.. The story of Johnson's influence on folkies and
rockers on both sid~ of the Atlantic must be told elsewhere. For our purposes here, it
is interesting to note that Johnson, who recorded in the mid-1930s before his untimely
death, is now usuaUy credited with writing ~mblingOn My Mind.~ Rush. however,
fl.'Corrlt.'d it as the mor~ colloquial "'Ramblin' On My Mind- and dted its source as ~trad:
{traditional!, perhaps beause Johnson's short-lived career had yet to be scrutinized by
scholars and record companies. From Rush's album, A11hf Unicorn (Night Light
Recordings CU 58011, rereleased in 1986).
29. Both this and the following quote from Field interviews.
30. All quotes from Washington interview,
31. Thanks to Fritz Richmond, who provided me with a copy of this memo,





36. Field interviel"5.~~was rel~ in 1%5. The Buck Owens-type





40. ll:'tter from Fritz Richmond d<lted 25 February 1992. Incidentally, at a
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c. 1983 conc~rt at the Kennedy Center in Washington. Richmond announced publicly
that he was going to donate his home-made washtub painted by ~Cambridge buddyM
Bobby Neuwirth to the Smithsonian Institution.
41. From Betsy Siggins's "New Pay ScaIe~ dated 14 December 1962..
42. This seems a late date, but the Fo(k\vays catalogue of-1961 New ReleasesM
for the months January to September feature the album on the front cover and the date
is cOfToborated in von Schmidt and Rooney, page 83.
43. Both quotes from Geoffrey Muldaur interview.
44. Geoffrey Muldaur interview. Jerry Garcia began as a banjo player in folk
and bluegrass bands and, by 1964. was one of Mother McCree's Uptown Jug
Champions. Other Jug Champions were Bob Weir and Ron ·Pigpen" McKernan who.
along with Carda. l;!ventually formed the Grateful Dead (Pareles and Romanowski 226-
45. The Even Dozen lug Band included Maria D'Amato. along with Stefan
Grossman,. David Grisman.Joshua Rifkin, John Sebastian, and others-a who's who of
young New York falkies who went on to fame in other genres, As the Even Dozen Jug
Band they recorded one album for ElektTa. reissued on Legacy as lug Band Songs of the
Southern Mountains (LEG 119).
46. From a tape ofa concert, cub 47 at the Kennedy yntrrin Washington.
c. 1983, in which Maria Muldaur performed with the ~Jug Band,~ hosted by Tom Rush.
Her comments are from the introduction to the song. The Jug Band personnel at that





49. Geoffrey Muldaur interview.
SO. Kriminterview.
51. All information from an interview with David Gessner, l3 August 1991.
52. lnformation on the attendance record was taken from~~<ItO





56. Thanks to Peter Narvaez, who also tried to locate information about this
group.
57. From the F~bruary 1966 Club 47 calendar.
58. Schmidt int~rview.
59. 1990 Rooney interview.
60. Schmidt interview.
61. 1990 Rooney interview.
62. The press release was issued 16 June 1987 by the Smithsonian's press office.
Featured perfonners at concerts in July, September. and November were. respectively.
Taj Manal and Charles Sayles. Doc Watson and the Smith Sisters, and Mary Travers and
Kevin Roth. Meanwhile, of the perfonners billed in the series. only Taj Mahal and Doc
Watson had actually played at Club 47 according to my preliminary survey of
performers. The press release is located in the Club 47 vertical file at the Archive of
Folk Culture at the Librnry of Congress.
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CHAPTER.
BEYOND THE WALLS OF CLUB 41
Fora comprehensive understanding ofOub 47, it is necessary to look briefly at
several audal activities variously undertaken by board members, management. and
musicians outside the venue. By the mid-l960s,a numberef factors coalesced to
expand musical endeavours beyond the dub itself. Three such collective activities
examined below were the result of the 475 success as a showcase for local and visiting
musical talent and its reputation as a vital participant in folk-revival events.
These activities are: 47 members' active participation in the Newport folk
festivals from 1963 to 1969; the 47 serving as a regional sponsor for a series of concerts
organized in 1965 under the aegis of the festivals' parent organization, the Newport
Folk Foundation; and the 47 producing its own series of sporadic concerts between 1960
and 1967 to feature stars of the folk scene, or serve as benefits for either philanthropic
organizations or the 47 community itself.
6,] Thl! Newport Folk Futmals
Beginning in the 475 middle period after its somewhat insular heyday on Mount
Auburn Street, the dub community developed a symbiotic relationship with the annual
Newport folk festivals. As an aggregate, no other revival scene contnbuted as much to
Newport as did the Club 47. Well-known performers who had established their
reputations and developed foUowings at the 47 began to appear before increasingly
larger regional and even national audiences at Newport and on festival-related
recordings. In addition, the 47 community also contributed organizational and
management expertise to the festival's parent organization, the Newport Folk
Foundation, in the form of board personnel and sponsoring travelling concerts in
Cambridge.
Newport was the most important popular folk festival in America during the
19605. My fieldwork among Gub 47 members showed that even today in revival
circles, the word~ alone is suffident to convey this fact. It is spoken of with
approval and even a kind of reverence. Newport signalled a high-point of summer for
many people, the annual gathering of thousands of like-minded individuals interested
in similar kinds of music and musical experiences. For performers, an invitation to
perform at Newport indicated a kind of approval by the revival's powers-that-beand
conferred. status, provoking attitudes of snobbery and even reverse-snobbery among
participants. Equally, individuals and groups were upset when they were not invited to
perform. [1 J
Between 1959 and 1969, nine festivals took place each July in Newport, Rhode
Island, a shore-side resort community approximately 100 miles south of Qub 47 that
had long been associated with both southern and northern elites throughout the
nineteenth century. From the beginning, the multiday Newport festivals helped many
musicians gain entry into the commercial music industry; by the mid-1960s, Newport
also introduced revivalists to older tradition bearers, all of whom were featured on the
programmes (Brauner 210).
The Nev.rport Folk Foundation grew out of the festivals, in part to sponsor
fieldwork to locate tradition bearers and bring them to Newport each summer. Like the
47, the Newport Folk Foundation was a nonprofit organization run by a board of
directors. Most board members were themselves traditional or revival musicians
(Brauner 69-70). These artists reorganized the festival and resumed its production in
1963 after a two-year hiatus, and produced future festivals annually until 1969 (Brauner
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62). (naddition to organizing and producing the festival. the board of the Newport
Folk Foundation was Msolely devoted to the perpetuation and presentation of grassroots
American culture" (Brduner 159).
Two musician members of the 47 community served. on the Newport board
during the festival's last years, marking the first official representation the 47
community had in the festival and its work.. fun Rooney joined in January 1%1, shortly
before he resigned his full-time job as the 47's manager to work as a talent scout for the
Newport jazz festival. (21 Jim Kweskin joined the board just prior to the dub's demise
in 1968. Both served until the end of 1969, when the festivals were terminated {Brauner
Enthusiasm for mcreased participation at Newport by the Oub 47 members
initially came as a result of the festival's reorganization. The Newport Folk
Foundation's mission to be "artists--run" and to fund fieldwork to !ocate and produce
"grassroots" talent from Mtraditional artists" such as musicians, dancers, and
craftspeople (Brauner209-11l was sympathetic with the 47 ethos. The 1963 festival was
dedicated to a civil rights theme in light of the forthcoming march on Washington; the
1964 festival featured country blues artists. Artists who performed. at festivals gained or
regained access to the commercial music industry and new audiences of revivalists.
The emphasis on grassroots music reflected the 47 community's growing
awareness of and interest in Mroots" musicians. The Newport board, for instance. hired
revivalist Ralph Rinzler to be a field worker. Rinzler was known to the 47 crowd as a
member of the Grel!nbriar Boys, a bluegrass band that played at the club in the early
1960s and had recorded with Joan Baez. He was also one of the Friends of Old Time
Music who had helped to bring "roots" musicians to New York <Rosenberg.~
81-82). The 47 management were also interested in booldng roots musicians in
Cambridge to expand these performers' audiences beyond Newport and New York.
Given their proximity to Cambridge and philosophically sympathetic musical
agenda, the Newport festiva.15 attracted a large proportion of the 47 community. Many
members of the 47 scene participated in the annual event in variousc.apadties: as
paying audience, paid performers, and volunteer hospitality workers. The "Cambridge
folks" felt especially involved in the "revived" Newport festivals beginning in 1963,
festivals "revived" through the efforts, they said, of people they knew or knew of:
"George Wein, Pete Seeger, Manny Greenhill [also a member of the 47s boardl, and
many members of the New York folk community" (von Schmidt and Rooney 189). One
member noted that "a lot had happened [at the club] since the last festival in 1960, and
the Cambridge folks were ready to join in the festival," which they considered to be the
gathering of the "folk communities of Cambridge and New York" (von Schmidt and
Rooney t89,250).
Surprisingly, with the exception of Baez. performers who were identified at
Newport principally by their Club 47 affiliation did not begin to appear until the mid-
19605. The "Cambridge peop[e~who performed at Newport induded the CRVB. who
only appeared as a group at the 1965 festival although banp.player Bob Siggins and
mandolin-player Joe Val returned individually in 1968. Other well-known 4.7 regulars
who played individually were Jackie Washington (1963 and 1968), Eric von Schmidt
(1965 and 1968), Tom Rush (1966), and Jim Rooney (1968, although he played guitar as
part of the CRVB in 1965) (Brauner 280. 306, 315. 327. 331, 339, 340). Bill Keith appeared
in 1963 as a member of Bill Monroe's Blue Grass Boys. [3]
The Kwesldn Jug Band was among the most acclaimed acts at their first festival
performance in 1964. and appeared annually until 1967 (Brauner 105, 306, 315; von
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5c.hmidtand Rooney 258-59). In 1968 the group had disbanded, but several former
members appeared in new configurations that grew out of the band. Kweskin
appeared with the Lyman Family; Geoff and Maria Muldaur performed as a duo; and
Keith played solo (Brauner 306. 31St
Apparently the Kweskin Jug Band was sufficiently well known outside Dub 47
to be featured in the opening scene of the 1967 documentary film, Festival about the
mid-1960s Newport festivals. Even before the opening credits roll. the episode features
a largely mcomprehl:!nsible exchange between members of the Kweskin Jug Band and
an off-screen interviewer concerning the role of music in their lives. Filmed by
independent film-maker Murray Lerner ··in cooperation with the Newport Folk
Foundation," the documentary features a variety of popular and traditionaL performers
at the 1963 to 1966 festivals. [4J The film also contains many contextual shots of the
audiences at concerts and afterwards temporarily overtaking the town and beaches of
Newport. Some of thl5e scenes include identifiable members of the 47 community. [5J
Oub 47 community members also appear in photographs with performers, at concerts
and workshops. and general crowd scenes at various Newport festivals recorded
throughout David Cahr and RobertShelton·s I!:J.t~.2f.f2.!l5.~anddocumented
in "the book~ (von Schmidt and Rooney 148. 182-85, 251, 256. 260, 276, 219. 293.301).
For some 47 members, especially nonperformers, Newport was the social and
musicall:!vtcmt of the summer. [ndividuals voLunteered for hospitality work in order to
get a free pass and to meet and interaet with the performers. [6J Nonmusidan Jill
Henderson. for instance, rearranged her work schedule to volunteer as a "housemother~
to musidans domiciled in a local college. [7J This was an extension of her perceived
informal role as a responsible and reliable caretaker in the 47 community back home.
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[n 1965 James Field did not have a performer's pass, as he did the previous year,
so he volunteered to work in exchange for free admission. Field knew blues guitarist
Ughmin' Hopkins from the season he managed the Moon-cusser coffeehouse on
Martha's Vineyard, where some47 members and their families summered. The
prospect of interacting with a black blues tradition-bearer and fellow guitarist was
exciting and memorable to a white revival musician:
One of the great things about Newport in its heyday was if you were a
performer, especially a Boston-area performer, one could show up and
you could walk into the office where Joyce Wein was. Joyce Wein was
George Weu'l's wife [George Wein organized the Newport folk and jazz
festivals and had run music venues in BostonJ and say, "Joyce anything a
little ot' guitar player like me could do to get a pass and kind of help you
out?"
"Ok. Fine. Can you run messages on a bicycle and then you can
have your pass and then lightnin' Hopkins is coming in day after
tomorrow and he needs a driver and you'll be it."
Oh God! So I was Lightnin' Hopkins's driver and Lightnin'
Hopkins liked to drink even more than I did. 50 fortunately it was just
little trips from wherever they were putting him up over to some stage
and then back to some place, go to get something to eat.
Anyway. So I was a practicing alcoholic at the time. I got to
hang out with a real blues man. One of the best. I love lightnin'
Hopkins. He liked to drink Fleishman's gin. In other words, you could
buy this guy a bottle of Tanqueray or whatever some fancy gin was and
he would ask flatly if you had any Fleishman's. Anybody who could
drink gin straight is out there anyway. So I was out there and he was
even farther out there. But he was a great musician. (8J
On the other hand, a less-than-adulatory tone about Newport was expressed by
another member of the 47 community. As a semiprofessional banjo player, he had a
reverse-snobbery attitude about having to share a musical experience at Newport with
thousands of others. Yet it was clear to him that an invitation to perform at Newport
was the stamp of approval for a musician and perhaps even a sign of future commercial
success. He was especially proud when the Kweskin Jug Band was granted that
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recognition, feeling that as a member of the 47 scene, he had had a small part in their
Yes, that was always the other thing. was to go to Club 47,.!1Q! to go
down to the Newport Folk Festival. You got a more rarified-I actually
never did go to the Newport folk festival ever in my [lifel, The irony is
that [ later got a teaching job down in Newport, so actually I know
Newport after the festival, but I never knew it in its classic days, but we
heard about it in the summerof'62 [there was no festival that year] or
'63, we had heard that Dylan had played. And when the Jug Band began
to play the Newport Folk Festival, we really knew that something was
going on, but we waited-or I waited-until they all came back from
Newport to play that night. It was more intimate and you didn't have to
fight the traffic. [91
Summer programming at the 47 often piggy-backed on the Newport schedule to
take advantage of nonregional performers who were already in New England. These
performers generally were older traditional musidans and younger revivalists. A three-
year survey of the club's July bookings in the mid-1960s showed traditional and revival
artists appearing before and after the festival. This was the heyday of Newport and the
period when the 47 moved into prominence on the burgeoning revival network, and the
time when many members of the Cambridge crowd said they became intimately
involved in the festival.
In 1963, performers at both venues were southern banjo-player Dock Boggs,
Scottish singer Jean Redpath, and revivalists Jack Elliott and New Lost Gty Rambler
Mike Seeger. For 1964 the survey yielded; the Kentucky Colonels, a California
bluegrass band with family roots in Maine and the Maritimes; the Jim Kweskin Jug
Band, who played at the 47 for an entire week~ their first Newport appearance,.
Mike Seeger; and the revival blues trio Koerner, Ray, and Glover from Minneapolis.
Several other revivalists made their Newport debut in 1965 and also played at
the 47, including von Schmidt and Kathy and Carol, a duo from California. Those who
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played the 47 in July 1965 before or after their only NelN'port appearance were Lightnin'
Hopkins. the Beers Family from upstate New York, and revivalists Hamilton Camp,
and the Paul Butterfield Blues Band. [101
6.2 The Newport Folk Foundation Concerts
In earty 1965, the Newport Folk Foundation board organized an educational
series, ''The Folksong Trail:' which was sponsored by "folk music organizations in
major Northeastern dties" (Brauner 167). Dub 47 was one of the sponsors between
February and May. holding the series of four concerts "by traditional folk performers" in
a church hall near the dub. [11] The 47's February newsletter (n.p'> described the series
...an exceptional opportunity to see some of the very best of the
traditional performers still performing today, and we hope that as many
(members] as possible will take advantage of the chance to hear first-
hand the real sound of folk music.
Two concerts featured "Anglo-American performers." The first presented
Maybelle Carter "of the original Carter family" and Sam and Kirk McGee "from sunny
Tennessee:' all of whom had appeared at the Grand Ole Opry, on radio, and had extant
recordings. They were billed along with "old-time fiddler" Arthur Smith of Tennessee,
another Opry star who had recorded in the 193Os. (12] The second concert induded
singer and guitar/banjo player Roscoe Holcomb "of Kentucky, ballad singer Dillard
Chandler of North Carolina, and the Galax String Band from Virginia, hosted by Ralph
Rinzler of the Newport Folk Foundation." [13]
The second two concerts featured African-American traditions. At the first,
folklorist Alan Lomax, also a member of the Newport board, hosted an evening of "old-
time Negro country music" by: Bessie Jones and the Georgia Sea Island Singers, Ed
Young. a fife player and dancer from Mississippi, and blues singer/guitarist Fred
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MacDowell, who had appeared on Lomax's 19S9 Atlantic field recordings set,~Qf
~South. (14J
The final concert of the series was hosted by blues scholar Sam Charters and
featured music of the Bahamas performed by "legendary guitarist" Joseph Spence, and a
group from Andros Island, both of whom Charters had recorded for Folkways. The
47's newsletter for May noted that the concert would mark the first time any of these
people performed in the United States. [lS)
As far as I can detennine, no other series was undertaken jointly by the Newport
Folk Foundation and Club 47. From my informants, however, I gathered that the
concerts meant a great deal to the individuals who attended them. [t6] Regardless of
whether 47 members attended Newport, this particular series was a Newport dividend
and an opportunity to see important traditional performers in an intimate setting in
Cambridge on members' home turf. Several of these performers subsequently played at
the club that year and later.
63 Club 47-0rganized Concerts
Besides Newport·related concerts, the 47's board and management expanded the
club's mandate as an educational entity to include organizing its own concerts outside
the venue, which also functioned to make the essence of the 47 scene accessible to
nonmembers. The concerts featured locally-identified performers as well as nationally-
known artists whose popularity was increasing through a combination of factors such
as festival appearances, and recordings and other media exposure. Concerts featured
some of the 47's "stars" such as Rush, and regular stellar headliners who, by the mid-
1960s, commanded larger fees than the club's admission price could generate and
whose following could no longer be accommodated at the 47 itself. [17]
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Ironically, it was across the river in Boston, where several sites of varying sizes
were available for hire as commercial concert venues, that many of these events took
place. Each site lacked identifiable constituendes such as regular patrons or dub or
university affiliations, which was an asset to the 47 board and management as they
became increasingly sophisticated about the business aspects of the entertainment
industry spawned by the revivaL These venues also were larger than any of the
university facilities for hire in the area.
Along with the appointment of Rooney as full-time dub manager in fall 1965
came the 47s fonnal sponsorship of concerts, which he supervised in addition to his
daily duties. [181 During the next two years, Gub 47 was the sponsor or cosponsor of a
number of events at Symphony Hall, the Back Bay Theatre, and the War Memorial
Auditorium, the only sites that could accommodate the increasing audiences that were
developed, in part, at the 47. The concerts also drew new and additional audience
members who were aware of performers who had appeared at the 47 through reviews
and other publidty in re\'ival publications. (19) Concerts were advertised in the club's
calendar! newsletter and tickets were available at the 47 in addition to each venue's box
office.
During 1966 and 1967, a number of artists who had appeared at Newport were
featured at these independent 47·sponsored. concerts. Acts at the club were block-
booked for several nights opposite these events so that 47 members had the
opportunity to take in both musical events. Concerts included those by "our own" Tom
Rush at Symphony Hall, and Tom Paxton, Pete Seeger, the Paul Butterfield and Otis
Rush blues bands, and Doc Watson. [20] In April 1967, "the country music show of the
year" at the Back. Bay Theatre featured Buck Owens and his Buckaroos, popular
country-music recording artists of the 1950s and 196Os, and Bill Monroe and his
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Bluegrass Boys, who had long been known to the 47 crowd, in part through regular
dub appearances and the group's association with Bill Keith, Richard Greene, and Peter
Rowan, also among the 47's "own." [211
An equaUy ambitious concert schedule was planned for fall 1967 with individual
concerts by Joan Baez, Arlo Guthrie, Patrick Sky, the Chambers Brothers, and return
engagements by the Butterfield Blues Band and Buck Owens. Like the previous line-
up, many of these performers were fresh from recent Newport appearances. Moreover,
by then each of them had established some sort of connection to Oub 47, usually
having appeared there more than once. [n the case of Guthrie, he made his "Cambridge
debut" at the 47 in April 1966 (Boston Broadside [10 April 19661: n.p.), but it was his
1967 debut at Newport that gained him national recognition when he sang "Alice's
Restaurant," his antidraft, anti-Vietnam War talking blues situated partly in
Stockbridge, Massachusetts. (221
The anomaly in the 47's ambitious faU concert schedule was Ravi Shankar, a
sitar-player from India who had gained popularity in the West through his recent
association with the Beatles. His appearance under the 47 banner signals the dub's
growing affinity for the music of popular- and rock-influenced groups and combined
the club's avant-garde aesthetic stance with its chartered educational mandate to
present all forms of music.
6.4 Philanthropic Concerts
Lastly, foHowing the philanthropic traditions of the region, many of the popular
and welt-known musicians at the 47 donated their time to fundraising concerts for
charitable causes under the aegis ofOub 47, Here members of the 47 community
parlayed their entrepreneurial expertise and musical celebrity for the benefit of society.
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These acts reflected. attitudes about noblesse oblige and volunteerism that had long
been a characteristic feature of privileged inhabitants of Cambridge and Boston, and
foreshadowed more recent charity events discussed in the epilogue.
En fall 1965, the 47 sponsored a fund raising concert to benefit the Breath of Life
Fund for the respiratory unit at Boston's Children's Hospital <Boston Broadside (29
September 19651:n.p.>. Among the local musicians who donated their performances in
the huge War Memorial Auditorium were the CRVB, Mimi and Richard Farina, Rush,
and the Kweskin Jug Band. This was the only evidence I could find of such an
ambitious undertaking. but it built on the 47's history of undertaking other smaller
fund raisers, largely in aid of issues affecting members, such as the benefits for the legal
fund in the late 19505 and those for Jackie Washington in the early 1960s~
~ (19 December 1962J:6, 8; (11 January 1963]:3).
Rooney, who was responsible for most of these outside concerts, also had had a
hand in these earlier endeavours. [23J It also appears that as Club 47 manager, Rooney
used his stature in Cambridge to help further local civil-rights causes, the only overt act
of political activism I could document in connection with the 47, and then only from a
secondary source. According to~~ ([22 June 1966J:n.p.), he was a board
member of CORE's [Congress on Radal EqualityJ "second freedom folk festival" at
Cambridge's Rindge and Technical high school that summer. He never mentioned this
or any similar activism in interviews or conversations, and! have been unable to find
the list of scheduled perfonners at this event. Several years before, however, he and his
bluegrass partner, Bill Keith, used an appearance at a ban-the-bomb event "because they
thought that if they did well, they'd get hired to play regularly. Gig now; save the
world later" (von Schmidt and Rooney 92).
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It is dear from this brief account that events and activities at Oub 47 had
repet01SSions beyond the walls of the venue itself. Musicians and nonmusicians,
individual performers and groups, aU used their skills to influence and be influenced by
events in the local community; at Newport; and beyond.. activities that foreshadowed
events of the 1980s and 1990s.
Now that rhave told the comprehensive story, it is time to draw some
conclusions about Oub 47, and about its role in the folk revival of the 19505 and 19605.
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Notes
1. mterview with John Cooke, 18 January 1992.
2. [nterview with Jim Rooney, 19 July 1990.
3. Thanks to Neil Rosenberg for calling this fact to my attention.
4, From my notes viewing the film 9 August 1991 at the MuseumofFme Arts in
Boston. Murray Lerner was present and afterwards publicly discussed how he filmed
the documentary over the course of several festivals between 1963 and 1966. He
admitted upon questioning that the film is not entirely representative of the scope of the
festival and agreed that it tended to favour the "name" performers like Baez, Dylan, and
Peter, Paul and Mary. He said, however, that Festival presents the best shots and
sound recordings he had and that there are no out-takes fOI further study.
S. Thanks to James Field, who identified many of these people for me at a
commercial screening in Somerville on 24 August 1991.
6. From interviews with Cooke, Field, Jill Henderson, Annie Johnston, and
Betsy Siggins Schmidt.
7. Interview with Jill Henderson, 15 August 1991.
8. Interview with James Reid, 26 July 199t.
9. mterview with Arthur Krim. 30 July 1991-
10. Sources for this information are the calendars issued by Club 47 for the
month of July in 1963, 1964, and 1965. This is the period that club members-and my
research-identify as years when they were especially involved with the festival in large
numbers.
11. Club 47 calendar for February 1965 (n.p.).
12. On the night of the first concert on Saturday, 13 February, two local singers,
Jerry Corbett and Ray Pong, were booked at the 47. Both were regular and popular
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performers, but appanmtly were not considered serious competition to the visiting
musidans. Subsequent concerts were scheduled opposite club appearances by Mimi
and Richard Farina, Geoff Muldaur, and Mike Seeger. AU but Seeger were 47 regulars..
13. AU quotes are from the club's February and March 1965 caJencl.ars, neither of
which is paginated. Hokomb had appeared in the 1963 documentary about Kentucky
mountain music,!:figh~ S2Y!:!Q. made by New lost Oty Rambler John Cohen.
who had been doing fieldwork and recording the music around Hazard, Kentucky, for
Folkways at least since 1960. Both Holcomb and Chandler were featured on Folkways
recordings of the 196Os. I have been unable to identify the Galax String Band, but
assume they are among the many old~time and bluegrass bands that grew out of the
Galax fiddlers' conventions (Rosenberg.~ 173.189,221; Sandberg and
Weissman 66-67, 70).
14. April 1965 c.. lendar (n.p.>. Bessie Iones was ..nother traditional singer ~vho
was taken up by revivalists and. booked at concerts and festivals. Jones also made
recordings for Folkways and the Archive of Folk Song (now the Archive of Folk
Culture); she, too, had been recorded by Lomax during his 1959 fieldwork for Atlantic.
which also induded recordings of Hobart Smith and Almeda Riddle. [n addition, Jones
collaborated with others such as Bess Lomax Hawes on a coUection of Sea Island stories,
songs, and games,~ 11~ (Harper, 1972); and on her ~autobiography,H f2r l!!..e.
Ancestors; Autobiographical Memories collected and edited by John Stewart (U of
Illinois P, 1983l (Sandberg and Weissman 47, 150, 185).
15. I have been unable to fmd the names of the Andros Island performers, but
they may have induded John Roberts and/or Frederick McQueen, who were recorded
with Spence on Folkways. Spence also recorded on Arhoolie and Elektra (Sandberg and
Weissman 138l.
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16. Several informants commented, sometimes at length, on these people
coming to town, both under the aegis of these concerts and sometimes additional later
appearances at Gub 47. Specific references are in interviews with David Gessner, Till
Henderson, Anhur Keirn, Jim Rooney, and Tom Rush. Maria Muldaur spoke publicly
about op!X'rtunities to meet traditional musicians at a Club 47 reunion concert in
Washington, c. 1983, of which I have an edited tape.
17. Interview with Tom Rush, 15 April 1992.
18. 1990 Rooney interview.
19. During much of this period, Jill Henderson was one of the prindpal editors
of~~. I thank her for reminding me of her involvement in this
additional outlet for Club 47 publicity.
20. From Club 47 calendars. See the epilogue for a discussion of Rush's on·
going association with Symphony HaU.
21. It mayor may not be coincidence that this location was near the old Hillbilly
Ranch in Park Square and the Mohawk Ranch on Dartmouth Street. For more on these
places, see von Schmidt and Rooney (92·97 and 139--(0).
22. Incidentally, the most amusing fact I turned up during fieldwork is that
Alice Brock,. olHAlice's Restaurant" fame, is now a cat therapist-on Cape Cod
23. 1990 Rooney interview.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS: SURVIVAL THROUGH REVIVAL
Folksong has always been infused with new ideas and, to survive, it must be
performed with an aesthetic sensibility that finds community approval. Club 47
participants kept alive the tradition of making musk that helped to define and entertain
a community. Music was the glue that help the community together and lifted its
music culture out of the everyday world and into the realm of the sacred. Themes of
songs may not have always reflected the individual experiences of performers or
audience members, but the songs nevertheless appealed to collective taste.
Folk revivals faU somewhere in the continuum between tradition and
innovation. The best way to summarize the ethnography is to look at some of the
patterns that emerged through the study.
The Club 47 legend connotes the golden age of the local scene. as well as
of th... revival itself. (t served as both the principal breeding ground for new folk-music
talent in the area, and as the showcase for the best performers and the many genres that
the folk revival had to offer. Clearly, Club 47 remains a cultural icon in the local
consciousness. Members of the Oub 47 community were the last generation to interact
with the first generation of musicians recorded by the commercial music industry of the
1920s and 1930s, often perceived by revivalists as a golden age itself that provided
analogues for their songs. As such, revivalists served as a bridge between those earlier
performers who were revitalizing their own times and the present.
The success ofOub 47 equalled more than the sum of its parts and its influence
continues to be acknowledged today in many music-related activities in the region.
Club 47s legend lives on through recordings by its most prominent boom-period
musicians and in its legacy to newer generations of singer-songwriters and concert
hall/coffeehouse patrons. particularly in and around the metropolitan Cambridge/
Boston area. The remainder of this chapter summari1:es significant points made in this
thesis and the conclusions I have dr.twn from them.
Gub 47s fonn followed its function. Within the social context of a coffeehouse,
the self<reated community nurtured an intimate. face--to-face exchange in the mutual
pursuit and development of new forms of music and new forms of relationships. a
model that it outgrew because it succeeded too well when these activities no longer
were regarded as avant garde. Across the country as well as in Cambridge. the
folksong boom had entered the mainstream and become a force in the entertainment
business; Gub 47 was less intimate and its once-unique distinctions and aesthetic
characteristics were diffused quickly over space and time by festivals and recordings.
In its time, Gub 47 was part of a national discovery and contemporary
adaptation of traditional forms of music from the musical heritage of North America.
The club's social structure and self-image were greatly influenced by its setting in
Cambridge. The participants and activities that comprised the collective entity known
as Oub 47 reflected the highly intellectual and academic milieu in which it was situated.
There. traditions of excellence are endemic, as are establishing continuity with the
recent and distant past. That Gub 47 is remembered both within and outside the 47
community itself for its steUar line-up is one example of this fact.
[have divided the club's history into the following three phases. each significant
and symbolic. which also tie its history to national trends and helps portray it as a
cultural symbol.
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7.1 Rit6 of P"ss"s£; Club 47's Thr££ Phas6
Oub47 passed through three distinct phases in its decade-tong history,a
process that paralleled the social maturation ofindividua! participants, as well as the
coming-of-age of the great boom as a musical force that later was subsumed into the
popular entertainment industry. These stages are akin to the transitions that
anthropologist Amold van Cellnep identified sequentially as rites of passage (11·12).
The three phases correspond to the rites of separation, which (liken to the c1ub·s
early years (1958-1963) when it was determining its identity; rites of tl:ansition, the 47s
middle years (1962-1965) that overlap with the other phases, when the community was
becoming aware of its inaeasing role in the boom and moving towards even greater
participation and sense of itself within the revival; and rites of incorporation, the last
years (1965-1968), when Club 47 and the revival generaUy were subsumed. into popular
culture via folk-rock and rode. music, and dub members became incorporated. fully into
adult society in new roles such as parents, breadwinners, and, most significantly,as
revival tradition-bearers in their own right.
Members dedared that the 47s heyday was its early phase on Mount Auburn
Street. when the community was socially cohesive, detennining its self-image, ethos,
and mission. This is when musicians from within the community were learning their
trade, and there was a creative tension between audience and performers as they
undertook their mutual voyage of exploration. Together they faced. issues of
authenticity of texts and performance aesthetics, commercialism, and even career
possibilities, when it became evident that some individuals could actually occupy
themselves as professional musicians or as producers and entrepreneurs in the music
industry. These same early members voiced a sense of loss when, within a few years,
they outgrew the earlier mode of creative tension, and musical forces moved. them into
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the larger world of the burgecning folksong revival nationwide. This is the dichotomy
of the so-alled community-based folk professional that dogged 47 members and their
fellow revivalists.
Throughout its history. perfonners on stage at Oub 47 represented and reflected
communal values. In the first phases of its early days, nonmusicians among the 47'5
membership felt that they had an active role in helping to establish the performing
careers of many individual musidans and groups. Standards of excellence at the 47
mirrored those in the academic and social worlds surrounding the club. Performance
standards were high. and the audience expected bookings to reflect the best their own
community had to offer as well as hosting the fellow revivalists who met community
standards.
The second phases comprised the two-year period surrounding the dub's
relocation to Pa(merStreet, when the 47 was gaining recognition as a full-fledged
regional force in the developing national revival network. in part through the growing
professionalization of both its own perfonners and it administration of paid and
volunteer staff, and of the growing sophistication and recognition of visiting musicians.
[II Moreover. as the revival gained momentum. the 47's bookings began to reflect and
influence trends in New England and nationwide.
The tine-up remained interspersed with local musicians. however, even if they
and the dub had moved beyond their original model of intimate interaction. This
parallellocal/visiting booking policy is another distinction that separated Club 47 from
venues that functioned simply as star-making factories. And yet, as a defence
mechanism, local and Visiting perfonners became more remote on· and off-stage. Even
once-local musicians were developing followings that foreshadowed rock.-and-roll
fandom. Regardless. these performers still represented role models and expressed
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communal wish fulfillment. and their remoteness ironically sometimes made them even
more desirable role models.
The third and final phase lasted roughly three years from late summer 1965 to
the dub's dosing in spri[lg 1968_ By 1965, many performers who weregeneraUy
identified with Club 47 were debuting or making return engagements at Newport. in
addition to wO!1d[lg the network. Moreover, the period witnessed the 47's contribution
of performers and fans to the developing named-system revivals such as bluegrass,
blues, and old-time music that created discrete subgroups among revivalists who were
interested in specific musical fonns. It also marked the 47s role in the folksong
revival's ~ing subsumed into national movements, for which it contributed. more than
a few performers, [t was also during the earLy part of this phase that older artists and
tradition-bearers played at the dub, usually via the Newport Folk Foundation. The
Club 47 community's rite of passage into incorporation into the folk revival leads to
discussion of the 47 itself as a culturalsyrnbol
7.2 Club 47 as Cultural Symbol
As a cultural symbol. Oub 47 carried on the community.-assembly tradition of
the tavem into the folk revival. It also connoted the demimonde subcultures inherited
from the beat coffeehouses, and implied continuity with jazz. a musical fonn also
derived from folk forms. The dual meaning of Oub 47 as the place l1!ld.the aggregation
of individuals in that place implies that partidpants actively ascribed to some sorl of
amorphous membership criteria and group identity from the beginning.
The origins of Club 47 in a setting conducive to eating. drinking coffee, and
social discourse is significant, since dub founders emphasized. the inclusive role of the
public house/tavern as a meeting place, a concept from Britishcu!ture that was
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transplanted to America with colonization, a l:Iad.ition that had a long history and.
presence in the Cambridge! Boston area (Rybczynski 12l>. For instance, the much
more egalitarian and still functioning Folk Song Society of Greater Boston was founded
at about the same time as the 47. The Society, however, met in the YMCA in Boston in
its early years for the sole purpose of listening to musical performances. Social
interaction was not part of the primary structure of that organization and to this day it
produces its events in public halls; the only distinction between Society ftmembersft and
nonmembers is a slight difference in admission fees, but no sense of belonging to or
exclusion from anything. 12] [n its earliest days, many members of the 47 aowd were
under 21, then as now the legal drinking age in Massachusetts. Making the club a
membership organization did more than skirt the licencing issues in Cambridge, It
created a sense of place and group identity for members outside their age and
occupationa(cohort, By creating an establishment to encourage social interaction, the
Oub 47 founders were very much in kee.ping with local historical antecedents. Much of
the political life of colonial Massachusetts transpired in taverns, the de facto social clubs
of the day. Taverns are central to loca1legends surrounding the American Revolution. a
pivotal time in United States history, just as to a lesser extent the folk revival helped to
create a new social vision for its participants.
Every local schoolchild knows that the Boston Tea Party was organized at the
Green Dragon tavern in 1m, Legends about Paul Revere often mention his stopping at
tavems en route to Lexington late one night in April 1775. Marching out from
Cambridge, British and colonial forces retreated to their separate, commandeered
taverns on either side of Lexington Green after the "shot heard 'round the world"
launched the war of independence in what was once Cambridge Farms. Legends about
people and events related to these historical sites help to romanticize the late colonial
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era and provide continuity with its past Puritan mission to create a ~city upon a hill"
and to create a sense of historical identity today in a newer metaphorical musical city
upona hill
The ideal of colonial America continues to attract literal and metaphorical
tourists to eastern Massachusetts "in search of experience" CMacCanneU 1), not unlike
the revival or revitalization impulse, who want to see the past in the present and
associate themselves with places touched by the legendary founders.
As a frame of reference, the tourist metaphor can aptly be applied to Oub 47's
participants as well. The perpetual appeal of the past, and especially the cultural
artifacts surrounding the Revolution, was a strong example of the kind of romantic
nationalism expressed in all revivals. Whether it was consciously acknowledged by the
47 community or not, th~ Anglo-American ballads and broadsides and the African-
American blues and spirituals that Baez is remembered by informants as singing at
Oub 47 alluded as well to a perceived romanticized past and one that combined
eighteenth- and nineteenth<entury musical antecedents.
The spatial layout ofOub 47 is a prime example of its symbolic link to its
colonial and republican heritage. The two levels at Mount Auburn Street reinforced the
hierarchical status distinctions between performer.; and audience and. between insiders
and outsiders. The subternnean single level at Palmer stteet symbolized the
underground nature of what the boom once was. but also its more egalitarian nature by
the mid- to late-1960s, when other status markers had to be: determined and/or
maintained. High-status club insiders and management stood along the walls, where
they could move easily and mix with the audience or work behind the scenes. Freedom
of mov~mentconnoted status, even in an ideologically classless. democratic society.
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lnformant Jane Mansbridge, a political scientist and former dub member, observed that
such an alTaIlgement paralleled the configuration of New England town meetings:
The most important officials of the town tend to sit on the
sidelines, so they can get up and go in the back and talk with people
easily. This is true of many town meetings. The same dynamic was true
at the 47. If you were in the back, you could move around...and whisper,
clap to the music, or dance a little, and move to where the action \'IaS-
whereas if you were sitting down, you were fixed, eyes forward. For the
members and friends of performers, the reason for going to the dub was
as much to talk with your friends and hang out in the back as to hear the
music. {3]
Attitudes towards taverns changed as periodic temperance movements tried to
undermine their role in community life by equating them with public disorder.
Teetotallers favoured instead the coffeehouses and other establishments that served
nonalcoholic drinks, but retained their associations with public assembly for social
interaction. By the mid-1950s, coffeehouses came to imply a social gathering of a like-
minded, generally intellectuaL community. Coffeehouses were the favoured venue
around universities both because they were easier to manage and licence, and because
they allowed underage patrons to participate in intellectual social intercourse. Also
their fare was less expensive than taverns. Tulta·s may have preceded Oub 47 on
Mount Auburn Street, but it was at Club 47, not Tulla's, that local revivalists created
their 0~'T1 community in their own image. in part because there was no single
personality owning or overseeing the place.
The metaphorical sightseeing implicit in cuJtural revivals can be considered a
kind of tourist experience where participants have the ability to transcend their physical
place and create "coUective touristic versions of other people and other places"
(MacCannell 13). Sightseeing, the central ritual performed by tourists. is an even more
apt metaphor for Club 47s history. Sightseeing. says MacCannell, is:
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.. .a kind of collective striving fora tzanscendence of the modem totality,
a way of attempting to overcome the discontinuity of modernity, of
incorporating its fragments into unified. experience (13J.
At Club 47, community members were reworking into their own authentic
experience attitudes. beliefs. and musics borrowed from other segments of American
culture.
73 Club 47's Folksongugacy
As part of a cultural transformation, Club 47 participants, like their folksong
revival counterparts in other scenes. were creators and innovators of new musical texts
as art forms that alluded to continuity with the past and utilized the materials of the
present to preserve and transmit their creations into ever-widening circles.
My data is at odds with the popular notion that technology is the death-knell of
cultural traditions. If anything. technology in the form of recordings and radio
broadcasts-and now in the form of cassette tapes and compact discs-is the primary
agent of transmission. while enabling new traditions to develop via, and literally
around, technology. Many Club 47 participants based their aesthetic judgments on
how much performances sounded like the record. Performers imitated or altered
others' styles to suit their own or collective aesthetics. and condemned groups like the
Kingston Trio when they consciously parodied older styles in the pursuit of humour,
not musical integrity. In fact, part of the reason I think the legend persists about Dylan
being booed off the stage at Newport in 1965 is that the legend itself symbolizes the
underlying tension of the revival between acoustic and electrified music or, rather,
between tradition and innovation.
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The revival helped to usher in a new American cultural period and, through
appeals to tradition, functioned as social sanction for breaking old patterns and creating
n~wer ones. At the 47, the revival was an agent of change instituted by young middle-
and upper-middle class participants.. 1bey had the material means and leisure to
appropriate ideas and cu.!tural materials ina self<onscious way as they sought to
preserve the dynamic, creative tension between continuity and change. They also had
the confidence and often the freedom from conventional social arrangements to foster
new models of behaviour such as takingd!Ugs and forming new sexual relationships-
and even making their own music or hanging out in coffeehouses-that played on the
synergy of the music community. All of these activities reinforced new ideas of
individual and collective identity, which helped to distinguish this particular group of
revivalists from others in terms of the longevity of key personnel and activities on the
47 scene.
Re\'ival activity at the 47 also launched local representatives of a new generation
into the entertainment business. Some of the performers from and within the Oub 47
community began to move into the public-display arenas of festivals such as Newport.
which were a sho....-c:ase for seeing and being seen_ Some of those who began or made
their names at Oub 47 are still full-time professional musicians. Others, who were
avocational. semiprofessional, or professional musicians have different occupations
now, but continued to participate in music-making by playing in local bands or
recording and touring sporadically, activities that parallel those of earlier generations of
performers whom they imitated, few of whom were ever full·time artists. Yet others
have returned to their music after periods of time in which they concentrated on other
pursuits.
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Besides musicians, the 47 enabled people to participate in the music business in
roles other than as performers, activities akin to those of more traditional communities
where acknowledged perfonners need. and are supported by their peers. [t was
nonmusicians who launched the original dub and primarily norunusidans who served
on the board and who determined the booking policy_ Others were involved in the
daily task of running the club or learning the technical and promotionaJaspects of the
recording industry.
Ultimately revivalists at Club 47 launched a whole new body of folkloristic items
or texts into tradition in the form of new or revitalized folksongs. Many of the newer
songs were written and performed in the folk idiom. For instance, Arlo Guthrie's
talking-biues, "'Alice's Restaurant:' cannot be attributed directly to Club 47, but he has
been credited with an institutionalized presence there, (4] The song has entered
tradition, in part as a hUlTlourous account of a latter-day Thanksgiving celebration in
Massachusetts, reminiscent of the earlier feast <It Plymouth. (5]
Another example that has become <I metaphor now reaching beyond the Club "7
community concerns Eric von Schmidt's song, MBaby, Let Me Follow You Down,~ which
he reworked from an older blues song learned from Rev. Gary Davis.. The song served
as a symbolic invitation for others like von Schmidt to get involved in the immediacy of
the music and its ambient culture, which appealed to emotional and spiritual values
that participants often could not express or articulate in the course of everyday life_
That aura of time out of time, an aura that participants could create for themselves on
the grassroots level. is perhaps one of the principallegades of Club 47. It is a legacy
that continues to empower its former members and those they touched through their
records, performances, and their songs.
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MusicaUy, Club 47 also functioned as.social sanction for change in the
preservative-orconservationist-nature of the variety of music performed and
generated there. Acknowledging the elitist profile of most preservation movements in
the area, one former 47 member observed that the great-boom revival was classless in
its attempt to purify contemporary life by "singing your way back~ to a simpler place
and time. [61 In so doing. singers' efforts enabled many "good songs" and sentiments to
survive and be preserved for future generations. Like the musical texts it generated,
Club 47 survives in spirit because it revitalized, updated, or reinterpreted items from
the recent and distant past and fashioned them to once-contemporary needs and
notions.. Now, nearly 35 years since Club 47 opened in 1958, its name and legend lives
on as if its activities happened only yesterday.
7.4 Cillb 47's Rolt: in the Ret/it/a!
Lastly, my res~arch both confinns and chaUenges a variety ofpnor conclusions
in the existing foLkloristic and historiographic Literature on the folksong revival. and
provides opportunities for further research.
Patterns provide means for comparing and contrasting. (am struck by the
dearth of ethnographies on folk-revival music dubs and their historical predecessors.
A review of the literature on both British and North American song and dance revivals
from the late nineteenth century to the present yields much information based on
secondary sources. In Britain, orat least in England and Scotland, most dubs met or
meet in community-based public houses within living memory. These venues provided
a physical space and a generally stable indigenous audience that held shared values
and attitudes, or at least had a commonality of experience. (7)
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By contrast. in the United States during the great boom. there were no pre-
existing venues already identified as communal gathering spots that functioned the
same way as pubs do across the Atlantic as centres of community life. Most of the folk
dubs and coffeehouses identified with the North American boom seemed to spring up
to fulfill a particular consumer need and image. Such venues like Gub 47 were cultural
artifacts of their speciFte time and place and. like many things in American culture, were
generaUy short-lived, in essence cultural fads. Previous studies of the folksong revival
in the United States tend to homogenize the characteristics and functions of faddish
venues and fit them to generalized national or broader North American models. f81
Based on my evaluation of the Club 47 scene that was sometimes characterized
as model and sometimes as anomaly, ! would argue that the revival literature needs to
be re-evaluated. To date. it has been based largely on conclusions drawn from and by
musical participants in the New York scene or others wh.o have for various reasons
accepted it as the prototype <e.g.• J. Cohen, "The Folksong Revival IT" 35-37).
This fact acknowledges again the lack of solid ethnographies on other scenes or
on significant individual venues. [f my study ofOub47 does not support general
observations and patterns in the existing ;:terature on the folksong revival-and I think
often it does not-then perhaps other scenes deserve further scrutiny to see what trends
they, too, confinn or refute. Certainly my study would have benefitted from data on
these other scenes, especially Boston. Even in my fieklwork,. [ only gathered peripheral
information on the handful of Boston dubs that had direct influence on Oub 47,
although many more existed. Like this ethnography on Club 47, other studies should
certainly include participants' own observations and insights. and attempt to portray
the entire music culture. not just the summary of trends that an analysis of a roster of
performers migh.t elicit.
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An indusive history of the North American revival remains to be written,
overwhelming task that it might be. I hope that the task will be undertaken by a
folklorist who builds on the current trend in the field towards greater interdisciplinary
research, using methods from folkloristics, ethnomusicology, history, and
anthropology. Clearly, [have benefitted from the ability to look at music and the music
culNre of Club 47 in. its cultural context. The folksong genres I studied, as tA.-eU as other
folkloristic genres and topiCS that arose in my fieldwork. such as legend, custom,
material culture, and even belief, helped me to understand the nuances of the materia! I
collected.
7.5 The Last Word
In dosing, I want to reiterate that Club 47 certainly was a product of its time and
place, and its unique cultural milieu. The prevailing ethos in Cambridge is
preservationist in nature, a lesson in looking backward for inspiration and new models
that the Club 47 community leamed well in Harvard Square. It was a lesson that more
than one informant credited in. interviews as a virtue. The collective image ofOub 47
articulated by fanner members may sometimes have erred in its predilection for
provincialism and elitism. but I think the 47 community integrated the high standards
demanded by their milieu to create and perpetuate a truly lasting contribution to the
folksong revival, framed firmly in the New England traditions of conservationism and
innovation.
like life itself, music and culture need organic and dynamic change to survive.
On many levels, Club 47 members preserved as many texts as they created. At least the
songs will-and do-survive because of their vitality at Club 47 and their continuing
presence on records and reinterpretations by newer performers. In 1841, local sage
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Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote that artists must speak to their times. Over a hundred
years later, members of the Oub 47 community indirectly took his advice. Emerson has
weathered well May Oub 475 fate be~y timeless.
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Notes
1. En our intervi~wo£15 April 1992,. Tom Rush challenged the notion ofa
recognized network. (n the early '60s, he lOcka year's leave of absence from his studies
to see if he could make a living by his music. Even with a professional manager, he said
he did not feel part of a formal network at that time; rather through the grapevine
~you'd know where to go~-inNew York it was the Gaslight and Gerde's; in
Philadelphia, the Second Fret Miami was ~another planet:' He recaUed that everyone
in l'vliami, including later folk-rocker David Crosby of Crosby, Stills, and Nash, played
revivalist Bob Gibson's repertoire. [n Miami Rush said that for six months he himself
was considen~d the "king of the Cocoanut Grove" because he "knew more songs than
anybody else," including Gibson,
2.. From the published history of the Society in their newsletters of summer
1990, my survey of Boston Broadside issues commencing March 1962 to summer 1968,
and from personal experience. Several of the FSSGB founders were involved in the
l~ftist political movements of the 1930s and 19405, and the concerts they organized
reflected these attitudes, taking on the posture of more formal exchanges between
singerIspeaker and audience.
3. Letter from Jane Mansbridge, dated 21 November 1991,
4. In the entry for Club 47 in her book. The Rock 'n Roll Road Trip: The LDtimate
Guide to thg Sites the Shrines and the legends Across America (New York: Pharos
Books, 1992), A. M. Nolan recounts a legend that Arlo Guthrie was discovered at the 47.
Guthrie did, in fact, play at the 47 a year before his Newport debut, but r turned up no
accounts of this legend in my fieldwork.
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5. [have evidence of this factcoUected informally £rom revivalists and also from
the song being played on Thanksgiving Day on local and regional radio stations, as well
as National Public Radio in the States.
6. lnterview with James Field, 24 July 1991.
7. These include Cinette Dunn, The Fellowship of Song: Popular Sinring
Traditions in East Suffolk (London: Croom, Helm. 1980); Joan Kosby. "An Ethnography
of the St. Albans Folk Music C1ub~ (M.A. thesis, Memorial U of Newfoundland, 1978);
Ailie Munro, The Folk Music Revjval in Scotland (London: Kahn. 1985); and John L
Smith, "The Ethogenics of Music Performance: A Case Study of the Glebe Live Music
Club:' Everydav Culture' Popular Song and the Vemarular Mjlieu eds, Michael
Pickering and Tony Green (Milton Keynes, England: Open UP, 1987) 150-176. Also see
the videotapes of Carole Pegg's 1984 ethnographic film of the Ship [nn in Blaxall,
Suffolk, England. TuntUp at the Ship which updates Peter Kennedy's 1955 BBe film.
Here's a Health to the Barlevmow. Kennedy, Dunn, and Pegg all studied the
performance traditions at the Ship [nn spanning a JO.year period. I want to thank Paul
Smith for telling me about these videotapes from the Ship and for access to his
co!1ection of tapes from and about the 19605 British revival




EPILOGUE: CAN THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN
Throughout the history of Oub 47, music was perceived as a force for finding
common ground and for creating and sustair.L"g a dynamic community. Oub 47 dosed
during a time of musical flux. At the same time, as one informant summarized,
Americans of a certain age generaUy were fragmented, confused, angry. and saddened
by the political and social tragedies of 1968. It is only now, at mkllife. being at a
conventional age for introspection, that many informants have the perspective and
ability to synthesize their experiences and attempt to read retrospective meaning into
their individual and collective pasts. It is also a time of action for many of them,
predicated on those insights. Thus. I feel it fitting that lend this thesis with an epilogue
that updates the preceding historical account ofOub 47.
Two kinds of events and many more activities and endeavours symbolically
represent the lessons learned at Cub 47, each of which highlight some of the many
roles music continues to play in former members' lives. The theme of reunion, with its
bridging of the past and the present. pervades all these activities. For the 47 crowd and
their legatees, these events all! official and unofficial reunions of performers and other
fanner community members, affording participants the opportunity to integrate their
past and present situations. MetaphOrically, as a group, many participants were
returning to their surrogate l'amily comprised by the 47 community.
The idea of epiphany was-and is-important to the people I interviewed and
was a recurring theme in our talks. Whether epiphany came during the dub's
existence, when their interaction with music there often changed the course of their
liVlS, or later, when they realized that they were no longer merely the inheritors or
creators of traditions but rather those who consciously pass on their culture to the next
generation. nearly everyone [talked with. referred to their Dub 47 experiences as a
symbolic touchstone for framing and ordering their life stories.
Now as in the past. former Dub 47 members' actions mirror soda! trends.
Some. for instance. have tempered their lives. foreswearing the drugs and alcohol and
other excesses of their youth for the proverbial dean-Uving of the 1990s. Some people
are returning to their music-making; others never put it aside. Some participants have
children who areas enthusiastic as their parents for the forms of music they heard. in
the 1960s in their formative years at Oub 4.7 and at after-hours house parties-in a sense
carrying on their family musical traditions. Together they have created a
multigenerational audience for the music, which manifests itself in newer coffeehouses
and concerts in the Cambridge/Boston area, and in the revived Newport festivals.
Generational demographics have an important role in this continuum. Recent
census statistics published in the~~ and elsewhere confirm that the '60s
revival generation and revivalists' progeny born at the tail end of the baby boom are
moving west (an old American tradition itself) of Boston and Cambridge to places like
Concord and Westborough. l1]
Music for aging enthusiasts is thriving in that subregion. Radio station WAON·
AM, known locally as -Walden Radio,M has been broadcasting for the past three years
from Concord. It bills itself as ~fotkmusic from Walden Pond" and as Mthe official
nags hip station of the revived Newport folk festiva!,~ which in tum bills itself as an
event ··for the children of the '60s and !hmchildren~(emphasis theirs), reinforcing the
sense of tradition that pervades this work.. [2] In two slogans, Walden Radio also unites
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in a continuum, which ironically parallels the
period of formal folklore studies in the United States. WADN further establishes its
symbolic link to Henry David Thoreau, transcendentalism, and cultural conservation,
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along with promoting its contemporary rote at Newport and nurturing daily the
continuing revival on the airwaves in the tradition of defunct Cambridge folkie station
WCAS that broadcast throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
Walden Radio knows its market well That market thrives in upscale places
such as the Old Vienna Kaffeehaus in Westborough. where folkies of the 47 era and
later can and do park their cars, have a meal with beer and wine, and listen to live
music without the hassles of city traffic, expensive parking garages, or oppressive blue
laws.
S.I Links in tlieChain
[rony and paradox are two characteristics that pervaded much of this narrative,
often prompted by epiphanies and insights. At middle age. when conventional wisdom
speaks of people beginning to think of slowing down, many Club 47 members have
begun to espouse activism for causes-musical. potitical, and social-with a vengeance
now that they have the means and power to effect change. They realize that they are in
the middle between the older and younger generations, and feel that they have a job to
do and a legacy to impart, influenced no doubt by a strong sense ofhisroridsm as well
as by the COUl'5e of the life cycle.
The spirit of Club 47 lives on in two kinds of events that began in the 19805 and
1990s and link the historic venue to the present. Beginning in 1981, Tom Rush fonnally
organized a series of concerts in Boston under the Gub 47 name. A decade later, Betsy
Siggins Schmidt used her contacts with former 47 musicians and community members
to organize a fundraising concert in New York for the social service agency she directed
that serves the urban poor and sick. While the events created by Rush and Schmidt
inherently served as impromptu reunions, each of these undertakings also incorporated
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aspects of the 47's history. Both kinds of events juxtaposed old and new audiences for
popular revival music and provided an opportunity for the Club 47 community to
renew ties and work together in new ways, and to revive and pass on its own tradition.
Each event is described below.
8.2 Tom Rush: "Passing of the torch"
Of the many events that Rush has organized under the Oub 47 name, the
occasion that is particularly significant to informants and involved many of them
actively and passively occurred in December 1984, when he hosted a series of three
"concept" concerts in Boston's Symphony Hall. These concerts presented fellow fonner
Club 47 performers and "newcomers" before a sold-out audience of 2,600 people. [3J
Each night featured different acts, but induded "largely the original cast from the 47'
such as Joan Baez, the CRVB, and several members of the Kweskin Jug Band, along
with "new people like Claudia Schmidt (a feminist singer-songwriter; no relation to
Betsy Schmidt] and [DavidJ Buskin and (Robin] Batteau" [a piano/fiddle songwriting
dual.
Billed as the "Club 47 twenty-fifth anniversary festival," the event marked the
passing of a quarter century since 1959, when folk music began attracting audiences to
47 Mount Auburn Street. The three-day event is remembered as a single occasion by
informants, telescoped into one long holiday-time family reunion. It was even
commemorated in sou venir t-shirts like the highly-coveted apparel that has come to
mark many kinds of musical tours and occasions.
As with all reunions, it was a time to renew old ties, bask in past
accomplishments, and express contemporary attitudes and activities, The concerts were
an opportunity to "bury hatchets," as one informant observed, and expand the
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community with an infusion of new members linked by their associations with older
ones. (4) Consciously or unconsciously, the event was patterned on and recalled the
Christmas-time concert the Club 47 management produced in Symphony Hall in late
December 1966. That event featured the 47 regulars, many of whom, again, were
reuniting during the seasonal festival "to help spread the cheer around in real style" at a
"holiday get-together"~ [21 December 1966]: 1).
The passage of a quarter century is a significant anniversary in North American
culture, especially after a rite of passage such as the collective cOming-of-age of the Club
47 community. On the personal level, the passage of that significant amount of time is
usually celebrated by high-school and coUege reunions, by silver-wedding anniversary
parties, and even with token gifts to mark occupational anniversaries. Like the twenty-
fifth anniversary class reunions held by the preparatory schools and ivy-league
institutions that many 47 members attended, the reunion theme at these concerts
marked. the symbolic reconstitution of the original community.
Rush is the self-appointed public custodian of the Club 47 legend. Fellow 47
performer John Cooke described him as "the official Keeper of the Flame." [51
Nevertheless, there is ambivalence within the 47 community about Rush having rights
to the name: as one infonnant said, "He has no right to it, but he's using it well." [6}
Again, these attitudes evoke the historicism in which the original Dub 47 was set and
the communal sense of proprietary responsibility, as well as the latter-day spirit of
healing and reconciliation in a collective enterprise,
The concerts were the result of savvy research to target and serve a market. By
1984, what Rush said was interesting to him and significant for the music industry was
that, "We had no stars and still managed to sell out, even~ Joan Baez and Richie
Havens [singer/guitarist who made his name at Woodstock in 19691 agreed to do it."
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Rush had already experimented with the concept. In 1981 he organized and hosted the
first Symphony Hall concert using the formulaic model of established performers who
had played at the 47 introducing newer performers. a tradition honed at the 47 itself
and at Newport and other revival productions. Even before the great boom. folk music
producers had used the model of well-known acts bankrolling lesser-known ones, and
Rush himself had had such a role at the 47.
By then Rush was convinced that a market for acoustic folk music still existed.
but \'laS neglected by the music industry in favour of more lucrative youth markets. He
also knew that. like himself, his target market had matured and were. willing and able
to pay higher ticket prices for an evening's entertainment. Working with strategic
marketing consultants, he parlayed his popularity as a kind of "has been" into a new
career direction, determined not to be perpetually labelled and ignored by the industry
as "a '60s folksinger." he said. Such a label denied the ability of both performers and
audiences to grow musically and build on the past.
Rush and his consultants chose Boston as the test market because: it was close to
his produetionand recording company in New Hampshire; Boston has a constant
influx of young populations due to the proliferation of academic institutions and entry-
level job OPlX'rtunities: and it was the historical site of many great-boom venues in
addition to Club 47, a large portion of whose audiences still lived in the area. The idea
was to appeal to a range of ages and musical interests rather than pure nostalgia. One
marketing survey, in fact, showed fewer than one percent of the audience at the 1981
concert ever attended Club 47.
Between 1981 and 1984 Rush acquired the rights to use the name, Club 47, as a
registered trademark and servicemark of his production company and to legally protect
it against use and abuse. The trademark also protects his Maple Hilt Productions
against legal action that might arise in connection with using the former nonprofit
educational organization's name when working in unionized venues such as Symphony
Hall another sign of legal and political savvy that has come with maturity.
Rush's periodic concens since 1981 have alluded to the Cub 47 experience.
particularly the exposure to and interaction with older and/or traditional performers
for which the 47 was known. At one such concert in Washington. called "Cub 47 at the
Kennedy Center.~Rush linked up with former members of the Kweskin Jug Band and
post-47 newcomers like Cambridge singer-songwriter Patty Larkin and young
Midwestern bluegrass fiddler-singer Alison Krauss. and introduced the concept to a
multigeneration audience as:
Club 47 was one of the places that we started. Some of the legends of folk
music would come through there. Some of the blues players like Sleepy
John Estes and 8ukka White. Country and bluegrass musicians Bill
Monroe, Jean Ritchie. And the kids would get to sit at their feet-the little
Joanie Baezes and tittle Bobby Dylans and Richie Havenses and Tommy
Rushes. Hang out with these master musicians and learn from them,
\Vedon't have that same kind of coffeehouse and club scene today, and
we'v~ come up with some other ways for musicians to pass on the music
and share the audiences. (71
Rush continues to use some version of this introduction when speaking about
the meaning of the 47 to audiences who never attended the original dub, and
reinforring original members' connections to an earlier generation of performers. On
the liner not~ to the album that came out of the 1984 anniversary concerts,
he wrote:
The Cub 47 was tiny, a basement room of about thirty by fifty feet. and
could only hold one hundred and eighty people when packed. But it
provided a meeting place for a diverse family of acoustic musicians and
their audiences, and the music from that stage came to be heard around
the worid....Now it's the eighties. and we're in Symphony Hall. The Hall
is a lot larger than the Club, but with the cabaret seating. the festive
atmosphere. and a stage full of musicians come together to sing some old
songs and try out some new ones, there's a feeling of intimacy between
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the audience and the music that feels a lot Like the old Club 47. It's great
to get together again! [81
People outside Cambridge and Boston often were aware of Club 47's fame;
others were attracted by the talent line-up and concept. ·'Lots of people don't know Ben
and Jerry's either until you tell them what it is," Rush said, referring to the Vermont ice
cream company that is the corporate sponsor of the new Newport festivals. His
explanation of Club 47 for devotees and newcomers alike from the Washington concert
continues:
One of the things Club 47 is for is introducing new talent to wider
audiences. And with that goal in mi.nd, we've been doing Club 47
concerts since 1981 at places like Symphony Hall in Boston, Carnegie in
New York, and tonight the concert hall at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C. There's lots of good music around and there's a large
potentia! audience that isn't always being served by the commercial
music industry. The trick is to bring the music and the listeners together
and thars why we're here tonight. Bukka White, the Carter Family, and
others set some pretty dam high standards for us back in the '60s and
though the music's changed, as it must, as it should, I think those high
standards remain. (9)
The Club 47 twenty-fifth reunion concerts at Symphony Hall, in particular, held
tremendous importance for members of the fanner scene, whether it was a nostalgic
evocation of their youth or a family reunion. Many people r interviewed recalled
making a special effort to attend, coming from as fur away as California, Wyoming. and
New York. During interviews, most people spoke of the event immediately and
without prompting when I asked about the significance of Club 47 for them today. As
Rush noted, it healed old rifts within the crowd, but never became a "nostalgia show"
because the "magic was two generations involved under the same roof, a kind of
passing of the torch." Beyond that, the event symbolized the continuity of life, bridging
youthful idealism of the 1960s and the mellowness and insights of the present,
transcending reality with messages of optimism and regeneration.
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One such message was that of personal empowerment, of one individual
challenging a large industry, a legend that has taken on a life of its own among
contemporary Boston-area folk music enthusiasts. [10] Today Rush is perceived as a
hero by many younger contemporary acoustic musicians who are looking for
alternative ways of marketing themselves and their music, and taking direct
responsibility for their careers in the grassroots, decentralized 19905.
Club 47 ultimately was about music. Whatever emotional states it induced or
social actions it engendered were ancillary. The music transcended the 19605 in that
one small club and found a larger audience a quarter century later at the reunion
One informant recalled:
The other thing about Tom Rush's Club 47 reunion show at Symphony
Hall is that the music still worked on the audience and the audience
could not have been composed of people who all came to the Club 47 or
who had all listened to this kind of music when it was popular in the
'60s. I think that these sold-out audiences at Symphony Hall, I keep
thinking of Richie Havens's set, [think. they were just blown away at the
ability of one man and a guitar or one woman and a guitar or one little
acoustic group to get up there and move that many people in unison in
such a pieasant, exciting, moving way. That's it. [11]
Another former member of the 47 community spoke for herself and many others
when she recalled the meaning of the reunion concerts in the context of personal,
institutional, and social history. Her remarks serve as a summary of this one kind of
event that bridged the past and present with music. From her viewpoint:
We dcn't lose track of each other. We may not see each other for a very
long time, but everybody knows who everybody is and everybody can
stay with everybody else. It never fades away.... It doesn't go away.
[Today! there's not a sense of bonding or community. There was a sense
of hope that the world could be changed and the way people behaved
could be changed. And people lived it, believed it went out and started
communes.... It was part of that time. Back to nature. Back to the land.
Back to basics. Let's have music in our lives. Let's have dancing in our
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lives. Let's sing. Let's be friends with each other. Support each other.
let's get rid of all this other phony business that we had all around us.
Of course, it didn't work, because it didn't have the economic
structure, base, to work on. You can't do that except as a very eccentric
group of people in the midst of a capitalist society. So it failed. rt
gradually faded away. There are still some people living that role in life.
All of us have these kinds of goals and missions in OUI" lives. My
connection with Club 47 is just one in a iong series of trying to find that
way of living or relating to people or making sure that other people as
well as myself have opportunities to live openly and fully instead of
cramped up in tight-<.fgg§). My life has been part of a continuity, but
the '60s were a high point. [t wasn't just Club 47. It was the hopefulness
that people felt. They don't feel now. They didn't feel before. [121
8.3 Betsy Siggins Schmidt: "I/you have no power, you can't make any noise"
A very different kind of event arose from the same communal spirit and love of
music at the "Strictly for Hunger first annual benefit concert" at the Beacon Theatre in
New York in November 1990. With the help of old friends from Club 47, Betsy Siggins
Schmidt organized a concert to raise money for the Yorkville Common Pantry in East
Harlem that serves the hungry, the homeless, and people with AIDS.
Using music and song to raise awareness of social issues and to work for social
change is a theme that arose periodically in folk revivals throughout the century, Yet
most members of the Club 47 community I interviewed went to great pains to explain
that they considered themselves apolitical in the 1960s and not part of this tradition. As
executive director of the Yorkville pantry, Schmidt translated her organizational skills
gleaned from running the kitchen and booking music at Club 47 to serving the
underclass. These activities reflected her social awareness and perhaps served as
compensation for her lack of activism in the 1960s. The musical fundraiser marked
Schmidt's coming-of-age as a socia[ reformer.
Several members of the 47 community were already involved in the pantry
before the fundraiser. Schmidt herself saw it as an opportunity for their mature selves
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to express political concerns they were unable to articulate or act upon in their Club 47
days. People joined the cause through their friendship with her and volunteered to
serve meals, donated money, or used their professional contacts to help the
organization, Later they and others agreed to donate their time and support as a
personal favour in honour of Schmidt's fiftieth birthday, yet another instance of linking
personal rites of passage with social trends. Echoes of the social activism of the
domestic political policies of the Great Society of the mid-1960s are inherent in her
words now:
This is the work that counts on the planet. Everything else is gravy. But
if we don't take care of the poor, we're a lousy society. And as we well
know, people are not taking very good care of them. So those
relationships that were born i.n the '60s have come back: as mature
relationships in the '80s and the '90s, And as rgs! friendships and as W!l
ties, as I£lll bonds and as rm responsible calls, So they're very
gratifying, I can't off-hand think of any small or a large group of people
that I've been acquainted with in my adult life that [feel the same about
in any capacity.... So it's the~ who are in social concern, Never
meant having to belong to 50s [the 19605 Students for a Democratic
Society) and burning flags, necessarily, though [don't think it's a bad
idea. The goodness that dearly was not overt in many cases in a lot of
people because we were very self-directed as youngsters and unsure of
who weare. [13]
The programme booklet for the benefit reads like a Who's Who from Oub 47.
Performers induded former 47 regulars Joan Baez, Taj Maha!, Geoff Muldaur, and
Marla Muldaur. They were joined by singer-songwriter James Taylor, who never had
billing at the dub but hung out with the 47 crowd; and the newer [fish-American
group, Cherish the Ladies, who represented the domestic tradition of women's music
"because our cultural heritage was passed on to us in our homes:' a heritage that
homeless people are denied. {14] All of them were joined informally by Jim Rooney,
Eric von Schmidt. and other former 47 musicians and friends. The morning after the
event, several of the same performers did a concert for children who are unwitting
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clients of the pantry. Jackie Landr6n [Washington] joined them, recreating the spirit of
the children's concerts that he had popularized at the 47.
In addition to performing, von Schmidt also designed the programme book, just
as he used to design the Club 47 posters. Most of the photographers of the event came
from the 47 community. The thank·you list has many recognizable names from the 47
crowd. The co-executive producer, Lybess Sweezy, literally grew up in the 47 milieu
while her mother was on the board of directors and the dub functioned as an erstwhile
daycare center for children like herself. Children ofother47 members, managers, and
performers also worked on the fundraiser, making it a multigenerationat and familial
event that reinforced these family traditions.
Again, former members ofthe47 scene came frem far away points to attend this
unique event that was a different kind of reunion, one that reactivated their
generational belief in their abilities to changesodety largely through the power of
music. Like Schmidt several informants discussed their support of the pantry's work
as a way to compensate for their lack of political activism earlier in their lives. Their
own cities and towns might be doing similar work, but collectively they wanted to
make a difference through the symbolically resurrected Club 47 community, reinforcing
in part their link between past and present. [151 A second fundraiser was in the
planning stages in summer 1991, when I did the bulk of my fieldwork.
Schmidt summarized the event in the context of the politically conservative
1990s. In retrospect now, she acknowledged. that Club 47 functioned. as a crucible, and
the music there instilled. in her and her peers a sensitivity to social injustice for which
their privileged. upbringings spared them direct experience.
To Schmidt, one legacy of her youth is the belief that music has the power to
change people's attitudes and affect social policy. It may have taken her a quarter
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century after Club 47 closed to find her voice, but now she knows that in the right
circumstances one person like herself can make a difference and that music, can and
will change the world. Schmidt was at Club 47 until the last note of the finale hoot. It is
fitting that she have the last word here, too, in what may be only the latest, but not the
last, chapter in a continuing story:
People [performersJ have been able to be more flexible once
they've made it. And it's in a way that everybody hears it. I mean, if
you're Bruce Springsteen and you're singing about out-of-work truck
drivers, you can legitimatize that plight in a way that it would take
unions and strikes and decades and pain and death and starvation and
humiliation and suicides to make the same kind of a statement.
[rs a foreshortening oftirne and social upheaval if it's done
through music that I think was dear then [the 47 era], but has become
much clearer now because it's become this massive industry. And the
whole communications system has become so sophisticated. Tom Petty
can make a statement. Tohn Cougar Mellencamp can say something
about farmers.
[ think it [politically-motivated music! still has growth potential.
It still has the opportunity to make even greater statements, but again it'll
depend on money. [t cannot float out there as a satellite without sort of
the blessings of the record companies and the distributors, I mean, it's
still hard to make a movie that makes a strong statement about injustice
that makes a real difference to a population other than the already
converted.
...We're in terrible conservative times and it feels like the '50s
again and r haven't got the patience because [don't have the rest of my
life in front ofme~, so I'm impatient. I'm impatient for more
change and better change and some social justice because It Sucks. And
that's sort of my diatribe on music and politics and power. So if you
have no power you can't make any noise. And that's where I see where a
place like the Club 47 was born as a nucleus for the soapbox that became
the voice place for that kind of power to be heard, Expressed. It may
not have been a political place and there was not a major political
movement at the Club 47, but I must, if I had to guess, I would say that
75 percent of the people whose lives were touched by that place went on
to say something that may make a difference.
...You had to be born some place and it all came together there.
And when you heard a person like Dock Boggs sing or Bessie Tones sing.
they were singing about shit. Life was a bitch we didn't know anything
about. When [ first heard Hazel Dickens and Alice Gerrard, the name
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she uses now, r was very, very, very taken with the whole idea of how
we were treating coal miners. It would have been the luck of the draw
that I would have picked. up a newspaper somewhere in my adult life
and read about it and internalized it. Because the music I could
immediately internalize. r really could personalize it immediately and
realize that we were real shits in this country. That was overnight
education for an awful lot of folks who heard the story of OUf country.
Who heard Walker Evans's book f.!£!!& Now Praise Famous Mm
produced with writer James Agee! made live. So that's kind of how I
saw it, how I see it, how I move through from it. [16J
8.4 Bringing Ct All Back Home
It is upon this intersection of the past and the present that the 47's legacy
continues to remain vitaL Joan Baez is identified. in the Club 47 legend as a local girl-
made-good. In a recent umbridge concert, she juxtaposed traditional songs, songs by
revivalists Bob Dylan and former Kingston Trio member John Stewart, and songs by a
newer generation of singer-songwriters such as Mary-ehapin Carpenter. According to
the~~review,Baez was regarded both as an historical figure and as a
contemporary artist. pt!rceptions that recalled similar visits to Club 47 by an earlier
generation of performers who combined those dichotomies. Her bridging those roles
was not without tension between the old and the new, as the reviewer noted:
There were plenty of old favorites, though it was perhaps a sad sign of
this pop-obsessed culture that the finest traditional singer of our times
felt the need to apologize every time she sang a folk song. "House of the
Rising Sun" was hot and angry....When she stepped away from the
mikes to let that glorious soprano loose on "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,"
she stopped her own show. (17]
Club 47's Joan Baez as a traditional singer? The~ writer's evocation of
tradition goes back to my earlier points about the pervasiveness in Cambridge of
needing to establish continuity with the past, the recent past as well as with historical
texts. As her Club 47 experience attests, Baez did participate in "artistic communication
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in smaU groups" and learned some of her repertoire in informal exchange with other
club participants. [18J By that definition of folklore, she § a tradition-bearer. Surely
more than a few audience members learned Baez's songs from her records. one of the
standard and una voidable mechanisms of transmission for the last three-quarters of a
century, the same way her peers at Club 47 learned from an earlier generation of
recorded singers.
In the constant effort locally to demonstrate continuity, it is ironic that no
academic or public-sector folklorists came out of the Club 47 scene to continue the
academic tradition of folkIoristics that began privately in Cambridge and institutionally
at Harvard a century ago. It is equally ironic that few courses of folklore study are
available anywhere in southern New England, least of all Harvard, and one now has to
leave the region to find degree-granting programmes in the field. Perhaps because the
current scene in and around Cambridge is so dynamic and had retained much of its
dynamism after the 47 closed a quarter century ago, there was/is less need to seek out
texts in centres of academic study. The concept of the folk has truly evolved from.thtm
to b!2. It is tempting to link Club 47 partidpants and their legatees to the Cambridge
tradition of private scholarship. where studies of folksong genres and contexts are on-
gOing, personally engaging, and recognized by their peers. but rarely by the folklore
establishment. [l9]
The idea of building on the past is pervasive in Cambridge, as its residents
constantly re<ldapt the older city and its legends to present needs. Old buildings are
converted to new uses; new buildings are acknowledged as being erected on sites of
historical importance and often are named for their historical associations; and the
entirt:! physical and topographical landscape alludes to the continuum between past,
present, and future. The physical structure that once housed Club 47 on Mount
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Auburn Street itself has come to be regarded as an historicaL entity, evidenced by the
willingness of the Cambridge Historical Commission to take the almost unprecedented
decision to commemorate this twentieth-cent"..:ry site with a plaque recording its
significance in contributing to the cu1turallife ofthedty. (20] Moreover, as I write, a
book listing significant 1960s and 1970s musical sites worthy of pilgrimage has just been
published. (21) Club 47 is included.
Other indications of the 47's legacy in creating new texts and reworking earlier
versions, reach far beyond Cambridge and Boston in the on-going revival. The Rounder
Records collective in Cambridge, and its spinoff operations such as distributing the
Smithsonian's reissues of Folkways records, continues to produceand distribute
recordings of tI<lditionat ethnic, and reinterpreted folksongs-an activity that they
began in the late 19605 as the revival was diffusing into newer musical forms. In the
tradition of John Lomax, Robert WinsLow Gordon, Benjamin Botkin, and other early
foLksong collectors, the Rounder collective undertook fieldwork to find many of the
performers and genres they have recorded.
Another group in nearby WellesLey has capitalized on the concentration of
revivalists in the area and in 1990 began a mail-order business that produces the Hear
~. Its early marketing campaign synthesized the mailing Lists of the many
revival-oriented concert producers in eastern Massachusetts. The HearCatalogue caters
to new markets who missed, or were not around for, significant recordings and other
revival memorabilia the first time through. They also distribute festival paraphernalia
and early jazz, blues, and cowboys records that they consider to be "the essential
recordings by the essential artists." l221 Many of their great-boom selections feature
recordings by former Club 47 performers such as Tom Rush, the Jim Kweskin Jug Band,
and Taj Mahal, as well as those who performed at the 47 and Newport, such as reissued
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records by Mississippi John Hurt, Muddy Waters, and Son House. In addition, they
offer reissued or new aLbums recorded at Newport festivals dUring the 19605 and at the
revived festivaLs of the late 198Os. Already the recent past is a cultura1 artifact.
Whether through reissuing recordings; commemoration by plaques and
pilgrimages; or by concerts for reunions, contemporary entertainment, and social
reform, the communal re-creation of the idea of Club 47 survives because it meets
current needs and ideals, By linking contemporary pilgrims wilh historical ones in
seeking out the products of a special place and time, bolh Club 47 members and newer
folk-music enthusiasts are united in lhe hopes of enriching lheir everyday lives. The
same dynamic operated a generation ago with the music that was symbolically recalled
from the past and adapted to then--eu.rrent needs and ideals at Club 47.
In the New Age, when Ben and Jerry's progressive ice-cream and rainforest-
saving empire is bankrolling the new Newport folk festivals and when recycling the
detritus of civilization makes economic as well as environmental sense, looking
b.lckward remains or becomes even more culturally satisfying. Revivalists apparently
QQ follow the Firesign-Theatre motto of other, more conventional New England
archaeologists, who declare \oVith the conviction bom of experience, '"Forward into the
past'" [23l
The rest of the story is yet to unfold, Anniversaries of significant dates in the
history of Club 47 are forthcoming, heralding other rites of passage and providing yet
other opportunities for reunions and musical exchanges. In the meantime, the
folksong community will continue to gather by the river,
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Notes
1. There are numerous historical and cultural studies on this theme, such as
Henry Nash Smith's Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth
(Cambridge. MA: Harvard UP, 1950l.
1. All quotes recorded during summer 1991 from WADN-AM's self..
promotional spots and its advertisements for the 1991 Benand Jerry's Newport Folk
Festival
3. Unless noted otherwise. all quotes ill this section are !Toman interview with
Tom Rush on 15 April 1991.
4. From interviews with Rush and John Cooke. Rush talked about the concerts
in tenns of "burying hatchets" and Cooke mentioned their "healing power:'
5. Letter !Tom John Cooke dated 24 February 1992.
6. Interview with JiU Henderson, 15 August 1991-
7. Transcribed from the tape of a "Oub 47 at the Kennedy Center," circa 1983.
The event was recorded with a grant from the American Public Radio Programme Fund
and broadcast on Boston's WGBH-FM radio ill April 1989.
8. Tom Rush: Late Night Radio. (HS-48011, 1984). The location he described
was PalmerStreet,
9. Kennedy Center concert tape.
10. Rush spoke regularly about taking control of his career at marketing
workshops run by the Folk Arts Network ill Cambridge, of which he is a board
member. Even audiences are aware of his activities since many are added to his mailing
lists after attending concerts,
11. lnterview with John Cooke, 18 January 1991.
12. Interview with Nancy Sweezy, 6 August 1991,
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13. Interview with Betsy Siggins Schmidt. 29 August 1991.
14. From the concert programme, 16 November 1990.
15. Several informants spoke of this, induding James Field, Charlie Frizzell, Jill
Henderson, Geoffrey Muldaur, and Jim Rooney.
16. Schmidt interview.
17. See Scott Alarik·s "At Sanders [Theatre at Harvard!. a happier. more melodic
Joan Baez" (Boston Globe [24 November 1992J: 34).
18. From interviews with Debbie Green Andersen and Jackie Washington,
February and March 1992.
19. One such piece of private scholarship is Boston writer Craig Harris's book,
The New Folk Music (Crown Point. IN: White Oiffs Media Co., 1991). Club 47, Joan
Baez, and Tom Rush are discussed in the chapter on ''The Old School," which
foreshadowed newer performers and trends that Harris recounts in the remainder of
the book. [take exception to some of Harris's scholarship, however, such as the fact
that he says Francis James Child travelled throughout Britain and Ireland to formulate
his ballad canon and his account of Cedi Sharp's finding "pure·' Elizabethan ballads in
the southern Appalachians,
20. One of the spinoffs of my research is my functioning in the role of folklorist·
as-advocate when I successfully petitioned the Cambridge Historical Commission to
erect a plaque at the former Mount Auburn Street site ofOub 47. They have agreed to
do so, but details remain to be negotiated.
21. Nolan includes Gub 47 in the Boston (sic! chapter of The Rock 'n Roll Road
Trip: The Ultimate Guide to the SHes the Shrines and the legends Across America
(New York: Pharos Books, 1992). the only folk-revival venue to be induded in that
section. Except for a few minor mistakes of fact, her account is generally correct. She
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notes that Passim's. the "listening room"' that subsequently moved into Gub 47's Palmer
Street location, is the place where '"(he (Club 47J folk tradition was maintained" (6).
22. HearCatalogue fall 1991,
23. From fieldwork [conducted in winter 1991 on customs and beliefs of one
group of New England archaeologists. who prefer anonymity.
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The people with whom [discussed Oub 47 between June 1990 and November
1992 are Listed bt:!low and consist of three categories. F"ormt:!r Club 47 membt:!rs with
whom I had major interviews are indicated under the interview section, along with the
dates and locations of tht:! interviews, and the dates of any supplementary conversations
or correspondence. Many of those interviews were tape-recorded and the tapes are in
my possession. Transcripts and/or a table of contents and fieldnotes exist for each
interview and conversation.
The second category, listed under the correspondence section, are additional
former Club 47 members who, for a variety of reasons, it was impossible to interview in
person, often because of geographical limitations. These individuals provided valuable
data through letters or other memorabilia, all of which are in my possession. Some of
the correspondence was initiated by me; other letters involved replies to my published
research queries in the Boston Review (September 1990); the Boston Sunday.QQ.Qs. <30
December 1990); Harvard Magazine {January/February 1992}; and NEASA News (April
1991), the publication of the New England American Studies Association.
The remaining category, Listed under the background heading, is constituted by
those-47 members and nonmembers--with whom [ discussed Club 47 and!or its role in
the great boom either in person and by telephone. I also have fieldnotes from all of
these conversations. Where no date is recorded, there were multiple conversations for
which keeping track would have been far too obsessive.
One of the most satisfying aspects of my fieldwork was the networking process
of gathering information. Keeping up with correspondence and responding to
telephone calls was a major component of this project. Many informants provided me
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with addresses and telephone numbers of the people with whom they still keep in
touch. In many cases, [followed up on these contacts. At issue was the need to limit
my thesis-related fieldwork, although [view this thesis as an ongoing venture and still
plan to contact many of these people at a later date.
As always, fieldwork also comprised contacts that I initiated with potential
informants that did not result in interviews. For whatever reasons, since these
individuals have chosen not to respond to my request for information and/or an
interview, I do not feel it appropriate to list their names here.
There is no one point of view or one way to retetl the story of the Club 47.
Fieldwork accounts of specific events and pers<malities are often contradictory.
Multiple events are often condens~ into one memory. Historical impressions are
revised to suit contemporary attitudes. My approach was not to judge, but merely to
record and analyze.
List of Fieldwork Informants
interviews • = taped interview
Debbie Green Andersen. Telephone interview from Santa Monica, California; 20
February 1992.
Rita Weill Byxbe. Berkeley, California; ·11 January 1992 Telephone interview 10
January 1992
John Byrne Cooke. "'Taped interviews in response to my questions, 18 and 20
January 1992. Telephone interview from Teton Village, Wyoming; 31
October 1991. Letters: 15 October 1991, 24 February 1992.
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Earl Crabb. Oakland, California; 19 October 1990; Berkeley, California; 10 January
1992,"11 and "12 January 1992. Telephone interviews: 17 August 1991, 31
October 1991.
James Field. Watertown, Massachusetts; ""24 and ""26 July 1991. Telephone
interviews: 12July 1991, 17 August 1991, 20 August 1991, 15 October 1991,
9 April 1992. letters: 4 January 1991,7 October 1991.
Charlie Frizzell. Berkeley, California; "11 January 1992. Telephone interview 10
January 1992.
David Gessner. Watertown, Massachusetts;·13 August 1991.
Jill Henderson. Concord, Massachusetts; 15 August 1991. Telephone interviews:
11 July 1991; 9, 20, and 27 August 1991; 14 January 1992.
Pet~r Johnson. Cambridge, Massachusetts; 28 August 1991.
Annie Johnston. Oakland, California; 19 October 1990; Berkeley, California, ·11
and ·12 January 1992.
Bill Keith. Telephone intetview from Woodstock, New York; 18 November 1991.
Arthur Krim. Watertown, Massachusetts; "30 July 1991. Telephone interview: 26
August 1991. Letters; 10 February 1991, 9 March 1991, 30 March 1992.
Carl Lindahl. St. John's, Newfoundland; >0-18 October 1991.
Andrew MacEwen. Stockton Springs, Maine; 9 June 1991 and 1 September 1991.
Jane Mansbridge. Telephone interviews from New York, New York; 24
November 1991 and 16 February 1992. Letters: 25 November 1991, 29
January 1992.
John [Buz] Marten. Telephone interview from Gualala, California; 10 January
1992.
Geoffrey Muldaur. Mill Valley, California; >0-12 January 1992.
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joy Kimball OVl!rstreet. Berkell!y, California; "11 January 1992. Telephone
inM'View: 10 January 1992-
Jim Rooney. Telephone interviews from Nashville, Tennessee; 19 July 1990 and
16 August 1991.
Tom Rush. Tdephone interview from Jackson Hole, Wyoming; 15 April 1992.
Betsy Siggins Schmidt. Cotuit, Massachusetts; "29 August 1991. Telephone
interview: 20 August 1991. Letters: 6 June 1991, 16 December 1991, 29
January 1992-
Nancy Sweezy. Uncoln, Massachusetts; 21 July 1990; Arlington, Massachusetts;
·6 August 1991.
Peter V. Tishler. ""Taped. interview from Brookline, Massachusetts; in response to
my qUl!Stions, February 1992. Letter: 19 December 1991.
Jackie Washington [John Landron]. Telephone interview from New York, New
York; 24 March 1992.
CorrespolldellCe
David M. Boehm. New York, New York; 23 January 1992-
Joe Boyd. London, England; 20 November 1991.
Gordon Edwards. Natick, Massachusetts; 31 December 1991.
Robert L. Jones. Ridgefield, Connecticut; 13 November 1991, 27 April 1992.
William Lockeretz. Brookline, Massachusetts; 24 January 1992, 30 March 1992.
Nick Pe:lrson. Weston, Massachusetts; 30 December 1990.
Rich.lrd Pike. Atherton, California; 2 February 1991.
Fritz Richmond. Portland, Orego[l; 20 March 1991, 10 May 1991, 25 February
1992.
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Peter Rowan. Mill Valley, California; October 1992.
Barbara F. Sherman. Needham Heights, Massachusetts; 20 May 1991, 17 June
1991,16 March 1992.
Ethan Signer. Cambridge, Massachusetts; 3 December 1991.
Rick and Mary Stafford. Boston, Massachusetts; 22 August 1991.
Eric von Schmidt. Westport, Connecticut; 27 January 1992.
Andrew Warshaw. Brookline and Boston, Massachusetts; 3 January 1992, 6
February 1992.
Untaped conversations for !::lackground information
Personal Discussions
Jane Becker. Arlington, Massachusetts; 11 July 1991.
Saul Broudy. Washington, D.C; 19 June 1990.
David Buchan. St. John's, Newfoundland.
Robert Cantwell. Washington, D.C.; 18 June 1990; telephone: 10 May 1990.
John Cheney. Shrewsbury, Massachusetts; 14 August 1991.
Ron Cohen. Oakland, California; 19 October 1990; telephone: Cambridge,
Massachusetts; 10 May 1990 and 16 July 1990.
Joanna Fitzgibbon Doyle. Weymouth, Massachusetts; 4 July 1991.
Diane Goldstein. St. John's, Newfoundland.
Kenneth Goldstein. Watertown, Massachusetts; 14 August 1991.
Genny Haley. Berkeley, California; 10 January 1992.
Joseph Hickerson. Washington, D.C; 18 June 1990.
Alan Jabbour. Washington, D.C.; 22 June 1990.
Martin Lovelace. St.John's, Newfoundland;O:::tober 1990.
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Margaret Mills. St. John's, Newfoundland; 140ctober 1991.
Will Moore. Winchester, Massachusetts; 8 February 1990.
Peter Narvaez. St. John's, Newfoundland.
Kathy Neustadt. Lincoln, Massachusetts; 12 August 1991.
Paul Noonan. Cotuit, Massachusetts; 29 August 1991.
Bill Nowlin and Matt Walter. Cambridge, Massachusetts; 13 June 1991. Matt
Walter, telephone: 18 June 1990.
John Solomon Otto. Greenbelt, Maryland; 26 ~ember 1990.
Mary Lou Philbin. loudon, New Hampshire, 4 August 1991.
Aida Press. Cambridge, Massachusetts; 10 August 1990; West Newton,
Massachusetts; 3 August 1991.
Neil Rosenberg. St.John's, Newfoundland,
fackSantino. St. John's, Newfoundland; 15 October 1991.
Carol Ann Sheffield. Berkeley, California; 12 January 1992
Paul Smith. St. John's, Newfoundland.
Lisa Sullivan. St. John's, Newfoundland; 29 May 1992.
Eleanor Wachs. Boston, Massachusetts; 24 July 1992.
John Widdowson. St. John's, Newfoundland; October 1991-
Paul Wright. Boston, Massachusetts; 23 August 1990.
Telepholle conversations
Cambridge [Massachusettsl Historical Commission. Telephone: SaUy
Zimmerman, 2 August 1991; Letter: Charles Sullivan, 14 August 1991.
Barbara Franco. St. Paul, Minnesota; 15 June 1990.
Vera Mae Frederickson. Berkeley, California; 10 January 1992.
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Byron Lord Unardos. Cambridge. Massachusetts; 20, 25. and 27 August 1991.
Robert MacKay. Boston. Massachusetts; 1 November 1990.
Maria Muldauc. Mill VaUey.California; 12 January 1992-
VictorOppe:nheimer. Cambridge. Massachusetts; 12 November 1991-
Suzy Thompson. Berkeley. California; 10 January 1992.




The following questions comprise the basic questionnaire rused throughout
fieldwork. [sent these questions to all actual and potential informants and also used
them in personal interviews. The questions were designed when I began initial
field work in summer 1990. l stuck with them throughout field work, although in
retrospect [ would have asked several questions differently and added other ones.
Personal interviews obviously covered many more issues and questions, but I included
these basic questions, too, in order to have comparative data.
Questionnaire
re: Club 47 0958-1968), Cambridge, Massachusetts
Genera! questions include:
I. Your personal background. When and where were you born? Where did you grow
up, go to school, what did you study, etc. What are you doing now?
., When/how did you become associated with Club 47? For how long? In what ways?
3. What instruments did/do you play? How did you [earn them? How did you learn
your repertoire? How did you get involved in [your group or solo]
performance?
4. Who were your music idols growing up? As a perfonner?
5. Who do you think the club belonged to since for most of its life it didn't have
individual owners? How did/do you define the community there? What were
the criteria for membership within the community?
6. Use of the space-discuss space for musicians 'Is. space for audience and others. Who
determined access? How was it used (for rehearsing? socializing? privacy?)
How did it differ tn the two locations?
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7. For musicians/workers; Do you remember how much you were paid? Individually
or within the group? (50 far, I have not be:enable: to find the: records of the: dub;
no one seems to have saved them, but rm still searching.)
8. How did Club 47 aUect your life? Did it affect your studies or other aspects of your
life. such as relationships. during its heyday? What's its effect on your life now?
9. [n the early days. particularly, Oub 47 seemed to have been a real~scene
primarily populated by local students and townies. Is that your experience?
Can you describe: the: local scene as you remember it? When did outsiders-both
musicians and enthusiasts-begin to enlarge the scope of the scene?
to. Do you remember any traditions, stories. superstitions, etc. concerning the club
and/or the community?
11. Anything else you want to add?
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APPENDrxlll:
PARTIAL LIST OF PERFORMERS AT CLUB 47 1958-1968
Since! have been unable to klcateany comprehensive archives for the Oub 47,
the following is a partial list of perfonners who were booked to appear at the dub
between 1958 and 1968. This list isa work-in-progressand omits dates, since my data
base is still in the early stages of infonnation gathering and it is premature to try to
make any kind of definitive record.
Sources for this list are an incomplete set of Club 47 calendars between 1961 and
1968; published listings. articles, and advertisements in~~between
March 1962aOO April 1968; and fieldwork interviews. Names are transcribed as they
appeared in these sources except for corrections of spelling. (am assuming that booked.
acts did, in fact, appear, except for the wual cancellations due to emergencies, illnesses.
tTansportation problems, and inclement weather.
Red Allen and the Kentuckians
Mose Allison Trio








Margaret Barry and Michael Gonnan
Joan Baez







Gary Burton Quartet with Larry Coryell
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Clnned Heat Blul:'S Band
Andrew Caponigro [Jazzl Trio












jaml:'S Cotton Blul:'S Band
Country Gentlemen
Les Daniels
Ll:'S Daniels and the DoubLe Standard String Band
Sandy and Jeannie Darlington
Rev. Gary Davis
Gil de jesus
Hazel Dickens and Alice Foster
Hamsa el Din
Dirty Shames




Mimi and Richard Fariila
jim Field













Buddy Cuy Blues Band




























Koerner, Ray and Glover
Steve Kuhn Trio
Jim Kweskin
Jim Kweskin and the Jug Band
Derek Lamb
Carol Langstaff
Dudley Lauhnan and the Canterbury Country Orchestra
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Bill Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys
Geoff Muldaur
Geoff and Maria Muldaur
Fred Neil
Bobby Neuwirth
New 'Lost City Ramblers
NewStrange~





Houston Person Uazz) Trio
Paul Phillips
PickabiUies






























Happy and Artie Traum






Muddy Waters Blues Band
Doc Watson
Rita Weill
Junior Wells and the Buddy Cuy Trio





Howlin' Wolf Blues Band
Danny Wright [Jazzl Band
Jesse Colin Young
Zola
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